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Cogeneration is defined as the sequentialuse of energy conversions to performmore
than one useful task.In common practice this is oftenan electric generation plant that
capitalizes on a high availabilityenergy supply to produce power while providing lower
availability energy for a second application suchas heating.
A two phase study has been conductedto assess the technical and economic
feasibility of installing cogeneration systemsat a number of State of Oregon institutional
facilities with the goal of conservingenergy and reducing costs.
In the first phase of this study, a simple analyticalmodeling tool was developed to
assist in the rapid screening of ten institutional sites,so that they could be relatively ranked
in terms of their suitability for cogeneration. Thismodel used monthly energy profilesas
the basis for calculations.Using results from this first phase study, threesites were
selected for further study.
In the second phase of the studymore sophisticated modeling softwarewas
developed to support the detailed assessment of cogenerationfeasibility at the selected
sites. The second phase model used hourlyenergy profiles from a group of representative
days. Days for use in modelingwere chosen by statistical correlation ofaverage daily
ambient temperatures to thermal plant load levels.
Redacted for PrivacyBothmodelsdevelopedareempiricallybased:equipmentmanufacturer's
specifications were used to represent the performanceand cost estimates of cogeneration
systems.
Electricity, fuel, and operating costswere calculated for each site, both with and
without a cogeneration system.Feasibility recommendationswere made based on a
comparison of these costs throughout the life ofthe proposed cogeneration system
project.
Two cogeneration systems appeared feasible fromthe models developed: A 185
kilowatt (kW) back pressure steam turbinesystem at Oregon State Penitentiary, and a 450
kW natural gas fueled reciprocating enginesystem at Oregon State Hospital.©Copyright byDavid J. Van Ho lde
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL
Cogeneration is defined as the sequential use of energy conversions to perform more
than one useful task. This typically means the conversion of chemical energy into useful
work and useful heat in the same process. The application of this technology to provide
high efficiency sources for electricity has recently come into the limelight. Most widely
publicized cogeneration systems have been large natural gas powered combustion turbines
(C-T's), driving electrical generators.The C-T's are coupled to heat recovery steam
generators (HRSG's) to capture a great deal of the thermal energy available in the exhaust
stream of the engines for industrial processes and/or to drive smaller steam turbines in a
scheme called combined cycle cogeneration. Some of these plants produce more than 100
Megawatts of electrical energy at average efficiencies greater than 45%, with far lower
equipment and startup costs than associated with traditional steam cycle thermal plants.
For this reason, utilities are increasingly considering to this technology to provide planned
future electrical generation capacity.
Although less glamorous and typically more challenging to make cost effective,
much smaller cogeneration systems can be devised which rival and in some cases surpass
the efficiencies of the large plants [Ewing and Di Tuillo, 1992]. These small cogeneration
systems may be attached to industrial sites requiring modest amounts of thermal energy, or
to larger institutional facilities such as hotels, hospitals, prisons, or universities.It is this
last category of sites that is the focus of this thesis.2
With the support and direction of the Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE), we
have conducted a program of technical and economic feasibility assessments to identify
state institutional facilities that may have potential to be hosts for cogeneration systems.
This thesis describes that assessment process and the results of it.It is important to
emphasize the practical and empirically based nature of our project at this juncture. The
primary goal of this project has been to provide information to the sponsor as the basis for
state policy decision making. For that reason, and also because the technologies applied
are mature, the feasibility assessments have been based on common practice methods and
empirical data whenever possible.
1.2 HISTORY OF COGENERATION
Cogeneration is by no means a new technology, though its recent appearance in the
lexicon of power engineers and power companies might lead one to this conclusion.In
fact, cogeneration was very common in the early 20th century. At that time electricity was
not universally available, and thermal energy costs were relatively much higher than they
have been recently. Early 20th century industrial sites often combined boiler plants with
electrical generating stations to provide steam and electricity to their facilities.Most,
though not all, of these facilities were closed when central utilities became prevalent. By
the 1960's the notion of cogeneration was virtually dead in the United States. It continued
to be used however, in other parts of the world, where electricity was either expensive,
unreliable, or both. In particular, countries such as Sweden and the USSR continued to
develop district heating and power systems, a form of cogeneration that combines thermal
to electric energy conversion with central heat plants for buildings in a nearby community.
Though these projects consistently reported high net energy conversion efficiencies, they3
were largely ignored in the U.S., where the dominant trend was toward each building
having its own heat plant and central utilities providing electrical service.
1.3 PUBLIC UTILITY REGULATORY POLICY ACT
Cogeneration began to be studied as an option to reduce U.S. dependence on
foreign oil in the wake of the oil shortages and price increases of the 1970's. In order to
reduce barriers to cogeneration and self-generation created by electric utility companies,
the U.S. congress enacted the Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act, (PURPA), in 1978
[Butler, 1984].This legislation, in effect, forced the electric utilities to buy electrical
energy at a "fair price" from cogenerators which qualified as legitimate under the act. The
definition of fair price has been the subject of a number of protracted legal battles, and at
the current time means the avoided cost of generation for the utility, defined as the cost
the utility would incur to generate the next kilowatt beyond their current system
generation capacity.Under the laws of the State of Oregon, all utilities are presently
required to file their avoided costs with the state Public Utility Commission.Another
incentive provided to legitimate cogenerators, and the major reason that utilities have
become very interested in cogeneration, is exemption from federal rate regulation.This
means that companies involved in cogeneration would not have their profits subject to
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission scrutiny or control unless other business activities
caused this to occur.
Although a detailed discussion of the PURPA act is beyond the scope of this thesis,
briefly, the functional requirements that are placed on a cogenerator to become a
Qualifying Facility (QF), are as follows:4
A minimum of 5% of the cogeneration system's annual output must be in the form of
useful thermal energy.
The system must have a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) efficiency
of 42.5% or more if 15% or more the total output is as useful thermal energy, or a
FERC efficiency of 45.0% or more if less than 15% of the total energy output of
thermal energy. The PERC efficiency is defined as:
FERC fl = (Power Output + [Useful Thermal Output / 2] ) / Fuel Power Input
Where:
Power Output = Useful electrical power output produced by the
cogeneration system.
Useful Thermal Output = The used thermal output of the cogeneration
system
(never more than the recovered thermal energy).
Fuel Power Input = The fuel input power to the cogeneration system
in the fuel's Lower Heating Value (LHV).
The cogeneration system cannot have more than 50% utility, or utility affiliate
ownership.
1.4 THERMODYNAMIC PRINCIPLES OF COGENERATION
A major attraction of cogeneration rests in the basic thermodynamic principle
underlying it: getting more useful work out of fuels.Put simply, the art and science of
applying cogeneration effectively is in capitalizing on what is referred to as availability.
Availability is defined as the maximum theoretical work which could be obtained from a
concentrated energy supply as that energy is dissipated to equilibrium with an environment
surrounding it [Moran and Shapiro, 1992].The engineer evaluating a thermal process5
for cogeneration feasibility must consider what forms of energy are needed and rank them
in order of availability required: i.e., what input temperatures does each process require,
and at what lower temperature is heat not useful to that process any more. Then, to the
extent possible, the design process becomes one of "cascading" systems in availability
order.
In the State of Oregon institutional sites studied, the required availability ranking for
major energy uses was: 1) Electrical energy generation, 2) process steam (in some cases),
and 3) building heating. The availability required by these processes may be quantified in
terms of the input temperatures needed to practically generate electricity in a power plant,
the temperatures required for a process such as an industrial laundry, and the temperatures
needed to comfortably heat a building, relative to the average outside temperature. If this
is done, the efficacy of cogeneration in this and similar applications becomes evident:
electrical generating power plants require high availability with input temperatures
typically on the order of 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit (°F). Being examples of heat engines,
electrical generating power plants must reject heat. Depending on the type of engine, this
rejection may occur at temperatures anywhere from around 1,200 to 600 °F. Happily, this
rejection temperature range gives us ample opportunity to capitalize on the availability
left, both for process applications and building heating.
From this simple example, we have shown that in principle a power plant could
generate electricity, supply steam for processes, and heat institutional facilities.If this
were done, we could utilize much of the availability in the fuels supplying that plant. This
is contrasted to the existing situation at the state facilities, where building heating is
powered by fuels having high availability which is wasted, and power is purchased from
utilities which generate most of their electricity thermally with no use of the low
availability reject heat from their power plants.6
1.5 SCOPE OF PROJECT
The Oregon Department of Energy originally defined the goal and scope of this
project to be "cogeneration feasibility assessment of state institutional facilities", providing
a list of some of the larger institutions that were state owned and operated. Some 20
institutional sites were considered at the outset.
An initial survey of the sites by phone interview immediately eliminated 8 sites as
impractical for further study for a wide variety of reasons. Two of the remaining sites did
not respond to attempts to gather site demographic and energy data, and so were
eliminated on that basis.
The remaining 10 sites were screened for cogeneration economic feasibility, using
the methods and models described in Chapter 2, Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility
Screening. For each site screened, a brief report summarizing results was issued. From
the results of the screening process, 3 sites were chosen for the more detailed analysis
described in Chapter 3, Detailed Cogeneration Feasibility Analysis. Finally, a report was
issued for each detailed analysis.
1.6 COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY
Although the "cascading availability" principle of cogeneration could be applied in
most energy conversion schemes, few are practical.In particular, to be cost effective a
cogeneration system must tap a fairly large energy flow having sufficient availability for
the application thatis otherwise being wasted.Only three of the most popular
technologies for cogeneration were investigated and modeled in these studies: combustion
turbines, gas fired reciprocating engines and steam turbines.All may be powered by
natural gas, a relatively clean and currently cheap fuel.Research conducted into7
cogeneration technologies in the course of this project did not reveal any alternatives at
commercial scale of development not in one of these three groups.
Combustion turbines and gas fired reciprocating engines are internal combustion
(I-C) engines. Both are also good examples of prime movers that are appropriate for
cogeneration systems application as topping cycles, or cogeneration systems where the
electric power is taken off before the heat is used. I-C engines in general have exhaust
temperatures that often exceed 1,000 °F, along with high exhaust flow rates. Combustion
turbines are particularly well suited to steam system cogeneration because they have very
high mass flow from the exhaust in addition to high temperatures. Heat recovery steam
generators attached to C-T's can generate low or high pressure steam. C-Ts are typically
more efficient than other technologies in sizes greater than 10 Megawatts (MW), and
require significantly less service than do reciprocating engines.
While reciprocating engines exhaust less heat than C-T's, they also provide
substantial amounts of recoverable energy from block and oil cooling systems.This
energy will typically be available at temperatures below 250 °F, and may be used in
combination with the limited exhaust heat recovery to heat water or produce steam at low
pressures (15 psig.) [Waukesha, 1986]. While less efficient than C-T's in very large sizes,
reciprocating engines are significantly more efficient in small sizes, (less than 1 MW), and
are able to operate much more efficiently at part load than C-T's.
Steam turbine cogeneration systems are fundamentally different than I-C engine
systems. While the back pressure steam turbines that were considered in this study could
be classified as topping cycles, they are not independent power plants as are the I-C
engines. The steam turbine operates as a part of the existing steam system, replacing
existing pressure reducing valves (PRV's).Such steam turbines capitalize on the
availability of high pressure steam which is otherwise wasted through the PRV [Duke low,
1983, p. 9]. Back pressure steam turbine cogeneration systems may have extremely high8
efficiencies, because all the steam energy rejected by the engine is subsequently used for
heating. This high efficiency is reflected in a low cost of power associated with these units
[Ewing and Di Tullio, 1992]. Steam turbines typically require a pressure differential of at
least 100 psi. and flow greater than 6,000 lb/hr to operate efficiently, which limits their
applications in institutional settings where the boiler pressure rarely exceeds 150 psig.
Generators associated with cogeneration systems are either synchronous or
induction type. Induction generators are typically cheaper, both for the unit itself and for
the connections to the power system, but are rarely found on systems exceeding 500 kW
for a number of reasons. One key issue is that induction generators require an external
source of power to excite them.Thus an induction generator cannot function as a
standalone power plant to supply emergency power. For several of the sites studied, the
dual functionality of the cogeneration system to function as both a prime and emergency
power source was seen as a major asset. Another disadvantage of induction generators is
their lack of power factor control. When a synchronous generator is used, a site gains the
valuable ability to control its power factor to some extent.This may be used to reduce
power factor charges, or possibly even sell reactive power compensation to the utility if
there is a need for this.
In addition to the generator, a system of protective relays and circuit breakers must
be installed with any cogeneration system. These are required by the utility to assure that
the generator being attached to their power system is neither detrimental to their power
quality nor dangerous in the event of a power system emergency. It is beyond the scope
of this study to describe these systems, heretofore referred to collectively as switchgear, in
detail. At the same time, the costs associated with switchgear are germane to the thesis,
because they are a considerable percentage of total equipment costs particularly where
small systems are concerned.9
1.7 ECONOMIC ISSUES
Smaller cogeneration systems appropriate for application in institutional facilities are
often difficult to fmance, even when they result in large energy and cost savings. In large
part this is because the cost of equipment and installation may be prohibitive. Many costs,
such as those of utility connections, have substantial minimums creating strong economies
of scale that act against the practicability of small systems.Another challenge is that
larger cogeneration systems will typically be able to purchase their fuel at large discounts,
while the relatively small cogeneration system must often pay standard institutional rates
for fuel.
The Pacific Northwest is characterized by electric energy costs that are among the
lowest in the nation, a fact that makes small scale cogeneration in Oregon challenging at
best. This situation has come about because of a past surplus, particularly in the electric
power system capacity, or ability to deliver power on demand to the region. The region
has now virtually used up that surplus, and utilities are planning to acquire generation
resources. This, and recent changes in the policies of large suppliers such as Bonneville
Power Administration appear likely to increase the average cost of electrical energy.If
the cost of electricity increases more rapidly than the cost of fuel for cogeneration
systems, this technology will become more cost effective, the converse also being true.
Although it is not possible to predict the future costs of energy with high confidence,
indications are that natural gas and electric rates may move in tandem [Grist, 1994].In
this case, energy costs will have little effect on the future economic viability of
cogeneration systems relative to today.10
2. PRELIMINARY COGENERATION FEASIBILITY SCREENING
2.1 SCREENING THEORY
2.1.1 RATIONALE FOR USING SCREENING MODELS
The use of simplistic screening models for preliminary cogeneration feasibility
assessment is widely supported in literature on planning, design and implementation of
such systems [Erickson, 1993, Vol. 1, 2_17; Orlando, 1991, p. 182]. The rationale is the
same in all of the sources studied:It is best to use a multi-phase assessment process to
judge the feasibility of cogeneration systems, beginning with rapid, rough estimates and
increasing accuracy in each subsequent phase. In this way the minimum amount of high-
cost engineering time will be spent on proposed projects that are uneconomical. There is
also general agreement on the methodology prescribed for the initial screening process.
Monthly and annual site energy use data are used with rough estimates of cogeneration
system costs and full-load system performance parameters to estimate savings and
payback on the system's capital costs.In this project, spreadsheet models of this kind
were developed using Microsoft Excel® for screening the ten institutional sites.
The basic calculations used are very simple:
+Value of cogenerated electricity for use on-site
+Value of heat recovered for use on site
+Revenues from any off-site energy sales
Cost of fuel for cogeneration system
Cost of Operations and Maintenance of cogeneration system
= Gross savings from cogenerating11
Savings thus described are compared to the capital costs required to install the
cogeneration system in a number of ways.Simple payback, break-even analysis and
equivalent annual worth are common examples. Taxes were not considered in this project
as the clients were governmental agencies.
All the sources cited recognize that this type of analysis is very crude, and
recommend that only those analyses that result in very favorable economics be pursued.
Several key weakness of this method of analysis are identified below:
The monthly or annual analysis does not consider fluctuations in thermal and
electrical demand that typically occur at shorter intervals. These conditions may
reduce savings, either by forcing sales of electricity to a utility at a lower value for
energy, or by forcing the waste of thermal energy with resultant reduction in
cogeneration system efficiency.
No provisions are given for changing electricity value at different times of day or
year.
Rule-of-thumb cogeneration system costs and projected energy use will be
inaccurate.
2.1.2 SCREENING MODELS USED
For internal combustion engines, (combustion turbines and reciprocating engines),
the spreadsheet calculations used in the screening analysis generally follow a scheme
defined in Cogeneration Planner's Handbook, [Orlando, 1991, p. 182], with modifications
by the author. These calculations represent a straightforward expansion of the concepts
discussed in Section 2.1.1.Small steam turbine feasibility calculations are similarly
performed by two spreadsheets, generally following methodologies outlined in Using12
Small Steam-Turbine-Generator Sets to Replace Pressure Reducing Valves, [Ewing and
Di Tullio, 1992]. This model calculates steam turbine electrical generation on an average
monthly basis, and economics on a yearly basis, similar to the internal combustion model.
Both of these models are detailed in Section 2.3.
2.1.3SELECTION OF COGENERATION SYSTEMS FOR MODELING
The spreadsheet models developed require that the user judge the appropriate size
of cogeneration system for a proposed site. For internal combustion engines, this was
done by trying a number of systems with thermal outputs which bracketed the lowest
monthly thermal load as a rule of thumb. For steam turbines, the turbine choice was based
on yearly average site steam flow and steam conditions available.
2.2 SCREENING METHODS
2.2.1 SITE DATA COLLECTION
Site Interview
As a part of the screening assessment of institutional sites, an interview was
conducted with representatives of the institution who were familiar with its heating plant.
Typically, a site physical plant director or their representative was interviewed, as well as a
steam plant operator. When practical, an on-site interview was conducted; this was the
case in more than half of the sites. Interviews at other sites were completed by phone.13
Two major goals were set for the interview:First, it was typically necessary to
obtain permission for access to site records. After the interview contact was informed of
the goals of the study, records were requested.The second goal was to determine
whether or not site staff were familiar and/or receptive to the idea of cogeneration at their
institution, and whether they had opinions as to its feasibility there. This second goal was
considered of paramount importance.Major projects such as the investment in a
cogeneration system require local staff support to succeed.If the staff was found to be
uninterested or opposed to the idea, this was noted in the report to ODOE. At all sites
visited, a walk-through of the heat plant was conducted.
Site Data
Energy use data, including electric bills, gas bills and oil bills were gathered and
tabulated. This is described in detail in Section 2.4. In addition, information was gathered
on the heat plant and thermal loads such as the number of boilers, boiler rated and
operating pressures, steam or water distribution pressures and temperatures, length of
steam lines, and condensate return temperatures. In the interview an attempt was made to
characterize the site diurnal load variations, both electric and thermal, although this was
only used anecdotally in the first phase of the project.
Site demographic data, such as the number of buildings, square footage, age of
institution, number of participants and hours of operation were noted.
2.2.2 MODELING
Once data collection and entry was complete, each site was modeled for
cogeneration economic feasibility using the screening tool.Typically, a number of14
different cogeneration system types were tried with the site data set.Although a large
number of prime mover types (turbines and engines) had been characterized foruse with
the screening model, in practice a small number of the same machines were usedon all
sites.This occurred because the load sizes of the sites were similar. When possible, it
was deemed best to compare cogeneration feasibility of different sites using the same
cogeneration system, thereby minimizing the number of variants in the comparison.
2.2.3 SCREENING REPORTS
For each site studied, a brief report was issued to the Oregon Department of
Energy.This report detailed the energy data collected at the site, summarized the
cogeneration models developed, the results of those models, and other issues of
importance identified for any further cogeneration investigations at the site.
2.2.4 SITE COMPARISONS
At the end of the screening process, all reports were gathered and further
summarized for comparative purposes, so that sites for detailed analysis could be chosen.
The report summarizing the preliminary screening is Section 2.5 of this thesis.
2.3 SCREENING MODEL
2.3.1 SCREENING MODELS DEVELOPED
Simple technical/economic cogeneration feasibility screening models were developed
with computer spreadsheets to facilitate the first part of the cogeneration feasibility15
assessment process. These models use monthly utility bills from the site being assessed
along with information about the heating and cooling plants to estimate savings for
different proposed cogeneration systems.Spreadsheet output is formatted for direct
inclusion in feasibility studies and includes explicit formulas so that assumptions are
evident.Example spreadsheets used in cogeneration assessments at Oregon State
Penitentiary (OSP) are included for inspection in Appendix A. Two basic model types
have been developed, for fundamentally different types of cogeneration opportunities
which have been encountered at state institutions in Oregon. These are described below.
2.3.2 BACK PRESSURE STEAM TURBINE SYSTEM MODEL
One model was developed to determine the economics of back pressure steam
turbines installed between high pressure boilers and low pressure steam loads.
Turbine-generator "steam rates" are defined as the required pounds of steam flow at
a specified enthalpy for each kW-hr of electricity generated. These vary significantly with
input and output steam conditions and turbine design.While it is possible to prepare
preliminary estimates with steam rates from tables of manufacturers' data, turbine
manufacturers typically quote price and steam rate for given steam conditions, where the
turbine design will be fine tuned to those conditions. Manufacturer's full-load steam rates
were used in the model when possible.
Two spreadsheets were used in back pressure steam turbine cogeneration system
modeling: back pressure steam turbines generation estimates spreadsheet and the
feasibility screening worksheet. In the back pressure steam turbine generation estimates
spreadsheet, each monthly steam flow from the site utility study is multiplied by the
turbine steam rate. Next, this is multiplied by an assumed 95% generator efficiency and
99% availability factor to calculate monthly electricity generated. An example is shown in16
Appendix A, Table A-1. The calculated annual electrical outputs are then used in the
preliminary cogeneration feasibility screening worksheet, (Appendix A, Exhibit A-1),
along with the size of the turbine in kW. This spreadsheet estimates the energy absorbed
by the turbine from the steam system in million Btu per hour (MMBtu/hr).Energy
absorbed by the turbine is divided by the boiler efficiency and multiplied by the fuel cost
for natural gas to arrive at an hourly cost for electricity generated. After an operation and
maintenance (O&M) charge is added, this total operating cost is subtracted from levelized
electricity costs to find savings per kilowatt-hour (kWh). Savings per kWh are multiplied
by annual electricity generated to determine the gross annual savings. Estimated project
cost is divided by this value for calculation of simple payback. Project capital costs are
amortized at the user set interest rate and loan period and subtracted from gross annual
savings to arrive at an equivalent annual worth (EAW).
2.3.3 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE SYSTEM MODEL
The second model developed for cogeneration feasibility screening was used to
evaluate proposed cogeneration systems which have internal combustion prime movers
such as combustion turbines and reciprocating engines. As with the back pressure steam
turbine, the model uses monthly utility bills as the criteria for sizing the cogeneration
system and utility rates levelized over the life of the project as the basis for projected
system economics.
In this model, cogeneration system savings are defined as savings accrued from both
the avoided purchase cost of thermal and electric energy that the cogeneration system
supplies plus revenues from electricity sales, minus the operating costs of the system. The
model assumes full power operation of the cogeneration system, a simplification.With17
this assumption, the annual electricity production is the generator power output multiplied
by the annual operating hours.
Heat recovery is calculated from the heat recovery factor (HRF) associated with the
cogeneration system as defined below, multiplied by total annual electricity produced.
The recovered heat is multiplied by the cost of fuel and divided by the assumed existing
boiler efficiency to arrive at avoided thermal energy costs. Manual checking is required to
assure that the recovered energy does not exceed reasonable levels, considering the
likelihood that some thermal and electric loads may be non-coincidental.
Cogeneration system fuel costs are calculated from the total annual electrical output
of the cogeneration system multiplied by the fuel factor (FUEL) also defined below. This
value is added to operation and maintenance charges that accrue on a per-kilowatt-hour
basis, to give total operating costs.
The project capital investment is divided by gross annual savings for simple payback.
Project capital costs are also annualized at the set interest rate and loan period and
subtracted from gross annual savings to arrive at an EAW value.
Calculations are explicitly detailed directly on the spreadsheets."Walk through
Worksheet" Cases 3a and 4 in Appendix A, Exhibit A-2 and Exhibit A-3 are two examples
of this model spreadsheet applied at OSP. In Case 3a, a small combustion turbine was
chosen to meet a portion of the electrical demand and thermal demand. In Case 4, a larger
C-T was considered, as a thermal match to the site.
Internal Combustion Engine System Performance Parameters
Two key parameters are used in this model to characterize the performance of I-C
cogeneration systems:The fuel factor and the heat recovery factor.The fuel factor
(FUEL) is a conglomerate efficiency term which expresses the ratio of chemical energy in18
to electricity out of the cogeneration prime mover. Its units are MMBtu/kWh. This factor
is equivalent to the widely used "heat rate", in Btu/kWh, which is a parameter typically
supplied by manufacturers for their machines.
The heat recovery factor (HRF) is a measure of the recoverable heat produced by a
prime mover per unit of electricity generated, and has units MMBtu/kWh. This value
typically must be calculated for a given heat engine.It is based on specifications or
assumptions about the heat recovery steam generator, a boiler which is specially designed
to recover exhaust heat from an internal combustion engine such as a combustion turbine.
In this model, heat recovery steam generators (HRSG's) were assumed to be able to
reduce stack gases to 375 °F at exit, a readily attainable value based on information in the
literature [Spiewak, 1991, pp. 210-211].The exhaust gases were assumed to have a
specific heat of 0.245 Btu/lb-°F, and the engine is assumed to operate at full load. Given
these assumptions, the exhaust temperature of the gases out of the engine, and the mass
flow rate, the recoverable energy from exhaust is easily calculated:
Qrec
And so:
= (Exhaust Mdot (lb/hr)) * 0.245 * (Exhaust Gas Temp (°F)375) / 106
(In MMBtu/hr)
HRF= Qrec / Electric Power Output (kW) ( in MMBtu/kW-hr )
The heat recovery factor allows us to directly calculate the heat available to replace
existing steam heating boilers for a given electric power generation rate. Both the FUEL
factor and the HRF have been tabulated, along with the machine cost per kilowatt of
generating capacity, for a wide spectrum of machines in Appendix A, Table A-2.19
2.4 SCREENING INPUT DATA
2.4.1 SITE ENERGY USE
An energy profile was prepared for each site from thermal fuel, (principally gas), and
electric utility bills, as the basis for model projected energy use. The period ofuse studied
was one or two years, depending on data availability. Two years of data was preferred, to
provide more confidence that the annual energy usage would be representative, however
many sites were unable to provide more than one year's data.
The energy use bills were collected and tabulated, an example of which is found in
Appendix B, Table B-1, "Monthly Energy History", for Oregon State Penitentiary (OSP).
Electricity, natural gas and oil were included, though oil use was small in allcases and was
not used in the models. Annual average electrical energy use was calculated for use in the
model, as was annual natural gas use.
Utility providers and applicable tariffs were identified for all sites and the average
costs of energy was calculated for the study period.The exact electrical rate varied
slightly from site to site, depending on the utility and rate schedule, but all had average
electrical energy costs of approximately $0.049 /kWh. Demand charges were lumped with
energy to arrive at this rate for use in this phase of the study. Natural gas rates also varied
from site to site, with an average cost of $0.30 /Therm (1 Therm equals 100,000 Btu).
Examples of the rates schedules collected are also shown in Table B-1.
Use of Levelized Energy Costs
It is important to note that the cogeneration feasibility screening runs used energy
costs that are levelized projected energy costs over the next 20 years, in 1993 dollars.20
These levelized costs were provided by ODOE, the project sponsor and recipient of our
reports. The rates used for modeling were as follows:
20 year levelized electrical rates (lumped energy and demand):
Public Utilities: Current rate (typically $0.0488 /kWh)
Private Utilities: 105% of current rate(typically $0.0512 /kWh)
20 year levelized natural gas energy rates:
More than 50,000 Therms/month: $0.36 /Therm
Less than 50,000 Therms/month: $0.42 /Therm
Particular attention was paid to determining if a significant portion of fuel uses were
not cogeneration replaceable, as was found to be the case at some sites. Examples of non-
replaceable fuel uses include kitchen ovens and ranges, and shop applications for gas
flames. In these cases, the non-replaceable fuel use was included in the history, but was
excluded from models.The percentage of fuel use not considered cogeneration
replaceable was judged from interviews with site facilities staffs.
The monthly electrical and thermal energy uses were converted to a common basis
of Million Btu, (MMBtu) and graphed for comparison. In addition, the ratio of thermal to
electrical energy was calculated for each month, as an aid in selecting the types of
cogeneration systems appropriate for the site [Erickson, 1993, Vol. 1, p. 521]. An
example of the energy use graph for OSP is shown in Appendix B, Figure B-1.
At most sites monthly steam generation data was gathered from boiler records. In
the case of sites where steam records were not obtained or only part of the period was
available, steam for the months not obtained from records was estimated from gas records,
assuming a boiler efficiency of 85%. Tabular steam use data shares the same table as the
back pressure steam turbine generation estimates (Appendix A, Table A-1).21
2.4.2 COGENERATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Cogeneration system performance data and costs were obtained from a broad range
sources, both manufacturers of equipment and secondary sources such as textbooks and
monographs [Erickson, 1993, Vol. 2, Tab 8 to Tab 13; RCG/Hagler, Bail ly, 1992, (a);
Spiewak, 1991, pp. 213-362]. A tabular listing of machine specifications collected is in
Appendix A, Table A-2.
Typical specifications for prime movers alone included a machine price, power
output heat rate in Btu/kWh, fuel flow, exhaust flow, and exhaust temperature, all at
International Standards Organization (ISO) conditions.For packaged cogeneration
systems the recovered heat or steam production was given explicitly. Model fuel factors
and heat recovery factors were calculated from industry data using the methods and
assumptions described in Section 2.3.
Per kilowatt costs for cogeneration systems varied widely for similar systems, and
were a source of uncertainty in the screening analysis.It was determined that supplier
quotes would be required to improve confidence in the installed costs. Since the screening
study was intended for comparative purposes only, all parties agreed that an assumed
multiplier of between 2.0 and 2.5 applied to the base machine costs would be reasonable.
The exact value of the multiplier used within this range was based on judgment as to the
complexity of the installation, and the base machine per-kilowatt price relative to other
similar machines.22
2.5 SCREENING RESULTS
2.5.1 OVERVIEW OF SCREENING RESULTS
Cogeneration feasibility screening assessments were conducted on ten State of
Oregon institutional facilities. Three state correctional institutions were assessed: Eastern
Oregon Correctional Institution, Oregon State Correctional Institution and Oregon State
Penitentiary. Four state colleges were assessed: Eastern Oregon State College, Southern
Oregon State College, Oregon State University and Portland State University. Two state
hospitals were assessed: Dammasch State Hospital and Oregon State Hospital. Also,
Fairview Training Center, a home and school for disabled persons was assessed.
In general, the sites had many energy use characteristics in common.All the
institutions operated as housing facilities to some extent, with significant round-the-clock
energy demands. All had seasonal variation in thermal energy consumption, driven
primarily by winter heating loads, and had heat supplied primarily by natural gas generated
steam. All had virtually constant electrical consumption on a seasonal basis. Based on the
thermal plant types, all sites could be easily retrofitted with cogeneration systems.
The sites varied in total energy consumption from a high of 628,320 MMBtu per
year at Oregon State University, to 61,824 MMBtu/yr at Dammasch State Hospital,
including both electrical energy and thermal fuels consumption. Data was based on utility
bills provided by the site under study.
Simplified cogeneration system modeling was performed on all sites, using the
spreadsheet screening tool described in Section 2.3.Cogeneration system technical and
economic feasibility were judged comparatively in these studies, using cost data from
secondary sources [Spiewak, 1991, pp. 213-362; Waukesha, 1986; RCG/Hagler, Bailly,
1992, (a)]. It should be recognized that data on cogeneration system costs, as well as fuel23
costs, are not firm until vendor quotes are obtained. The major value of the preliminary
assessments was to identify likely sites and rank them.
Simple payback was used as the primary basis for comparative site feasibility in the
first five sites. Following discussions with ODOE, it was decided to present more realistic
net equivalent annual worth (EAW), after debt service payments on the capital investment
with loan interest assumed as 7%.It was recognized that when projects involve large
amounts of capital, simple payback may be misleading. This method was added on the
sixth assessment report, (Oregon State Penitentiary). When the sites were recalculated for
this summary report, those economic measures were applied to all of the rest.
During the latter part of the study, the small Norwalk Turbo 475 kW combustion
turbine proposed for use at several sites was found to be no longer in production. This
product was replaced in later studies by a Garrett 515 kW C-T with current cost quotes.
The price for the 475 kW turbine applications in the early studies were also escalated to
reflect current equivalent costs in the summary, so as to make comparisons more realistic.
No fi rm criteria for judging whether or not a project was feasible were defined;it
was assumed that the sponsor (ODOE) would make this decision.From a research
perspective, the goal in the first phase of the study was to rank the sites relatively,
allowing an informed decision of which ones to choose for further study.
Generally, cogeneration was found to be only marginally cost effective within the
current regional utility rate structures, where average electricity costs are around $0.05
/kWh. Electric rate increases above the escalation assumed in the levelized rates could
change this.Paybacks varied from 2.9 to 22.3 years, with the low cost steam back
pressure turbine systems typically being the most cost effective. The average payback was
approximately 7 years.Cogeneration system costs varied widely, as did savings.
Cogeneration feasibility was not closely coupled with total energy consumption, although
large users did tend to have better economics when other factors were held constant.24
2.5.2SITE SCREENING SUMMARIES
Eastern Oregon Correctional Institution
Eastern Oregon Correctional Institution (EOCI) is the state's second largest
correctional facility.It is a medium security prison, with a capacity for up to 1,500
inmates, and is located in Pendleton, Oregon. The facility consists of some 23 buildings,
with approximately 575,500 square feet of conditioned space.
Energy use patterns at EOCI are not highly seasonal, with a large summer steam
load attributed to an industrial laundry, domestic hot water and absorption chillers. The
winter monthly gas use peaked at 10,607 MMBtu, while the lowest month in summer is
6,395 MMBtu.Compared to other sites evaluated, this difference is notably low.
Electrical loads are close to constant. Annual electrical energy use was 6,725,579 kWh in













1B-P Steam Turbine 175 $150,000$33,257 4.5 $16,788
2 Reciprocating 450 $450,000$31,320 14.4($18,088)
3Combustion turbine515 $700,400$53,494 13.1($23,406)
Table 2.1 EOCI Screening Summary
Cogeneration systems modeled with the energy flows at EOCI are summarized in
Table 2.1. A steam back pressure turbine-generator system was considered to replace
existing pressure reducing valves, because of the relatively large amount of steam used
year round.The back pressure turbine option appears cost effective under the above25
conditions. A small combustion turbine system was modeled and found uneconomical,as
was a 450 kW reciprocating engine system.
Oregon State Correctional Institution
Oregon State Correctional Institution (OSCI) is the state's third largest correctional
facility; it is a medium security prison, housing approximately 860 inmates. The facility is
located in Salem, Oregon and has 288,857 square feet of conditionedspace.
Energy use patterns at OSCI are seasonal, with winter heating bygas generated
steam being the major varying component. The maximum winter monthly gas was 7,494
MMBtu, while the lowest month in summer is 2,277 MMBtu. Summeruse of steam is
limited to domestic hot water and kitchen uses. The ratio ofgas to electric energy used
varies from 2.7 to 7.8.Electrical loads are quite constant, as is typical of such facilities,
where heating and/or cooling loads are not electrically powered. Annual electricalenergy














1B-P Steam Turbine 70 $56,000 $17,523 3.2 $11,375
2 Reciprocating 290 $290,000$53,427 5.4 $21,587
3Combustion turbine475 $712,500$109,262 6.5 $31,033
4Combustion turbine1,130$1,453,180$65,313 22.2($94,238)
Table 2.2 OSCI Screening Sununary26
Cogeneration systems modeled with OSCI's energy flows are summarized in Table
2.2. A steam back pressure turbine was considered, and despite low summer steam flows
and boiler steam pressure available,thisoption appears very attractive.Small
reciprocating engine and combustion turbine cogeneration systems have marginal
economics. Based on the apparent reduction in payback as size increases in the small
system range, larger systems were explored, but were found uneconomical.
Eastern Oregon State College
Eastern Oregon State College (EOSC) is the state's 6th largest institution of higher
learning, with approximately 2,000 students. The college is located in La Grande, Oregon
and has 458,000 square feet of conditioned space.
Energy use patterns at EOSC are highly seasonal, with winter heating by gas
generated steam being the major variant.Summer use of steam is very limited.The
winter monthly gas use peaked at 9,178 MMBtu, while the lowest month in summer is 0
MMBtu. The ratio of gas to electric energy used varies from 0.0 to 5.5, The thermal
power plant being virtually shut down in the three summer months. Electrical loads are
relatively constant year round. Annual electrical energy use was 7,242,000 kWh, while
annual natural gas use was 511,064 Therms. The study year was 1991.
Cogeneration systems modeled with EOSC's energy flows are summarized in Table
2.3. A back pressure turbine was considered, but because of seasonal variations in steam
flows, this option does not appear attractive.Both small reciprocating engine and
combustion turbine cogeneration systems also have comparatively poor economics, as27
does the small C-T system. The plausibility of increasing summer thermal loads so as to
improve cogeneration system efficiency by installing absorption chillers (steam powered













1B-P Steam Turbine 100 $80,000 $10,902 7.3 $2,118
2 Reciprocating 290 $290,000$40,170 7.2 $8,330
3Combustion turbine475 $712,500$96,864 7.4 $18,635
4 Reciprocating 1,165$990,250$141,982 7.0 $33,258
Table 2.3 EOSC Screening Summary
Southern Oregon State College
Southern Oregon State College, (SOSC), is the state's 4th largest institution of
higher learning, with approximately 4,800 students. The college is located in Ashland,
Oregon and has roughly 885,000 square feet of conditioned space.
Energy use patterns at SOSC are seasonal, with winter heating by gas generated
steam being the major variant. Summer use of steam is limited to domestic hot water
heating. The maximum winter monthly gas use was 13,714 MMBtu, while the lowest
month in summer was 2,089 MMBtu. The ratio of gas to electric energy used varies from
0.7 to 4.3. Electrical loads are relatively constant year round. SOSC was able to provide
two years of utility bills; this is considered an advantage, as it may increase modeling
accuracy.Average annual electrical energy use was 10,150,224 kWh, while average
annual natural gas use was 711,816 Therms. The study year was 1991.28
Cogeneration systems modeled with SOSC's energy flows are summarized below in
Table 2.4. Both small reciprocating engine and combustion turbine cogeneration systems
were considered. Economic results appear poor in this preliminary analysis. The shortest













1 Reciprocating 290 $290,000$36,178 8.0 $4,338
2 Reciprocating 450 $450,000 $48,513 9.3 ($895)
3Combustion turbine475 $712,500$84,325 8.4 $6,096
4Combustion turbine1,130$1,453,180$161,856 9.0 $2,305
Table 2.4 SOSC Screening Summary
Dammasch State Hospital
Dammasch StateHospitalisastatepsychiatrictreatmentfacilityhousing
approximately 340 patients.The hospital is located in Wilsonville, Oregon and has
350,000 square feet of conditioned space.
Energy use patterns at Dammasch arefairly seasonal, with gas generated steam
being the principal variant.Summer steam loads are limited to domestic hot water,
laundry, sterilizer, and kitchen uses.The highest winter monthly gas use was7,107
MMBtu, while the lowest summer month use was 1,858 MMBtu. The ratio of gas to
electric energy used varies from 1.5 to 8.1. Electrical loads are relatively constant. Some
summer cooling is done electrically, resulting in slightly greater demand in the summer
months. Average annual electrical energy use was 3,484,356 kWh, while average annual
natural gas use was 499,272 Therms. The study period was 1990-1992.29
Cogeneration systems modeled with the energy flows at Dammasch are summarized
in Table 2.5. A steam back pressure turbine was considered, and despite fairly low steam
flows and pressure, this option appears marginally feasible. A 290 kW reciprocating
engine cogeneration system had marginal economics, as did a small C-T. An assessment
of the economics of coupling a back pressure turbine to a C-T Heat Recovery Steam
Generator (HRSG) was done as well. This option improved economics compared to the














1B-P Steam Turbine 110 $98,000 $15,993 6.1 $5,233
3Recip. I-C Engine 290 $290,000$46,386 6.3 $14,546
4Combustion turbine475 $712,500$101,921 7.0 $23,692
4a C-T + B-P Stm 575 $766,500$112,238 6.8 $28,080
Table 2.5 Dammasch Screening Summary
Oregon State Penitentiary
Oregon State Penitentiary (OSP) is Oregon's largest state prison, and the only
maximum security facility in the state, with a capacity for 1,709 inmates. The penitentiary
is located in Salem, Oregon, and has 590,000 square feet of conditioned space.
Energy use patterns at OSP are somewhat seasonal, with gas generated steam heat
being the principal variant. Steam use peaks in the coldest winter months, reflecting the
heating load added to all others. The largest single use of steam at OSP is the industrial
laundry which has only slight seasonal variation. Other steam loads include domestic hot30
water generation, steam plant deaerator, kitchen processes, and a small supply to Oregon
Women's Correctional Center.These loads are also relatively constant.Peak winter
monthly gas use was 20,201 MMBtu, while the lowest use in a summer month was 8,391
MMBtu. The ratio of gas to electric energy used varies from 3.2 to 8.5. Electrical loads
are quite constant, typical of residential facilities operated year round. Annual electrical
energy use was 8,387,480 kWh, while annual natural gas use was 1,663,291 Therms. The













1B-P Steam Turbine 110 $88,000 $30,316 2.9 $20,654
2a-bDual B-P Turbines200 $175,000 $45,970 3.8 $26,756
3aCombustion turbine475 $712,500$98,813 7.2 $20,584
4Combustion turbine1,130$1,453,180$180,429 8.1 $20,878
Table 2.6 OSP Screening Summary
Cogeneration systems modeled with the energy flows at OSP are summarized in
Table 2.6. Two steam back pressure turbine options were considered, because the large
amount of steam used year round make this an attractive resource. The assumed need for
medium pressure (110 psig) steam in the laundry processes limits available enthalpy to the
turbine.If it is determined that these processes can operate at or below 60 psig,
substantially better economics will result.In spite of this mentioned caveat, both back
pressure turbine options appear quite feasible. A small combustion turbine system was
modeled with marginally attractive economics, indicating that further investigation of this
option may also be in order. Finally, a larger C-T option was investigated: the economics
of this case are unlikely to warrant detailed analysis, as more capital risk was involved,31
with no improvement in net annual savings. Demand savings were not considered in this
preliminary analysis however, although such savings could be significant.
Oregon State University
Oregon State University (OSU) is Oregon's second largest state university, and is
the largest in terms of both facilities and energy use.Roughly 15,000 students attend
OSU. The university is located in Corvallis, Oregon, and has approximately 4.5 million
square feet of conditioned space.
Energy use patterns at OSU are highly seasonal, with gas generated steam heat
being the principal variant.Steam use peaks in the winter, reflecting the heating load
added to all others. By far the largest use of steam at OSU is for space heating the
extensive facility.Other identified steam loads include domestic hot water generation,
steam plant deaerator, kitchen processes, some absorption chilling, and greenhouse
heating. The peak winter monthly gas use was 70,576 MMBtu, while the lowest use in a
summer month was 15,557 MMBtu. The ratio of gas to electric energy used varies from
1.1 to 4.2. Electrical loads are fairly constant, as with the other facilities studied. Average
annual electrical energy use was 54,630,000 kWh, while average annual natural gas use













1B-P Steam Turbine750 $318,750$106,795 3.0 $76,707
2Combustion turbine4,540$3,575,250$499,706 7.2 $107,163
3Combustion turbine22,800$12,540,000$1,376,8257.2 $371,892
Table 2.7 OSU Screening Summary32
Cogeneration systems modeled with OSU's energy flows are summarized in Table
2.7.Both back pressure steam and combustion turbine cogeneration systems were
considered.The shortest payback was 3.0 years, using a 750 kW single stage back
pressure steam turbine. OSU also has the potential to support a much larger cogeneration
system profitably, as indicated by Case 3.It should be noted, however, that this scenario
did not include study of air emissions permitting and pollution controls requirements.
These would likely be required on a system of this size, and could substantially increase
the costs. Given the attractive economic forecasts throughout the spread of cogeneration
system sizes, the site is identified as an excellent prospect.
OSU facilities staff appeared very interested in seeing cogeneration implemented at
the university.The ownership of cogeneration rights by the local utility may present a
roadblock to this project, however.
Portland State University
Portland State University (PSU) is the state's third largest institution of higher
learning, with approximately 14,800 students.Notably, most of these students are
commuters, resulting in different energy use patterns than at the other state universities.
PSU is located in downtown Portland, Oregon, in some 40 buildings.
As with all the institutions which have been assessed, energy use patterns at PSU are
seasonal, with winter heating by gas generated steam being the major variant. Summer
use of steam is limited to domestic hot water heating and kitchen applications. PSU has
two steam plants, located across campus from each other, and both supply low pressure
(15 psig) steam.Peak monthly gas use was 13,761 MMBtu in the winter, and the
minimum monthly use was 1,189 MMBtu. The ratio of gas to electric energy used varies
widely, from 0.2 to 2.7.Electrical loads are relatively constant year round, with a minor33
increase in the summer months, which is assumed to be caused by air conditioning loads.
Average annual electrical energy use was 22,498,140 kWh, while average annual natural
gas use was 831,000 Therms. The study period of two years began in July 1990 and













1 Reciprocating 1,290$994,590$93,808 10.6($15,393)
2 Reciprocating 290 $290,000$49,471 5.9 $17,631
3Combustion turbine515 $699,885$109,922 6.4 $33,078
Table 2.8 PSU Screening Summary
Cogeneration systems modeled with PSU's energy flows are summarized in Table
2.8.Both reciprocating engine and combustion turbine cogeneration systems were
considered, and paybacks appear marginal to poor in this preliminary analysis.The
shortest payback was found to be using a 290 kW natural gas fired reciprocating engine
system.The distributed nature of the university's steam system and the urban locale of
the campus shed doubts on the practicality of installing such equipment at PSU, where
both noise and increased emissions will be tightly regulated.
Fairview Training Center
Fairview Training Center (FTC) isa state residential carefacilityfor the
developmentally disabled, housing approximately 450 residents. Fairview is located on the
south end of Salem, Oregon, in some 53 buildings having a total of roughly 1 million
square feet of conditioned space.34
Energy use patterns at Fairview are somewhat seasonal, with winter heating bygas
generated steam being the major variant. At the same time, year round steam loadsare
substantial due to a laundry and food service facility as well as domestic hot water heating.
Fairview also presently supplies steam to the adjacent Hillcrest School, but recent
improvements in Hillcrest's HVAC equipment will result in this steam load being removed.
Peak monthly gas use was 21,510 MMBtu in the winter, and the minimum monthly use
was 9,892 MMBtu. The ratio of gas to electric energy used varies from 3.7 to 10.3,
thermal loads being dominant at this site.Electrical loads are relatively constant year
round, with a minor increase in the summer months, which is assumed to be caused by air
conditioning loads.Average annual electrical energy use was 7,610,304 kWh, and
average annual natural gas use was 1,739,532 Therms. The study period of two years
began in January 1991 and ended in December 1992.
Cogeneration systems modeled with Fairview's energy flows are summarized in
Table 2.9.Only combustion turbine cogeneration systems have been included in this
report, as the relatively high thermal to electric energy use ratio resulted in poor
economics associated with reciprocating engine cogeneration systems which were
modeled.Generally, cogeneration economics appear unattractive in this preliminary
analysis. The shortest payback was found using a highly speculative scenario where it is
assumed that the cogeneration facility is utility owned, and neighboring food processors
purchase low cost steam. In this case using a 22.8 MW natural gas fired C-T with a Heat
Recovery Steam Generator (HRSG) resulted in positive cash flows and a 7.9 year
payback.As at Oregon State University, no pollution control issues were studied in














2Combustion turbine515 $699,885$78,173 9.0 $1,329
3Combustion turbine22,800$14,040,000$1,781,1777.9 $239,661
Table 2.9 Fairview Screening Summary
A site visit was made to Fairview, and discussions with facilities staff there
reinforced the general impression that cogeneration at this site would probably not be
appropriate.
Oregon State Hospital
Oregon State Hospital (OSH) is Oregon's largest state psychiatric hospital, with a
capacity for approximately 700 patients. The hospital is located in Salem, Oregon and has
1,144,261 square feet of conditioned space in some 80 separate buildings.
Energy use patterns at OSH are somewhat seasonal, with gas generated steam heat
being the principal variant, as at all other sites assessed. Steam use peaks in the coldest
winter months, reflecting the heating load added to all others.Other small steam loads
include domestic hot water generation, steam plant deaerator, and kitchen processes.
These loads are relatively constant. The maximum winter monthly gas use was 15,246
MMBtu, while the lowest monthly use was 3,018 MMBtu. The ratio of gas to electric
energy used per month varies from 1.3 to 8.7.Electrical loads are quite constant.
Average annual electrical energy use was 6,701,196 kWh, average annual natural gas use
was 886,872 Therms. The study period of two years began in January 1991 and ended in
December 1992.36
Cogeneration systems modeled with the energy flows at OSH are summarized in
Table 2.10. One back pressure turbine option was considered, with the assumption that
the boilers can have their operating pressure increased to 250 psig, from the current 115
psig indicated by OSH staff. This steam turbine option appears feasible, though marginal
economically.A 515 kW combustion turbine system was modeled with reasonably
attractive economics, indicating that further investigation of this option may be in order.
Two C-T's in the 1 to 2 MW range were modeled, only one of which is shown in the
table. The economics of these cases were poor, both having negative cash flow during
their loan life. No reciprocating engine systems were modeled in the screening study due
to fact that the presence of a large hot water load had not been identified during the
screening, and the steam pressure requirements of the known loads were too high to be











1B-P Steam Turbine 100 $80,000 $12,347 6.5 $3,563
2Combustion turbine515 $699,885$102,947 6.8 $26,103
3Combustion turbine1,130$1,453,180$154,469 9.4 ($5,083)
Table 2.10 OSH Screening Summary
A site visit was made to the OSH facilities. Personnel interviewed there included
Doug Suchy, the Physical Plant Director, and Dwight Linville, Physical Plant Supervisor.
Both individuals were familiar with cogeneration, and expressed an interest in it for their
site.Mr. Suchy suggested that the large quantities of waste paper generated by state
government might be a ready fuel source. He noted that OSH alone pays $38,000 per
year to haul garbage, most of which is paper.37
2.5.3 SCREENING RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations that follow were those made to ODOE in regards to planning
for the second phase of the project.The first group pertains to project goals and the
second group are recommendations as to which sites were suggested for further
investigation.
Project goals recommended
It was suggested that three of the most promising sites should have detailed
cogeneration feasibility studies performed on them. These studies were planned to include
daily load profiles, both for electricity and the thermal streams. Also, detailed applicable
tariffs from the local utilities, and actual preliminary equipment quotes from vendors
would be used in modeling technical and economic feasibility. Cogeneration systems were
to be characterized with a more advanced model being developed at that time.Results
from this model would be verified by another cogeneration system modeler, previously
developed for the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). The final result of the second
study phase was to be a number of assessments of chosen sites, with recommendations for
further action if appropriate.
Detailed site studies recommended
1.Two of the correctional institutions, Oregon State Penitentiary and Oregon State
Correctional Institution appeared to be likely cogeneration hosts. This was largely
because they have substantial steam loads.In addition, the power system
redundancy associated with cogeneration at these sites may have value. Finally, in38
the case of OSP, other similar institutions are clustered close, allowing the
possibility of sharing either electricity, steam or both.
2.Oregon State University appeared to be an ideal candidate for cogeneration. This
fact has been previously identified by university staff, and as a result Pacific Power
purchased exclusive rights to cogenerate there some years ago.
3.Oregon State Hospital appeared to be a potentially attractive site and power system
redundancy was also valued there.In addition, the possibility of producing steam
for both OSH and OSP at a central cogeneration facility was suggested for study.
Sites chosen for detailed studies
As a result of the recommendations above to ODOE, detailed load studies were
conducted on Oregon State Penitentiary, Oregon State Correctional Institution, and
Oregon State Hospital. Oregon State University was not chosen because of the fact that
Pacific Power owns cogeneration rights there.39
3. DETAILED COGENERATION FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
3.1 DETAILED ANALYSIS THEORY
3.1.1 GENERAL
The principles underlying cogeneration feasibility models are simple; largely,
modeling is a matter of energy flow and cost accounting, with a few straightforward
transfer functions applied as products to inputs. Most of these functions are empirical
device performance relationships of some sort.In general detailed assessment is little
more sophisticated than the screening assessment.The (expected) gains in model
accuracy are the result of far more data, and in particular, resolution of the hourly
relationship between electrical load and thermal system demand.
These models are data driven, which is to say that they reduce large input databases
to produce general information and conclusions for the user.This is in contrast to user
driven models that build databases from high-level commands, such as computer aided
design tools.
Three assumptions are required to justify the models of cogeneration systems we
developed:
1.Future site conditions will be like past conditions. These include weather, institution
size, connected load, etc. This assumption should be considered dubious beyond the
short term.
2.There is a strong correlation between site average daily ambient temperature and
thermal loads imposed on the heating plants. Use of this assumption is supported in
the literature [Orlando, 1991, p. 176], and is tested statistically in Section 3.5.40
3.Yearly thermal and electrical loads can be accurately approximated by use of a
subset of representative day types, multiplied by the appropriate number of
occurrences of that day type in the year. This is common practice in cogeneration
modeling [Balakrishnan, 1988, Vol. 1, p. 2_9].In this project, the validity of
selected days was also tested.
3.1.2 SIMULATION OF DAILY COGENERATION OPERATION
General Calculation Algorithm
Simulating the daily operation of a cogeneration system for feasibility assessment
purposes involves the repetitive calculation of the necessary energy and costs to operate
the cogeneration system, and the simultaneous calculation of the energy and costs to
operate an alternative system being compared to it.In the models developed, this is done
on an hourly basis.
Input data are hourly site use energy profiles, consisting of the following
information: Time, temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, average hourly electrical demand
in kW, thermal system load in MMBtu or pounds (lb) of steam (condition specified), and
fuel use. Fuel use may be on an hourly or daily basis, or not included. These inputs are
used in models of the cogeneration system being simulated and in a model of the existing
or alternative proposal thermal plant, hereafter referred to as the "base system".Outputs
are fuel requirements and costs for both the cogeneration system and the base system on
an hourly basis. The cogeneration system also produceselectrical energy.41
Existing Thermal Converter Model
Thermal loads at the site are converted to an estimate of the fuel currently needed to
operate the existing thermal converter. A thermal converter may be a boiler as in these
cases, a water heater or an air heater. The function used to model the state institutional
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Figure 3.1 Thermal Converter Efficiency
This function uses the thermal load as a percentage of the existing converter's full
load capacity as the independent variable, and returns an efficiency. This efficiency is then
applied to the thermal load to produce a fuel flow requirement. The models developed
allow any six point efficiency vector to be used;this one represents typical boiler
performance [Dukelow, 1983, p. 41].42
Cogeneration System Models
Three types of prime mover models were developed: back pressure steam turbines,
internal combustion reciprocating engines, and combustion turbines. Each of these model
types uses a different performance function derived from common manufacturers'
specifications.Heat recovery is discussed on the two internal combustion engine types
where it occurs.
Back Pressure Steam Turbine Systems
Back pressure steam turbines are used to replace existing pressure reducing valves
in steam systems, thus capturing otherwise lost availability in high pressure steam where
the pressure characteristic is not necessary for its use at the facility. Being installed in the
existing steam system, these turbines are constrained to operate with the existing steam
flow required to meet the thermal load of the facility. They are consequentially thermal
following devices.This being the case, the performance function for the back pressure
steam turbine uses steam flow as its input (independent) variable.The output of this
function is generator electrical power. A representative transfer function is shown in
Figure 3.2
As with the boiler performance, this function was empirically derived from
manufacturer's data. Naturally, this curve only applies with given steam input and output
conditions. (In this case, 150 psig saturated steam input and 60 psig wet steam output.)
Note that below 6,000 lb/hr flow, the turbine does not operate.43
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Figure 3.2 89 kW Back Pressure Steam Turbine Performance
Reciprocating Engine Systems
In the case of internal combustion engine prime movers, of which both reciprocating
engines and combustion turbines are examples, both electrical and thermal power outputs
are of interest.These machines are not constrained to operate at any particular level
relative to the site thermal loads, so the input variable is the electrical power output
required from the machine, expressed as a percentage of full load power. Reciprocating
engine model outputs include fuel required and thermal power produced both in the
exhaust stream and in the engine cooling system. The calculation method used to find the
exhaust heat recovered is given in Section 3.4, while the engine cooling heat recovered is
typically specified by the manufacturer. A set of representative reciprocating engine
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Figure 3.3 450 kW Natural Gas Reciprocating Engine Performance
Combustion Turbine Systems
Performance transfer functions for combustion turbines are similar to those of
reciprocating engines with two important differences:
First, while the electrical power output is again an independent variable, it is now
necessary to include the ambient air temperature and pressure. This is because C-T's are
sensitive to air pressure, being constant volume devices that have very high air flows. This
complication requires the addition of a second dimension to the input performance
functions. In our model this situation has been simplified by the use of two sets of input
data with two-way linear interpolation of all similar variables between them. One set of
data is for full load operation, while the other is for a user set minimum operating load.
The independent variable in each of these data sets is the ambient temperature, while the45
load level controls the interpolation between data sets. The pressure is assumed the same
for both sets.
The second difference between reciprocating engines and C-T's is that typically only
exhaust heat is recovered. This is again calculated using the methods in Section 3.4.
The two transfer functions are shown graphically in figures 3.4 and 3.5, for a 3,930
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Figure 3.5 3,930 kW Combustion Turbine Performance (50% Load Operation)
Prime Mover Shutdown
All prime movers shut down below their minimum rated capacity. For devices that
produce heat as well as electricity, this means that the cogeneration system produces no
heat and the backup system will operate.
Thermal Following Mode
Both reciprocating engines and the C-Ts can operate in a thermal following mode,
though in practice this is not common, because machine efficiency suffers. When it is
desirable to model this condition, the internal combustion engines are iteratively simulated
with increasing power until their waste heat output is equal to the thermal load or until the
machine is operating at full power.47
3.1.3 SIMULATION OF YEARLY COGENERATION OPERATION
Application of Electricity Tariffs
Using electricity generation data from the daily simulations, the application of
electrical rates is done as a part of the yearly system operation modeling. This isnecessary
because demand charges are based on monthly peak electrical demand, and also because
many electrical energy rates vary on a seasonal or monthly basis. At the same time, it is
necessary to re-process all of the hourly electricity flows, because other rates are based on
time of day. The actual application and summing of electrical costs is a simple accounting
matter.
Service Factor
The application of cogeneration system availability, otherwise knownas service
factor, is also done in the yearly operation model. The service factor is approximated by
reducing the monthly output of the cogeneration system by an appropriate percentage. In
the models developed for this project, availability was estimated from manufacturers'
literature.
3.1.4 COGENERATION LIFE CYCLE ECONOMIC CALCULATIONS
Cash Flow Calculations
Once all base and cogeneration system costs, avoided costs, and revenues have been
calculated, a simple accounting procedure as described in Section 2.1 is applied for each48
month and ultimately the base study year.First costs for the project can be amortized
over a loan period, if desired and this is added to operating expenses. The resulting sum is
the first year cash flow.
Cost Escalation
Cost escalations are the straightforward application of a percentage increase incosts
for commodities, services and capital. These were assumed to be potentially different for
fuels, electrical energy purchases, electrical demand, electrical energy sales, and electrical
energy capacity sales. A general goods and services inflation factor was also included.
The application of costs escalators is a simple product of the last year's cost bya 1 +
n factor, where n is the escalator, as a percentage expressed in decimal form. This was
done for all costs and revenues except any loan payments, where the loan interest rate is
assumed to contain inflation.
Economic Figures of Merit
It is useful to apply simple economic methods to the cash flows generated in the
analysis of cogeneration feasibility, so that comparisons of different scenarios can be made
quickly and easily. Two such calculations were made for the models produced: Present
worth (PW) of the project was calculated, as was internal rate of return (IRR). While
both of these calculations are useful, present worth is especially valuable in pre-design
assessments such as were done for the state of Oregon. Present worth, or the value a
project has at some base year, can be directly compared to the estimated first costs of the
project to give a quantitative measure of the safety buffer available for cost estimation49
errors. Methods for calculation of these values from cash flow streams are widely known
and documented, [Riggs and West, 1986], and so will not be discussed here.
3.2 DETAILED ANALYSIS METHODS
3.2.1 DETAILED ANALYSIS PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Oregon State Hospital, Oregon State Correctional Institution and Oregon State
Penitentiary were chosen for detailed cogeneration feasibility assessment from among the
10 institutions screened in the first phase of the project. Second phase studies used hourly
energy data and more detailed models of both sitesand equipment. The goal of this phase
was to produce assessments accurate enough for ODOE todecide whether or not the cost
of engineering design studies were warranted at any of the sites, and if so, to lend
direction to those efforts.
3.2.2 DATA COLLECTION
Cogeneration System Models
In the process of developing the software for detailed feasibility assessments, a
number of models of cogeneration systems were developed in the size ranges appropriate
for application at these sites.Unit sizes represented in the model library range from an 89
kilowatt (kW) back pressure steam turbine, to a 14 megawatt (MW) C-T. In the 100 kW
to 3 MW range, 5 models were constructed withdata from vendor quotations.These
models are expected to be more accurate representations of both performance and cost50
than data from second sources.This is because vendors of cogeneration equipment
typically adjust the configuration of their equipment to meet a customer's request. The
models which used these detailed data include (vendor in parentheses):
1.Back pressure steam turbines in the range 89 kW to 500 kW (Ewing Power
Systems).
2.290, 450 800 and 1,100 kW natural gas fueled reciprocating engines with heat
recovery systems (Waukesha).
3.515 kW natural gas fueled combustion turbine with heat recovery system (Stuart
and Stevenson, with ERI HRSG).
4.1,130 kW natural gas fueled combustion turbine with heat recovery system (Solar
Turbines, with ERI HRSG).
5.3,930 kW natural gas fired combustion turbine with heat recovery system (European
Gas Turbines, with Deltaic HRSG).
These models were used for the detailed analysis trials.
Site Characteristics
Electrical energy use data logging was conducted on all sites; at OSP and OSCI, this
commenced in October of 1993 and ended in May of 1994.At OSH, data logging
commenced in February, 1994 and ended in May of that year. At OSH and OSCI, steam
data was gathered from boiler plant operator logs for selected days only, while at OSP an
automatic boiler logging system was used to gather steam flow data, so a virtually
continuous record from August 1993 through May of 1994 was obtained.
Existing heat plant equipment specifications and site characteristics had been
collected in the preliminary phase of the assessment project. All the sites were visited to
confirm information and augment it where necessary.51
Utility Tariffs
Detailed tariffs for both natural gas and electricity were obtained from the utilities
serving these sites (Northwest Natural Gas, Westar Gas, and Portland General Electric).
Monthly records were obtained from the utilities for the period of the study, and daily
natural gas delivery data was also obtained.
3.2.3 ASSUMPTIONS
Economic Assumptions
All projects were assumed to have a useful life of 20 years and to be fully financed
for 15 years under the State of Oregon Small Energy Loan Program (SELP) at a 7%
annual interest rate as suggested by ODOE for this project.Fuel, electricity and
operations and maintenance (O&M) costs were all escalated through the life of the
project, using factors also supplied by ODOE (See Appendix C, Table C-1).Installed
costs were based on budget quotes for major equipment as noted, with estimates for
accessories and installation.All projects also contained a contingency percentage
imbedded in the installed cost. For steam turbine and reciprocating engine systems, this
was 7%, of the capital cost, while for C-T systems it was 11%.These values were
suggested by professionals experienced in cogeneration project financing [Erickson, 1993,
Vol. 1, pp. 3_163_19]. Present worth (PW) of the projects was based on a minimum
acceptable rate of return (MARR) of 7%, corresponding to the SELP loan rate.This
economic indicator, along with Internal Rate of Return (IRR), was used to judge the
feasibility of proposed cogeneration systems.52
Cogeneration System Configuration
All cogeneration systems were considered as electrically connected in paralleling
mode to the existing utility electric supplies with utility approved protective switchgear,
and thermally connected in series or tandem with existing boilers.Site electricity
purchases were assumed displaced before any sales to the utility occur.This typically
results in highest value to the small cogenerator. Similarly, the cogeneration systems were
assumed to be the first source for thermal energy if they produced waste heat. In the case
of C-T's and reciprocating engine systems, the systems were specified with heat recovery
heat exchangers assumed to replace some or all of the boiler function.Boilers were
assumed to remain in place for backup heat and operation with heavy fuels when gas
supply is interrupted. In the case of back pressure steam turbines, the turbine was installed
in place of the existing pressure reducing valve (PRV), and power was taken directly off
the existing steam supply.
3.2.4 MODELING
Each site was modeled with a number of different cogeneration systems, chosen on
the basis of their likelihood to be a thermal and/or electrical match to the site.No
formalized method for selecting the cogeneration system most appropriate to a site was
developed.
When possible, energy outputs from the modeling base case were compared to
actual site energy use and the percentage errors noted, as a check on model accuracy.
Multiple modeling trials were conducted at sites where important parameters were
in question. An example was Oregon State Hospital where the amount of heat being used
for water heating was an estimate. In these cases, the range of uncertainty was bracketed
to model sensitivity to this variable.53
Input data checks on boiler efficiency revealed questionable values, with several
average daily efficiencies in excess of 90%. Discussions with site staff indicated that in all
cases the steam flow meters' accuracy were considered suspect. Based on this information
the boiler steam flows were derated until average efficiency did not exceed 85%, a value
generally considered as reasonable. In modeling thermally matched cogeneration systems,
such derating should skew results in a conservative manner.
3.2.5 SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
On the basis of trials and discussion with ODOE representatives, the cost of natural
gas relative to the cost of electricity was determined to be a highly sensitive variable for
models of gas-fueled power systems competing with electric utility services. In the cases
where model trials produced significantly positive present worth, the system sensitivity to
natural gas pricing was tested by modeling the system with three other values of natural
gas escalation rates.
3.2.6 REPORTS
A summary report for each site was issued to the sponsor and all other parties who
significantly supported the work.54
3.3 DETAILED ANALYSIS COMPUTER MODEL
3.3.1 PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Motivation
Before investing in cogeneration system design studies, the prospective developer
needs to determine that the project has a good chance of meeting performance and being
an economically sound investment. Cogeneration systems, particularly those attached to
commercial or institutional heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems,
often have complex operational characteristics.Such was the case at the sites studied.
The potential for large load swings and non-coincidental thermal and electric loads
requires adequate technical and economic models [Guinn, 1991; Hutmacher, 1988].
Computer based models of cogeneration systems, based on host site energy histories and
forecasted utility rates, are often used for this.
Although there is wide agreement as to the need for pre-design assessment, few
general purpose cogeneration system modelers allow expedient hourly simulation of
common cogeneration system configurations. Of those we found, all required substantial
reforming of input data from its natural form as site bills and operational logs, along with
copious data entry.Similarly, the parameters describing the cogeneration systems
themselves were not in the same form as the manufacturers' specifications. A typical
example of this is to describe prime mover heat recovery in terms of a percentage of fuel
use [Balakrishnan, 1988, Vol. 1, p. 2_4], rather than in terms of flow and temperatures,
which is a standard manufacturers' specification. Output of cogeneration modelers is often
difficult to interpret;Typically there are many tables, with no graphic presentation for55
quick scenario comparisons. Most programs provide outputs of monthly costs, revenues
and energy flows, but none provides the ability to inspect hourly system operation.
While the authors recognize that specialists must design cogeneration systems,
opportunities for wide application of this technology are being missed by engineers not
specializing in this area because tools for accurate and expedient technical and economic
assessment of cogeneration proposals are lacking. In response to this perceived need, an
interactive computer program using input units consistent with source data has been
developed to model some common cogeneration system types.The modeler,
Cogeneration Assessment Tool (CAT) has general applicability to natural gas fired thermal
hosts and features a number of improvements over existing software researched.
General Functionality
CAT allows up to 60 day types of 24-hour electrical and thermal energy use
profiles, loaded directly from any spreadsheet that supports Dynamic Data Exchange
(DDE) links. These data may include up to 2 different types of thermal streams, ambient
temperature, hourly or daily fuel use, and electrical loads.
Interactive data entry forms are used to characterize the host site and cogeneration
systems.Sites may include up to two existing thermal plants, two complete electrical
utility rate schedules, fuel costs for cogeneration and non-cogeneration cases as well as
back-up fuels and an operating schedule with as many day types as needed for each month.
Cogeneration system types supported include combustion turbines and reciprocating
engines with heat recovery and optional supplemental duct firing, and back pressure steam
turbines.All prime movers include off -design operating characteristics, represented as
tables directly corresponding to manufacturers' specifications. For combustion turbines,
hourly air temperatures and site pressure compensation are also used.56
The simulation output presents hourly, monthly and life-cycle data for base case and
proposed cogeneration systems.Hourly energy flows, both input and output, are
presented in tabular and graphic formats.Life cycle cash flows include effects of first
costs, loan interest rates and life, inflation, and energy rate escalation.
3.3.2 PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Data Structures
















































Figure 3.6 CAT data flow57
Cogeneration system models in CAT consist of three large data structures that the
software uses to generate performance and financial estimates. These structures are:
1.An energy use database: A number of day types, consisting of hourly electric and
thermal load profile sets with optional gas use and ambient temperatures.
2.A site characteristics database: Site demographics, utility rate schedules, current
thermal plant characteristics, an operating schedule, and financial assumptions.
3.Cogeneration system model(s): Prime movers with heat recovery equipment as
appropriate.
System Operating Modes
Three modes of cogeneration operation are allowed in the CAT system. These are:
1.constant operationIn constant operation mode, the cogeneration prime mover is
kept at a particular output, regardless of conditions or site demands, unless the
prime mover cannot supply this power, in which case it operates at its full power.
One constant operation option is full power: When set in this mode, the prime
mover always operates at its maximum power level for ambient conditions.
2.electrical load followingIn electrical load following mode, the prime mover
attempts to produce only enough electricity to meet site requirements or full power,
whichever is less. For both these cases, thermal loads are satisfied by recovering the
available waste heat for the set operating level first, and supplanting this thermal
stream with site thermal converters if more heat is needed, or dumping heat if the
engine output exceeds demand.
3.thermal load following In thermal following mode the program forces the thermal
output of the prime mover, calculated from the flow rates and temperatures of the58
engine waste heat streams, to match site thermal demand. Programmatically, this is
done by calculating thermal outputs with the engine at full power and iteratively
adjusting downward in preset power increments until a match occurs.If thermal
demand cannot be met by the prime mover heat recovery alone, the site thermal
converters will be fired.
In all modes, the cogeneration system will turn off if conditions or settings result in
operation below the system minimum output level set by the user.
Hourly Data Calculations
As shown in Figure 3.6, the input data sets are stored in binary disk files after input
and prior to processing. The program simulates the daily operation of the existing site
thermal and electrical system as a base case on an hour-by-hour basis for each day type.
This involves summing hourly demand for electrical energy use estimation and calculating
estimated fuel use based on thermal loads and converter efficiency. At the same time, a
cogeneration system supplying electrical and thermal power with base case equipment
supplanting the cogeneration system as needed is also simulated for each hour.These
hourly simulations result in daily energy flows that are saved in the disk for inspection and
also serve as input to the monthly operation simulation.
Monthly Data Calculations
CAT uses a number of representative day type records in a model year, with a
current limit of 60 day types. A yearly day type occurrence schedule, which is a record of
the number of each day type in each month, is stored in the site characteristics database.59
Reprocessing the hourly simulation outputs month-by-month, the program applies
appropriate utility rates to the electrical flows of each day type which occurs in that
month. There is no variation in thermal fuel costs. The program also captures the peak
monthly demand or cogeneration minimum capacity for power related charges or capacity
credits.Accurate daily sums of electrical costs are generated in this step. These are
multiplied by a service factor and by the number of each day type in the month to produce
monthly and yearly totals.
In the same module the program also calculates the percentage of the energy that is
thermal and electrical, and the so called Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (PERC)
efficiency, also known as Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act, (PURPA) efficiency.
This is important, as varying operating conditions will typically change FERC efficiency
during the year, and users may wish to know how different months are affecting the
regulated annual value.
Life Cycle Financial Calculations
CAT uses the output from the monthly simulation results to calculate a life-cycle
economic estimate. Multiple years' costs are generated assuming that operating conditions
and performance will remain the same as for the first year. Costs and revenues for thermal
fuel, electrical energy, electrical demand and system maintenance are escalated separately.
The sum of expenses and operating costs is subtracted from the sum of savings and
revenues to arrive at a pre-tax cash flow for each year in the life of the project. Taxes are
not considered in this release of the program. At this point in the analysis, the program
collects all capital equipment costs, site construction costs and cost contingencies from the
input files and produces a first cost value.First cost is amortized over the loan life as
annual payments that reduce revenues from the cogeneration system. Life-cycle financial60
results include cash flows for each year of the project life, Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
on investment, and a discounted Present Worth (PW) that is based on the Minimum
Annual Rate of Return (MARR).
3.3.3 PROGRAMMING ISSUES
Interface requirements
With widespread acceptance of the personal computer and many commercial
programs capable of data sharing using a common graphic user interface, a set of de-facto
expectations are placed on new software applications.These requirements apply to
software for application by a broad audience of engineers, such as is intended for CAT:
Applications should have a familiar interface (mouse oriented).
Graphics should be used whenever they can enhance understanding.
Applications should be able to share data flexibly via cut-and-paste and links.
Compiled Languages versus. Spreadsheets
Numerous computer spreadsheet cogeneration system models have been developed
[Noland, 1992; Simonds, 1990].While spreadsheets are flexible and easy to program,
they have distinct disadvantages. These include speed, data integrity from corruption, the
requirement that the user own the particular spreadsheet software, and potential
incompatibility of spreadsheet macros with future releases.On the other hand, most
compiled languages require some specialized expertise and longer development times. A
good compromise between spreadsheet programming and traditional compiled languages61
is necessary.In this application these requirements were met by the use of a language
with pre-programmed user interface elements and DDE capability.
3.3.4 PROGRAM DATA INPUTS
Input of Energy Use Profiles
A barrier to expedient cogeneration modeling is the large amount of data needed to
adequately characterize a proposed site and the cogeneration systems under consideration.
Electrical load data often come in utility demand pulse-meter format, while thermal loads
may come from a log or automatic flow metering equipment. Hourly cogeneration
modelers studied required substantial pre-processing of these data, often into normalized
form [Balakrishnan, 1988, Vol. 1, p. 2_11; RCG/Hagler, Bailly, 1992, (b)].These
requirements for large amounts of manual data entry and/or pre-processing are likely to
lead to errors.
In an attempt mitigate these difficulties, the CAT package uses source data units,
when possible, and a spreadsheet as an energy profile pre-processing tool.The
spreadsheet format is appropriate because it provides the user with a flexible pre-
processing platform with which he or she is likely to be familiar.
Data from the spreadsheet is formatted into a number of daily records, (day types),
and ultimately transferred to the CAT program by means of a DDE link that is established
by the program. DDE links need to be compatible with the spreadsheet used.Within
CAT, the energy profiles are stored in a binary file for access during program operation.
As formatted in the spreadsheet for transfer to CAT, each day type contains 24
hours of data and a header as shown in Table 3.1.62
daytyp24 OSH 12/12/93 WKND days: 8
timunittempelec tstrmltstrm2 Gas
hr F KW lb/hr noMMEtu/dy
1 39 686 10720 0 394.50
2 38 680 9760 0 0
3 39 667 10560 0 0
4 40 667 12320 0 0
Table 3.1 A Daily Energy Profile (4 of 24 Hours Shown)
In addition to providing the day's profiles, the day type records contain units data for
automatic unit conversions, and markers to inform the program when data is not available.
Associated with these day type profiles is the yearly occurrence schedule.This
schedule indicates the number of day types and their identities for each month of the year.
This allows the program to perform monthly and yearly operation simulation once all day
types have been processed, by looking up the appropriate day type results for monthly
energy and costs reprocessing. The yearly occurrence schedule of day types is input with
an interactive form and stored in the site characteristics database.
Other Data Inputs
CAT has interfaces for entry of cogeneration system parameters, proposed site
information and financial assumptions.Cogeneration system and existing thermal
converter model data entry are described in section 3.4.5, Program Prime Mover
Modeling.
Site data accepted includes general demographics, two full electric utility schedules
and characteristics of the site thermal plant. Each electrical schedule contains two time-63
of-day rates for energy and demand, 3 price block levels, for both energy and demand, a
base charge, and a facility charge. For cogeneration power sales on and off-peak energy
values, capacity credits and backup charges are allowed. The existing thermal system is
characterized with main and backup fuel characteristics, allowing the possibility of
modeling interruptible fuel contracts and/or dual fuel operation. These data are input from
interactive forms and stored in the site characteristics database.
Financial assumptions that are input for calculation of the life-cycle economics for
the proposed project include project life, costs and contingencies not accounted for in the
major cogeneration capital costs, escalation rates for fuel, electric energy and demand,
labor and goods inflation, loan interest rate and life, and percentage financed, as well as
the company Minimum Annual Rate of Return (MARR). These data are also stored in the
site characteristics database.
3.3.5 PROGRAM PRIME MOVER MODELING AND INPUTS
Prime Movers Supported
CAT currently supports three general classes of cogeneration prime movers:
combustion turbines, reciprocating internal combustion engines, and back-pressure steam
turbines. All prime movers as modeled are considered to be paired with a generator set,
and outputs are in terminal kilowatts of electric power and Millions of British Thermal
Units per hour (MMBtu/hr) of thermal power.64
Internal Combustion Engines
Combustion turbines and reciprocating engines are modeled similarly. The engine
consumes fuel at a rate determined by the power output requested for a given hour in the
simulation. Fuel consumption is calculated by linear interpolation between power levels in
a performance reference table where fuel flow values exist for each explicit power level.
This reference table is consistent with the form used in tabular performance specifications
from manufacturers. In the case of combustion turbines, a two-way interpolation is used to
account for both power level requested and ambient air temperature. This is detailed later
in this section. The same interpolation process also provides the temperature and flow
rate of combustion products for use in heat recovery calculations.For reciprocating
engines, block coolant flow rates are included in the performance table.
Back-pressure Steam Turbines
In CAT, back-pressure (B-P) steam turbines are treated as parasitic loads on the
existing site thermal converters. For these types of prime movers the program first checks
that the thermal converters are boilers.B-P turbines are inherently thermal following
devices, and the program logic reflects this by ignoring other modes.
CAT uses the existing site steam flow to calculate an operating level and output
from the turbine-generator set. A turbine performance reference table is used for this,
again using interpolation between explicitly entered values. These data are entered from
part-load point performance values or a Willans Line graph, (a plot of power output
versus steam flow), obtained from the turbine manufacturer. The thermal energyabsorbed
from the steam flow is calculated and this is fed back to the boiler model as a load
increase. The boiler is then operated at this higher level, which is reflected in its fuel
consumption.65
Combustion Turbine Performance Specification Capture
As noted earlier, CAT prime mover performance chaacterization was developed to
be a direct input of manufacturers' machine specifications. The most common form for
combustion turbine (C-T) performance specifications are nomographs with curves for fuel
flow, exhaust flow and exhaust gas temperature plotted on a graph where the abscissa is
inlet air temperature and the ordinate is output power. An example is shown in Figure
3.7. The CAT performance table generated from this nomograph for a C-T from full to
50% power is shown in Figure 3.8.
3.93MW ISO rated
20 40 60 80 100
Ambient temperature °F
Figure 3.7 Combustion Turbine Performance Nomograph66
Since the table entries represent points taken directly from thenomograph, there is
little room for the types of ambiguities which 'result from theuse of parameters such as
thermal to electric output ratios or heat output to fuel input ratiosfound in other
modelers.Specifications are also more rapidly entered in this form.Currently the
program interpolates between full power and a user selected minimumpower output
power level as well as between operating temperature inside the shown limits.
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Figure 3.8 CAT Combustion Turbine Performance Data Table67
3.3.6 PROGRAM THERMAL CONVERTER MODELING
Existing Thermal Converter Model
CAT supports up to 2 existing site thermal converters of any size.Thermal
converters are generalized heat plants with fuel inputs, 6 point interpolated system
efficiency curves and working fluids having different input and output enthalpies flowing
at a variable rate. Specific types of converters supported are boilers, water heaters and air
heaters.
Hourly steam or water flows are the input data to the model. Using these data, the
base case converter model is typically manually adjusted to replicate the billed fuel use for
the site by small changes to the estimated thermal efficiency of the converter(s).In the
case that fuel records are available to the program on an hourly or daily basis, the model
can self-adjust the converter efficiency to match records. If this mode is invoked, during
base-case modeling the converter is operated for each unit of time that has a fuel entry and
efficiency is adjusted until simulated converter fuel use and records match to within 1%.
The adjusted efficiency is stored for use with cogeneration case simulations. A warning
flag indicates if adjusted converter efficiency is outside user-set limits.
Converter units are assumed to be operated in a staged fashion. When the first
converter reaches full capacity, the second is started. Model output is fuel use, where the
simple relation below is applied on an hour-by-hour basis.
Fuel Use (MMBtu/hr) = Thermal Demand (MMBtu/hr) /
Where:
lb = converter total efficiency, is a function of thermal demand as a
percentage of converter full load capacity.68
Exhaust Heat Recovery Units
Heat recovery from exhaust is provided for both C-T's and reciprocating engines in
CAT. The thermodynamic model used is a heat balance for inputs of prime mover exhaust
gasses and feed water, and outputs of converter stack gasses and steam or hot water,
depending on the application. The program uses the input and output enthalpy on the
water side, the exhaust gas specific heat, and the assumed recovery unit stack temperature
from user inputs. The exhaust gas temperature and flow rates are provided by outputs
from the prime mover operation simulation. Steam or hot water flow rate is the output,
depending on user settings. The relation used is similar to that used in the screening
assessment, on an hourly basis.
Qrec = (Exhaust Mdot)*Cpgas*(ExhaustGas Temp Stack Gas Temp)* le/106
Where:




= specific heat of exhaust gasses (Btu/ (lb-hr-°F))
= efficiency factor to account for heatexchanger losses
(All gas temperatures are in °F)
CAT allows modeling of supplemental firing in the exhaust stream of internal
combustion engines, using duct burners with a user set maximum heat addition.When
included, the duct burner is always fired before the site boilers.This is a built-in
assumption of the model that duct burners will always be more efficient than traditional
boilers. This is due to the high temperature of the combustion air. The value used is alb =69
0.9, which is typical for this type of application. When the thermal load exceeds the duct
burner capacity, the site boilers are fired.
3.3.7 PROGRAM DATA OUTPUTS
Outputs from the program are in 3 files: Day, year, and life. All files are displayed in
tabular format on request at the end of a simulation run.
Hourly Operation Outputs
A daily operation file is generated for each day type input.This file contains the
results of each hourly calculation of the base case and cogeneration system operation. In
addition to the estimated energy flows, there are outputs indicating how many thermal
converters are operating in both the base and cogeneration cases, the number of
cogeneration units operating (currently limited to one or zero), and estimated hourly cash
flows. Default output display is in tabular form containing values that can be copied to
another DDE capable application (See spreadsheet formatted hourly outputs in Appendix
G).Energy flows can also be viewed and printed graphically in the same manner, if
desired, (see Figures 3.9 and 3.10).
In the figures shown, the hourly thermal and electric loads for the site are illustrated
for both the base case and the proposed cogeneration system. Such graphs are useful for
evaluating system performance in detail.70
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Figure 3.10 Hourly Electrical EnergyFlow: 1,130 kW Combustion Turbine
Monthly Outputs
One year of operation is simulated withthe CAT system.Monthly energy flow
values and the yearly sums of thoseare displayed on request from the year file.Cash
flows are displayed in thesame table, where they reflect actual electricity value, likely
operating hours and the application of O&Mcosts, with no debt service.In addition, the
percentage of energy flow that is thermal and the FERCefficiency are included for each
month. This display is tabular, with an optionto copy to the clipboard.71
Life-cycle Outputs
The third output file from CAT is the life-cycle economic analysis. Here the cash
flows for the proposed cogeneration project life are displayed, based on simple economics.
Again, the default display is tabular. A life-cycle cash-flow diagram, the Internal Rate of
Return (IRR), and Present Worth (PW) figures of merit are displayed (See Figure 3.11).
As with the other output forms, data displayed may be printed as viewed, or selected data
may be copied to the clipboard.
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Total First Cost S: $1.075,548
Present Worth S: ($20.568)
IRR: 6.8%
Figure 3.11 Life-cycle Financial Estimate Form from CAT71
Life-cycle Outputs
The third output file from CAT is the life-cycle economic analysis. Here the cash
flows for the proposed cogeneration project life are displayed, based on simple economics.
Again, the default display is tabular. A life-cycle cash-flow diagram, the Internal Rate of
Return (IRR), and Present Worth (PW) figures of merit are displayed (See Figure 3.11).
As with the other output forms, data displayed may be printed as viewed, or selected data
may be copied to the clipboard.
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Figure 3.11 Life-cycle Financial Estimate Form from CAT72
3.3.8 PROGRAM USE OF AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
A significant feature of CAT compared to other feasibility assessment software is
the inclusion of ambient temperatures in the C-T performance specification.In some
operating environments, the ambient temperature as a function of time may have
significant effects on performance and thus economics. The magnitude of such effects is
difficult to assess generally, since it will depend on the potential interactions of time-of-
day electric rates and temperatures for any given hour. In many sites, the highest electric
rates correspond to the highest temperatures due to increased air conditioning loads. In
such environments, the effects of temperature on cogeneration economics would be
expected to be most pronounced.
Temperature Sensitivity of Cogeneration Performance and Economics
A sensitivity analysis has been performed on the potential effects of temperature
data on cogeneration systems performance and economic outcomes at Oregon State
Correctional Institution (OSCI) in Salem, Oregon. For this preliminary comparative study
the site was modeled using 3 typical days in a year (1993), with 24 hours per day. The
typical days were chosen based on 60-year average site annual temperatures for a
weekday, weekend and peak day. One set of simulations was performed using the hourly
temperatures for these days, while the control simulations had the temperature inputs fixed
at 52.3°F (11.3°C).The cogeneration system chosen for the application was a Solar
T1500 1,130 kW CT with a heat recovery steam generator.Supplemental steam was
supplied by the existing site boilers as required.
On an annual basis, the effects of temperature on the cogeneration system modeled
in Salem, Oregon, are small (See Table 3.2). The difference in electrical generation was
only 0.3%.System revenues (losses), for this scenario are of a substantially greater73
magnitude, -3.0%, due to the interactions of time-of-year electric rates with system
outputs. The small change in annual results is believed to be the result of a relatively mild
climate in Western Oregon: 90% of temperatures in the last 60 years lie in the range of
+/- 15°F (8.3°C) from 52.3°F (11.3°C).
It is also of interest to look at the hottest and coldest days of 1993 at OSCI. These
were not used in the annual output model, but represent temperatures that are common in
other climates. The cold day modeled had an average temperature of 30°F (-1.1°C), while
the hot day averaged 78°F (25.6°C). Using these two days, the percentage differences in
daily electricity generation were +/- 9.9%, respectively. Again, the effects of temperature
on daily revenues are more complex.When operating the CT at high ambient
temperatures (78°F [25.6°F]) for example, the effect of including temperatures is to derate
the machine, which reduces the waste heat. On a day with this average temperature OSCI










Yearly Effects 52°F avg.
Annual Electric Energy (kWh)3,728,7783,716,186 0.3%
Annual System Revenue ($)($18,410)($18,971) -3.0%
Daily Effects, 78°F avg.
Daily Electricity Generated (kWh)10,452 11,601 -9.9%
Daily Cogen System Revenue ($)($79) ($109) -27.5%
Daily Effects, 30°F avg.
Daily Electricity Generated (kWh)12,744 11,601 9.9%
Daily Cogen System Revenue ($)$71 $66 7.6%
Table 3.2 Temperature Sensitivity of Generating Capacity and Revenues74
In producing a cogeneration system model that uses hourly temperatures, the choice
of sources for the temperatures is of importance. The National Weather Service provides
a ready source for such information in most climates, as they keep records for extended
periods on an hourly basis.In the past, the requirement for copious data entry and
processing made the use of weather data too time consuming for preliminary cogeneration
system studies. The availability of computer data files on weather combined with the use
of a spreadsheet for data pre-processing in the CAT program serve to make this more
feasible.
3.3.9 PROGRAM VALIDATION
In addition to typical manual checks for reasonable results in each operating mode,
outputs from CAT were compared with results from a cogeneration system assessment
program developed under contract for the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
[Balakrishnan, 1988, Vols. 1,2].This was performed for a number of different machine
types and operating scenarios. Such validation is necessary because of the large number
of variables and complex logic in programs of this type.The EPRI program, titled
COGENMASTER, was chosen as a basis for validation because of its general availability
and the fact that it has been validated against actual case studies for correctness.
For the validation simulations identical thermal and electric energy profiles were
used in both programs; These were provided by the Washington State Energy Office from
an actual university site being studied for cogeneration feasibility. Three typical days per
month were used, for a total of 36 days and 864 hourly periods. Representative results
with combustion turbine cogeneration systems running in full power simulation mode are
shown in Table 3.3.75
OSCI:
Salem, Oregon, 1993COGENMASTER CAT
Percent
Difference
Solar T1500Cogen Base Cogen BaseCogen Base
Fuel Use (MMBtu/yr)221,831152,422244,974156,820 1.4% 2.8%
Elect. Purch. (kWh/yr)10,775,65219,831,60210,773,42019,831,6020.0% 0.0%
Max. Load (kW in yr)3,892 4,992 3,892 4,992 0.0% 0.0%
Elect. Sold (kWh/yr)0 0 0 0 0.0% 0.0%
Energy Costs ($/yr)$1,142,002$1,230,320$1,151,420$1,244,4340.8%1.1%
EGT Typhoon
Fuel Use (MMBtu/yr)444,949152,422443,435156,820-0.3% 2.8%
Elect. Purch. (kWh/yr)1,571,80519,831,6021,571,89719,831,6020.0% 0.0%
Max. Load (kW in yr)1,391 4,992 1,391 4,992 0.0% 0.0%
Elect. Sold (kWh/yr)10,922,6470 10,753,7600 -1.6% 0.0%
Energy Costs ($/yr)$1,291,665$1,230,320$1,288,513$1,244,434-0.2% 1.1%
Table 3.3 Comparison of COGENMASTER and CAT Results
These comparisons were made using boiler and cogeneration systems models that
were as close as possible to identical given program differences.All cogeneration
performance specifications were fixed at International Standards Organization (ISO)
conditions for both models, and base-case boiler efficiency was set at a constant 85%. Net
annual base case steam production, fuel use and electrical energy consumption were
matched to actual site data.
As is visible in the table, CAT and COGENMASTER are in close agreement on all
parameters shown.These results are consistent with all outputs provided by the two
programs that could be compared directly. Comparisons of this type have been used to
demonstrate the general functional correctness of the CAT program assuming that
COGENMASTER is accepted as a valid model.Comparisons of one model against
another are recognized by the authors as a limited test. CAT should be tested against a
number of actual case histories, if time and resources permit.76
In addition to these tests, the cogeneration systems were compared in both
programs using thermal and electric following modes.Results were similar, with the
exception of cases where CAT would shut down cogeneration systems when running
below the minimum allowable load in either mode. COGENMASTER does not appear to
have minimum operating levels based on electrical or thermal output.
3.4 DETAILED ANALYSIS INPUT DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION
3.4.1 COGENERATION SYSTEM AND SITE DATA
Cogeneration System Data
During the development, testing and validation of the CAT software, a library of
cogeneration system input files was developed. These data sets were directly entered from
manufacturer's data and, where possible, were checked against the same machine modeled
on another cogeneration assessment tool (COGENMASTER). All equipment costs were
escalated at 3.5% from their quotation year, (1993 or 1994), to the assumed project
implementation year, 1995, as requested by the project sponsor.
OSH Site Characteristics Data
OSH is currently obtaining natural gas from Northwest Natural Gas (NNG) under
Schedule 55, Interruptible Incentive Service. This schedule has rates that vary, based on
market costs of gas. The average price for OSH gas during 1993 was $0.296 /Therm,
where the earlier part of the year the site was on contracted transport gas at $0.27 /Therm,77
and the later part of the year they were on NNG schedule 55 at $0.322 /Therm.
Electricity is provided to OSH by Portland General Electric under Schedule 32 level III.
The cost of energy with this rate schedule is $0.03872 /kWh, while demand is charged at
$3.38 /kW in winter on-peak hours (November through April, 6 AM to 10 PM), and
$2.58 /kW in summer on-peak hours. Off-peak hours have no demand charges. There is
also a $19.00 customer charge and a facilities charge of $0.50 /kW of facility capacity.
Sales of generated electricity were assumed be on PGE's Schedule 201, Small Power
Production, in all cases where electrical generation in excess of demand was less than
1,000 kW. This schedule sets payment for electrical energy at $0.0349 /kWh in winter
and $0.0300 /kWh in summer. There is no value associated with capacity. For generators
selling more than 1,000 kW, the sales rate would have to be negotiated with PGE in a
power sales agreement. For this study, it was assumed that larger sales would be at the
avoided cost rate, which is $0.0225 /kWh on-peak and $0.0175 /kWh off-peak. Only the
3,600 kW combustion turbine model produced sales in this range.
All rates and operational (O&M) costs were escalated through the 20 year project
life, based on data provided by ODOE.The base case escalations assumed annual
increases of 4.85% for electrical energy and demand costs, 6.40% for gas costs and 3.50%
for O&M. This scenario is also referred to as escalation case (1) on the matrix provided
by ODOE (See Appendix C, Table C-1). In models that had attractive economic results,
sensitivities to electric and gas costs were studied. The same system configurations and
load assumptions were modeled using a "low gas" case escalation scenario, (gas escalation
at 4.02% annually, with the others unchanged), [ODOE case (2)]. A "gas/electric parity"
case scenario, (gas escalation at 4.85% annually, with the others unchanged), [ODOE case
(3)], was considered as well.Finally, a "high gas" escalation scenario, (gas escalation at
7.64% annually and a 1995 gas price of $0.3416 /Therm with other parameters
unchanged), [ODOE case (6)], was modeled as a worst case.78
The first year of operation was assumed to be 1995, with all current costs escalated
to that year at 3.0% annually except for gas. Gas was assumed to be purchased at the
current NNG price of $0.322 /Therm in 1995, instead of the escalated 1993 average OSH
cost of $0.314 /Therm. This reflects the uncertainty as to which sources OSH may choose
for gas.
The hospital's two main boilers, with a capacity of 13,000 lb/hr each, were
represented in the database as 14.1 MMBtu/hr boilers with an enthalpy change of 1,089
Btu/lb. Their total, (gas to steam) efficiency vector was obtained from Improving Boiler
Efficiency [Duke low, 1983, p. 41]. This boiler model was able to reproduce actual billed
gas use to within 1.0%
In addition to the above numerical data, names and addresses of both site and utility
contacts were included in the site characteristics database.
OSCI Site Characteristics Data
OSCI numerical site characteristics were identical to those at OSH, except for the
boilers. The two main boilers at 20,000 lb/hr were represented in the database as 21.5
MMBtu/hr boilers with an enthalpy change of 1,082 Btu/lb.The same base boiler
efficiency vector was used at this site as at OSH. This boiler model was able to reproduce
actual billed gas use to within 1.6% by using the automatic boiler efficiency vector
adjusting feature in the software. The use of this feature at this site was necessary because
of the wide swings in boiler load that occur at OSCI.79
OSP Site Characteristics Data
OSP gas costs were the same as at the other sites. Electricity costs differed here as
they purchase from PGE under Schedule 83 level II.The cost of energy with this rate
schedule is $0.03735 /kWh, while demand is charged at $3.04 /kW in winter on-peak
hours (November through April, 6 AM to 10 PM), and $2.24 /kW in summer on-peak
hours. Off-peak hours have no demand charges. There is also a $400.00 customer charge
and a facilities charge of $0.50 /kW of facility capacity.
Sales of generated electricity were assumed be on PGE's Schedule 201, Small Power
Production, in all cases where electrical generation in excess of demand was less than
1,000 kW. As with the other sites, it was assumed that sales over 1,000 kW would be at
the avoided cost rate, which is $0.0225 /kWh on-peak and $0.0175 /kWh off-peak. Only
the 3,600 kW combustion turbine model produced sales in this range.Escalation
scenarios were the same as at OSCI and OSH.
The two main boilers at 20,000 lb/hr were represented in the database as 21.5
MMBtu/hr boilers with an enthalpy change of 1,096 Btu/lb (125 psig steam). The same
base boiler efficiency vector was used at this site. This boiler model was able to reproduce
actual billed gas use to within 2.5%. with no adjustment of boiler efficiency.
3.4.2 SITE ENERGY USE DATA COLLECTION
Oregon State Hospital
Steam flow data from the heating plant was collected from operator logs at the site.
The record obtained was hourly total system steam flow for selected days in the period
January 1, 1993, through December 31, 1993.Electrical load data was obtained from80
pulse metering equipment installed by Portland General Electric (PGE). This data record
is continuous from February 2, 1994, through May 26, 1994.In the preliminary
assessment phase of the project it was determined that electrical loads at OSH are not
seasonal, and are very regular, with the only major variation being diurnal and between
weekdays and weekends.For this reason the shorter data collection period was not
considered a problem.
The steam input data set is shown in Appendix D, Figure D-1.The seasonal
variation is clearly visible, with the lowest loads corresponding to summer nights.The
reader is warned that day-type multipliers are not applied to this graph, so the relative time
spent at each load level is not graphically conveyed. The electrical input data set is shown
graphically in Appendix D, Figure D-2.The dominant peak loads are the weekday
daytime hours. Again, the day-type multipliers are not applied to this graph.
Oregon State Correctional Institution
Steam flow data from the heating plant was collected from operator logs at the site.
The record obtained was hourly total system steam flow for selected days in the period
January 1, 1993, through December 31, 1993 as at OSH.Electrical load data was
obtained from pulse metering equipment installed by PGE. This data record is continuous
from October 25, 1993, through June 28, 1994.As at OSH, electrical loads are not
seasonal, and are very regular, with the only major variation being diurnal and between
weekdays and weekends. Whenever possible, the same day was used for electrical and
steam data. In the case of the spring and summer of 1993 in the model year, spring 1994
electrical load data was substituted, using the same average daily temperature, season and
weekday or weekend distinction as criteria for substitutions.81
The steam input data set is shown in Appendix D, Figure D-3. The electrical input
data set is shown graphically in Appendix D, Figure D-4. Day-type multipliers are not
applied to these graphs.
Oregon State Penitentiary Energy Data
Steam flow data from the three boilers were collected using an automatic data
logging system associated with the boiler controls.These logs provided instantaneous
steam flow rate for each boiler every 10 minutes. The sum of all three boilers' flow was
averaged over each hour. The record obtained was hourly total system steam flow for the
period August 13, 1993, through June 21, 1994, with a small gap from December 23
through the 27.Electrical load data was obtained from pulse metering equipment
installed by PGE. This data record is continuous from October 25, 1993, through June
28, 1994.
The steam input data set is shown in Appendix D, Figure D-5. The electrical input
data set is shown graphically in Appendix D, Figure D-6. Day-type multipliers are not
applied to these graphs.
3.4.3 STATISTICALLY BASED DATA REDUCTION
Prior to collecting hourly data at the sites chosen for detailed analysis, a study was
conducted at OSCI to determine how to best represent site gas and steam use with a
limited number of representative days.For 3 years of OSCI boiler plant operating log
data, the average daily temperatures at OSCI were compared to the gas use on those days.
The relationship between boiler operation and ambient temperature as measured by daily82
gas use, steam generation, and average daily ambient temperature was tested for







Total Daily Steam 1.00
Total Daily Gas 0.91 1.00
Average Daily Temperature -0.97 -0.88 1.00
Table 3.4 Correlation of Steam and Gas Use to Ambient Temperature at OSCI
The correlation function applied is a measure of how closely one set of values
follows changes in another, independent of their units [Scheaffer and McClave, 1990;





and: Coy (X,=(1)*±(xi [tx )(yi 1.ty *
n
A resulting correlation coefficient, (pxy ), of 1 corresponds to perfect following,
while -1 corresponds to perfect inverse following. As visible in Table 3.4, the daily gas to
daily steam use has a correlation of 0.91.This would be expected, as boiler efficiency
does not vary greatly.The daily steam and gas have correlations to average daily
temperature of -0.97 and -0.88 respectively.These high correlations indicate a strong
inverse relationship, and support the hypothesis that representative steam load days can be83
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Figure 3.12 Daily Steam Versus Average Daily Ambient Temperature
From the preliminary phase of the study it was determined that all three sites have
similar major thermal load patterns, such that the base steam/gas load at all sites would
similarly track outside average temperatures in Salem.Thermal loads vary seasonally,
with small variations between weekdays and weekends, while electric loads do not vary
seasonally, but have substantial weekday to weekend variations. These similarities and the
OSCI study were used as justification for the choice of days with average monthly
temperature as representative of the monthly daily fuel use.84
Days Selected
Two days per month were selected from the 1993-1994 data set on the basis of
those days' average temperatures corresponding most closely to the 60 year average daily
temperatures in Salem. One of these days was a weekday, having the higher steam and
electric loads, including industries at the prisons and hospital and increased administrative
staff. The other day was a weekend.
Days not available
In some cases it was not possible to obtain data for the day with average monthly
temperature.This was more often the case with the electric load data, as the data
collection period was significantly shorter for electrical data. When the selected day was
not available, the second choice was a day in the same month with the same average
temperature, and that was weekday or weekend, as appropriate. If no days in that month
were available, the day most closely resembling the selected day in temperature and season
was chosen.Although this last resort method was somewhat ad-hoc, the validation
methodology described below was used toassure thattheselected days were
representative.
3.4.4 VALIDITY CHECKS ON DAY SELECTION
Thermal Energy Use
Steam modeling assumptions were validated by comparing boiler daily gas use on
the selected days multiplied by the number of those days in each month, (the daytype85
multiplier), to monthly billed gas use (See Table 3.5).While monthly accuracy varied













Jan 71,546 78,964 5,874 10 5,056 4 10%
Feb 143,604152,516 5,755 20 4,677 8 6%
Mar 157,706151,054 5,058 23 4,340 8 -4%
Apr 142,466153,322 5,263 22 4,692 8 8%
May 106,645100,556 2,796 21 4,184 10 -6%
Jun 84,610 87,810 3,063 22 2,553 8 4%
Jul 82,042 77,975 2,738 22 1,971 9 -5%
Aug 65,521 58,942 1,825 22 2,088 9 -10%
Sep 70,226 65,254 2,261 22 1,939 8 -7%
Oct 100,79797,885 3,245 21 2,974 10 -3%
Nov 152,306163,882 5,811 22 4,505 8 8%
Dec 172,296168,327 5,713 23 4,616 8 -2%
TOTALS1,349,7651,356,487 = yearly gas therms 0.50% = error
(Note: January gas use was curtailed)
Table 3.5 Representative Day Selection Validity Test for OSP Thermal Loads
Results for the other sites were similar; at OSH annual error was 1.55%, with a
maximum error of 19% in January, a month with curtailed gas use. At OSCI, the annual
error was -2.07%, with a maximum error of 14% in October.
Electrical Energy Use
Electrical energy use estimation was similarly checked for validity. OSP checks are
shown in table 3.6.86
In general, these estimations were more accurate than those for thermal loads,
because the sites all had very consistent, regular electricity use patterns.At OSH the
annual estimation error was 0.6%, while at OSCI the annual estimation error was -3.4%
BilledEstimatedTypical# ofTypical# of %
Electricity Electricity wkdy kWh wkdys wknd kWh wkndsError
Jan 518,400561,813 18,683 10 14,925 4 8%
Feb 519,600492,890 18,586 20 15,145 8 -5%
Mar 529,200503,480 16,756 23 14,763 8 -5%
Apr 506,400477,633 16,750 22 13,642 8 -6%
May481,200532,546 17,076 21 17,395 10 11%
Jun 520,800494,112 17,707 22 13,071 8 -5%
Jul 478,800462,16016,579 22 10,826 9 -3%
Aug 488,400519,583 18,113 22 13,455 9 6%
Sep 535,200469,567 16,543 22 13,202 8 -12%
Oct 489,600484,746 16,811 21 13,172 10 -1%
Nov 554,400524,388 18,493 22 14,693 8 -5%
Dec 513,600557,920 19,087 23 14,866 8 9%
TOTALS6,135,6006,080,838= kWh/yr -0.89%= annual % error
Table 3.6 Representative Day Validity Check for OSP Electrical Loads
Boiler Efficiency Derating
Boiler efficiency was checked on a daily basis for each selected day by comparing
the daily steam use to daily gas metered.For several of the days, the average boiler
efficiency at thesites exceeded 90%, based on logged data.This was attributed in all
cases to steam flow meter inaccuracy, as staff at each site hadnoted they believed their
flow meters to be out of calibration. There is no evidence other than anecdotal that this is
so. To assure a conservative analysis, the boiler steam production data at OSHand OSP87
were derated by 20%, while that at OSCI was derated by 25%.At OSCI, boiler
efficiencies in excess of 100% occurred. With this change, the total boiler efficiencies,
(natural gas energy to steam energy) were kept below 84%.
3.5 DETAILED ANALYSIS RESULTS
3.5.1 OVERVIEW OF DETAILED ANALYSIS RESULTS
Results of detailed cogeneration assessment at the three sites were largely negative
from the standpoint of economic feasibility.Only one of five systems evaluated for
Oregon State Penitentiary appeared likely to be cost effective, while at Oregon State
Hospital only one of seven systems was cost effective. None of the systems modeled at
Oregon State Correctional Institution were found to be cost effective.
3.5.2 OREGON STATE HOSPITAL RESULTS
OSH Summary
For the detailed assessment of potential cogeneration systems' performance and
economics at the Oregon State Hospital (OSH), sixteen models of proposed cogeneration
systems and their operation were constructed using the Cogeneration Assessment Tool
(CAT) software package described in Section 3.4.
A number of the systems modeled produced attractive economic results.In
particular, a small natural gas reciprocating engine system appears to be viable at this site,
due to the existence of domestic hot water and water space heating loads. A small88
combustion turbine may also be an option, though in comparison with the reciprocating
engine it would probably not be chosen.
The cost of fuel compared to the value of electricity was determined to be by far the
most sensitive variable in these models. For that reason, where it appeared likely that a
system was viable, the modeling was repeated with three additional fuel cost escalation
scenarios. This sensitivity analysis for fuel versus electric costs gives more confidence in
the results. Table 3.7 on the following page provides a summary of modeling results at
OSH. Note that attractive projects are highlighted.
OSH Facility description
Oregon State Hospital, is located in Salem, Oregon. The facilityhas 1,144,261
square feet of climate conditioned space in some 80 buildings, not all of which are climate
conditioned. OSH has capacity for approximately 700 patients.
Steam space heating, a steam plant deaerator, kitchen equipment, a domestic hot
water (DHW) heater, and a hot water heater for some space heating, (known as a
hydronic system), are the identified steam loads. Domestic hot water is generated at a
temperature of approximately 130 °F, while the hydronic system water is generated at a
maximum of 165 °F, depending on outside temperature.It was not possible to measure
the flow rates in the water systems due to problems with the flow meters at the time of the
study.Discussions with staff at the boiler plant were used as the basis for estimating
















1 / 1C-T / Full Pwr3,60034%/ NoBase (1)$ 3,619,287$ (11,243,370)N/A No
2 / 1C-T / Full Pwr1,13042%/ NoBase (1)$ 1,075,548$ (180,202)4.4% No
2 / 2C-T / Thrml-Fol1,13046%/ YesBase (1)$ 1,075,548$ (20,568)6.8% No
2 / 3C-T / Thrml-Fol1,13046%/ YesBase (1)$ 964,548 $ 83,171 8.1%Maybe
3 / 1C-T / Full Pwr51541%/ NoBase (1)$ 738,841$ (205,551)2.9% No
4 / 1 B-P Turb 89N/A / YesBase (1).$ 165,158$ (18,340) 5.6% No
5 / 1 B-P Turb 190N/A / YesBase (1)$ 245,889$ (54,064)4.1% No
6 / 1Rcp / Full Pwr45045%/ YesBase (1)$ 499,009$ 121,721 10.0% Yes
6 / 2Rcp / Full Pwr45045%/ Yes Lo Gas (2)$ 499,009$ 379,26314.1% Yes
6 / 3Rcp / Full Pwr45045%/ Yes Parity (3)$ 499,009$ 297,02912.9% Yes
6 / 4Rcp / Full Pwr45045%/ Yes Hi Gas (6)$ 499,009$ (137,670)1.1% No
7 / 1Rcp / Full Pwr45045%/ YesBase (1)$ 499,009$ 128,37910.1% Yes
7 / 2Rcp / Full Pwr45045%/ Yes Lo Gas (2)$ 499,009$ 384,70214.1% Yes
7 / 3Rcp / Full Pwr45045%/ YesParity (3)$ 499,009$ 302,857 13.0% Yes
7 / 4Rcp / Full Pwr45045%/ Yes Hi Gas (6)$ 499,009$ (129,784)1.6% No
8 / 1Rcp / Full Pwr80042%/ NoBase (1)$ 747,258$ 95,343 8.7%Maybe
Table 3.7 OSH Cogeneration Feasibility Runs Summary90
Steam is provided by a central boiler plant in the hospital using 3 gas fired boilers, with oil
backup fuel for the interruptible gas service. Two of the boilers are rated at 13,000 lb/hr of
steam and 250 psig. These boilers were installed in 1984. The other boiler is rated at
29,000 lb/hr, and dates from 1949, for a total of 55,000 lb/hr of continuous steaming
capacity. Currently, steam is typically generated at an average 115 psig. The pressure is
reduced at the steam plant to 60 psig for distribution, and further reduced at the different
buildings. Measurements of steam production versus gas use indicates that their operation
is efficient.
OSH Model Development
For modeling purposes, the selected days' hourly steam loads and daily telemetered
gas use were assembled into an input data file in a spreadsheet, with the appropriate day-
type multipliers.Daily gas use in the model was checked for accuracy against monthly
bills, as described in Section 3.5. The model year constructed is assumed to begin on
January 1, 1993, and end on December 31, 1993. The steam flow input data set is shown
in Appendix D, Figure D-1.
Boiler efficiency was checked on a daily basis for each selected day by comparing
the daily steam use to daily gas metered.For several of the days, the average boiler
efficiency exceeded 90%, based on logged data. This was attributed to steam flow meter
inaccuracy, as staff at OSH indicated that these meters had not been calibrated in some
time. To assure a conservative analysis, the boiler steam production data was derated by
20%. With this change, the total boiler efficiency, (natural gas energy to steam energy)
had a maximum efficiency of 81% (See Appendix E, Figure E-1).
The hot water loads at OSH were modeled as a function of the steam energy being
produced as no direct measurements were available. On the basis of interviews with staff,91
it was assumed that between 20% and 30% of the steam load was used for heating water,
where both hydronic and DHW loads were lumped together. Also from interviews, low
summer steam flows, (i.e., on hot nights), were assumed to be exclusively for generating
DHW. Two models of hot water loads were developed from these assumptions, the
expectation being that hot water generation will lie somewhere in this range.
1.High Estimate The first 4,000 lb/hr of steam and 30% of all steam above that
amount were dedicated to hot water generation, where the energy transferred to the
water was equivalent to the amount released in condensation of the boiler steam to
water (See Appendix D, Figure D-7).
2.Low Estimate The first 2,000 lb/hr of steam and 20% of all steam above that
amount were dedicated to hot water generation (See Appendix D, Figure D-8).
Electrical load data was obtained from pulse metering equipment installed by
Portland General Electric (PGE). This data record is continuous from February 2, 1994,
through May 26, 1994.In the screening phase of the project it was determined that
electrical loads at OSH are not strongly seasonal, and are very regular, with the only major
variation being diurnal and between weekdays and weekends. For this reason the shorter
data collection period was not considered a problem. At OSH, the days were selected to
correspond as closely as possible to the thermal data, using season and ambient
temperature as a guide.
Electrical load representation for modeling was analogous to that of steam loads,
with two day-types per month chosen.Again, the validity of the choice was checked
against bills, as described in Chapter 9. On the basis of the annual use check, it appears
that the short data collection period is representative of the whole year.
The selected days' hourly electrical loads were included in the loads input
spreadsheet. The electrical input data set is shown graphically in Appendix D, Figure D-2.92
The dominant peak loads are the weekday daytime hours. Again, the day-type multipliers
are not applied to this graph.
3.5.3 COGENERATION SYSTEMS MODELED AT OSH
Three basic types of cogeneration prime movers were considered at OSH:
combustion turbines (C-T's), back pressure steam turbines, and reciprocating engines.
Three sizes of C-T were considered: 3,600 kW, 1,130 kW and 515 kW, International
Standards Organization (ISO) ratings under full load. Two sizes of steam turbine were
matched to existing steam loads, depending on the operating pressure assumed for the
boiler: If the boiler is operated at 150 psig, a full load power of 89 kW can be extracted in
reducing pressure to 60 psig, while a full load power of 185 kW can be extracted if the
boiler is operated at 200 psig. Two sizes of reciprocating engines were considered, 450
kW and 800 kW. Both sizes of reciprocating engine system were modeled with the two
hot water flow estimates discussed earlier.
Results from one of the more attractive cogeneration systems modeled are included
below as an example of analysis at that site (base case fuel escalation scenario). All OSH
detailed model results are provided in Appendix F, Exhibits F-1 through F-16
OSH Case 6, Run 1
A 450 kW natural gas powered reciprocating engine and generator set, with a heat
recovery system capable of producing a maximumof 1.55 MMBtu/hr of 165 °F hot water
was modeled for OSH, using "High Estimate" water heating loads.This plant would run
at full power and would supply a portion of OSH's domestic hot water and hydronic
heating. Electrical energy generated would be used on site, and the cogeneration system93
would provide backup power in the event of a power outage. No sales of electrical
energy to the utility are anticipated.This size of reciprocating engine prime mover was
chosen as the lower end of a likely range to match OSH water heating load estimates.
The system chosen was a Waukesha model 2900GL Lean Burn engine, nominally
rated at 450 kW, and is assumed capable of delivering this capacity as major parasitic
loads are intrinsic to the engine.The budget estimate for this system installed was
$499,009, based on a detailed equipment quote (See Appendix H), from Power
Application and Manufacturing Co. (PAMCO). This price includes engine, heat recovery
system, synchronous generator, controls, switchgear and delivery.
budget items are:
The itemized major
Engine, Generator, and Controls: $197,975
Switchgear: $70,550
Heat Recovery Systems $92,352
Electrical Engineering and Connection (Estimate) $50,000
Site Prep / Foundation (Estimate) $15,000
Site Engineering / Installation (Estimate) $30,000
Minor Piping Changes (Estimate) $5,000
11% Contingency Costs $50,696
Subtotal Estimated Costs: $511,573
P/W of $25,000 Salvage Value @ 20 years 3.5% discount$ (12,564)
Total Estimated Installed Cost: $499,009
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity Model Estimated: 7,209,676 kWh, Actual: 7,164,693 kWh, Error: 0.6%
Fuel: Model existing fuel use will be different than actual fuel use
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $334,32494
Cost of Fuel (heating part of water): $184,622
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 3,468,960 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh, Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 3,740,716 kWh, Cost:$181,966
Purchased Total Fuel: 83,704 MMBtu, Cost:$269,526
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $27,752
Debt Service Costs: $54,734
First Year Cash Flow: ($5,032)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 53%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 45%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): $121,721
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 10.0%
This project is both a FERC qualifying cogenerator and has attractive economics as
modeled. Small negative cash flows occur for the first 4 years of the life, after which the
plant is an income earner. The present worth of the project is high enough that a large
variation in the installed cost can occur before it will become uneconomical. Two other
buffers protect the investment as well:First, the estimated budget contains 11%
contingency costs, and secondly OSH may discount the costs by as much as $100,000 if
the system could replace the planned purchase of needed backup generators.The project
life cycle cash flow is shown in Figure 3.13. Detailed tabular outputs from the simulation
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Figure 3.13 450 kW Recip. Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
3.5.4 OREGON STATE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION RESULTS
OSCI Summary
At Oregon State Correctional Institution six models of proposed cogeneration
systems and their operation were constructed, using the CAT software.
Unfortunately, none of the systems modeled produced attractive economic results
using the given utility rate structures. The relative cost of electricity and gas energy in the
Pacific Northwest are close enough that small cogeneration systems often are not
competitive. Added to this difficulty is the fact that OSCI has very low thermal loads in
the summer months, with the boiler being virtually shut down on summer nights. Table
3.8 on the following page provides a summary of modeling results at OSCI. All Cases are
grayed, to indicate that none are considered viable.
OSCI Facility description
Oregon State Correctional Institution, located in Salem, Oregon is the state's third
largest correctional facility. The OSCI has 288,857 square feet of climate conditioned
























1 / 1Comb Turb1,13038%/ NoBase (1)$ 1,075,548$ (1,493,105) N/A No
1 / 2Comb Turb1,13045%/ YesBase (1)$ 1,075,548$ (745.125) N/A No
2 / 1Comb Turb51537%/ NoBase (1)$ 738,841$ (748,138) N/A No
2 / 2Comb Turb51543%/ YesBase (1) $ 738,841$ (659,080) N/A No
3 / 1B-P Turb 95N/A / YesBase (1)$ 175,858 $ (96,502) N/A No
4 / 1B-P Turb 190N/A / YesBase (1)$ 245,889$ (165,992) N/A No
Table 3.8 OSCI Cogeneration Feasibility Runs Summary97
Space heating, domestic hot water and some kitchen steam for OSCI are provided
by a central steam plant just outside the penitentiary. This plant has 3 water tube gas fired
boilers, with oil backup fuel for the interruptible gas service. Two of the boilers are rated
at 20,000 lb/hr of steam and one is rated at 10,000 lb/hr, for a total of 50,000 lb/hr of
steaming capacity. All these boilers have 250 psig pressure vessel ratings, but are running
at an average 120 psig.Within the steam plant, this pressure is reduced to 40 psig for
distribution to the various buildings.The number of boilers operating depends on the
steam load, but based on data gathered, it is inferred that never more than two boilers
operate, and one will be idling most of the time. The boilers date from the construction of
the penitentiary, and appeared to be very well maintained. No central cooling system
exists at OSCI.
OSCI Model Development
As at Oregon State Hospital, the selected days' hourly steam loads and daily
telemetered gas use were assembled into an input data file in a spreadsheet, with the
appropriate day-type multipliers. No daily gas data was available for March, April, or
May. For these months, daily gas use was assumed to be the monthly total divided by the
number of days in that month.The model year constructed is assumed to begin on
January 1, 1993, and end on December 31, 1993. Steam flow input data set for this site is
shown in Appendix D, Figure D-3. Again seasonal variation is visible, with the lowest
loads corresponding to summer nights.
For several of the days selected, boiler efficiency checks revealed average boiler
efficiency exceeding 100%, based on logged data.This was attributed to steam flow
meter inaccuracy. Staff at OSCI indicated that these meters had not been calibrated in a
long time.Boiler steam production data was derated by 25% to assure conservative98
models. With this change, the total boiler efficiency, (natural gas energy to steam energy)
had a maximum efficiency of 84% (See Appendix E, Figure E-2).
Electrical load data was obtained from pulse metering equipment installed by
Portland General Electric. This data record is continuous from October 25, 1993, through
June 28, 1994. In the preliminary assessment phase of the project it was determined that
electrical loads at OSCI are not strongly seasonal, and are very regular, with the only
major variation being diurnal and between weekdays and weekends. For this reason the
shorter data collection period was not considered a problem.Whenever possible, the
same day was used for electrical and steam data. When this was not possible the days
were selected to correspond as closely as possible to the thermal data, using season and
ambient temperature as a guide.In the case of the spring and summer of 1993 in the
model year, spring 1994 electrical load data was substituted, using the best matched day
available, based on criteria discussed earlier.
Electrical load representation for modeling was analogous to that of steam loads,
with two day-types per month chosen. The selected days' hourly electrical loads were
included in the loads input spreadsheet. The electrical input data set is shown graphically
in Appendix D, Figure D-4. The lack of seasonal variation is clear, with the dominant
peak loads being the weekday hours when the penitentiary industries are operating.
3.5.5 COGENERATION SYSTEMS MODELED AT OSCI
Two basic types of cogeneration prime movers were considered at OSCI:
combustion turbines (C-T's) and back pressure steam turbines. Two sizes of C-T were
considered: 1,130 kW and 515 kW, International Standards Organization (ISO) rating
under full load.Two sizes of steam turbine were matched to existing steam loads,
depending on the operating pressure assumed for the boiler:If the boiler is operated at99
150 psig, a full load power of 95 kW can be extracted in reducing pressure to 40 psig,
while a full load power of 190 kW can be extracted if the boiler is operated at 200 psig.
Results from the most attractive cogeneration system modeled are included below as
an example of analysis at that site.All OSCI detailed model results are provided in
Appendix F, Exhibits F-17 through F-21.
OSCI Case 3, Run 1
A 95 kW back pressure steam turbine and generator set was considered to replace
the existing steam pressure reducing valve (PRV) that lowers the steam pressure from a
proposed boiler operating pressure of 150 psig to the distribution pressure of 40 psig. The
turbine would be located in the OSCI heat plant, for ease of control and service.This
system includes a single-stage back pressure turbine, an induction generator, controls and
utility paralleling switchgear.Also included are expenses for minor piping alterations
needed to support the turbine installation. Due to the simplicity of the system, the service
factor is extremely high, at 99%. This value is in agreement with specifications from the
manufacturer for single stage steam turbine systems.
The vendor chosen for steam turbine cogeneration systems quotations was Ewing
Power Systems, as this company provides turnkey packages.The piece-price of such
systems has been found to be substantially lower, but it is difficult to assess the cost of
engineering for systems integration, and performance might suffer if the engineer was not
experienced in designing such systems. As quoted, the cogeneration system is estimated
to cost $175,858 installed, with the items listed above included in the estimate. First year
economic results follow:100
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Modelversus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 3,544,958 kWh, Actual: 3,670,831 kWh, Error: -3.4 %
Fuel: Model Estimated: 62,349 MMBtu, Actual: 61,357 MMBtu, Error: 1.6%
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $170,692
Cost of Fuel: $200,763
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 159,899 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 3,385,059 kWh, Cost:$163,181
Purchased Total Fuel: 63,080 MMBtu, Cost:$203,118
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $160
Debt Service Costs: $19,289
First Year Cash Flow: ($14,293)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Back pressure turbines are parasitic boiler loads and have no thermalrecovery per se
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($96,502)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: Not Calculable
As modeled this project is not viable, largely because of low summer steam flows at
OSCI. The steam turbine specified will require a set minimum flow of approximately
6,000 lb/hr to operate. For this reason, the turbine is often shut down, and in particular,101
generates no electricity at all for June through September. Figure 3.14 is the cash flow








Cogeneration Project Life Cycle Cash Flows
Figure 3.14 95 kW Steam Turbine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSCI
3.5.6 OREGON STATE PENITENTIARY RESULTS
OSP Summary
Ten models of proposed cogeneration systems and their operation were constructed
for Oregon State Penitentiary (OSP), using the CAT software package .
Of the systems modeled, only a 185 kW back-pressure steam turbine appears to be
an attractive candidate for an engineering design development, the next logical stepfor
viable projects. This system would replace an existing pressure reducing valve, lowering
steam pressure from the boilers from a proposed 200 psig to 60 psig, with a separate 110
psig line installed for the laundry steam loads.The estimated installed costs for this
system include a steam turbine and induction generator, all controls and switchgear, piping
changes, fittings and system installation. Economically attractive scenarios are highlighted
























1/ 1Comb Turb3,60038% / NoBase (1)$ 3,619,287$ (10,872,408)N/A No
2/ 1Comb Turb1,13045% / YesBase (1)$ 1,075,548$ (13,342) 6.8% No
2/ 2Comb Turb1,13047% / YesBase (1)$ 1,075,548$ 81,370 8.0%Maybe
3/ 1Comb Turb51543% / YesBase (1)$ 738,841$ (247,817) 1.9% No
3/ 2Comb Turb51545% / YesBase (1)$ 738,841$ (227,849)2.4% No
4/ 1Steam Turb89N/A / YesBase (1)$ 197,258 $ 6,914 7.4%Maybe
5/ 1Steam Turb185N/A / YesBase (1)$ 276,289$ 54,138 9.3% Yes
5/ 2Steam Turb185N/A / YesLo Gas (2)$ 276,289$ 87,935 10.5% Yes
5/ 3Steam Turb185N/A / YesParity (3)$ 276,289$ 77,156 10.1% Yes
5/ 4Steam Turb185N/A / YesHi Gas (6)$ 276,289$ 20,080 7.9% Maybe
Table 3.9 OSP Cogeneration Feasibility Runs Summary103
OSP Facility description
Oregon State Penitentiary (OSP), is Oregon's largest state prison, and the only
maximum security facility in the state, with a capacity for approximately 1,700 inmates.
The penitentiary is located in Salem, Oregon and has 615,766 square feet of space, of
which approximately 590,000 is climate conditioned. There are some 35 buildings, with
up to five levels. The current number of inmates was not determined, but the capacity is
known to be 1,709.
Space heating, an industrial laundry, a steam plant deaerator, domestic hot water,
kitchen equipment, and the Oregon Women's Correctional Center are identified steam
loads. Steam is provided by a central boiler plant directly outside the penitentiary using 3
gas fired boilers, with oil backup fuel for the gas service. All of the boilers are rated at
20,000 lb/hr of steam at 250 psig, for a total of 60,000 lb/hr of continuous steaming
capacity.Currently, steam is typically generated at an average 125 psig. The steam is
piped to the penitentiary after a pressure reduction to 110 psig. The laundry uses this high
pressure steam, and its pressure is typically reduced elsewhere as neededfor the particular
application. The number of boilers operating depends on the steam load. On the basis of
collected data, in most cases one boiler will operate at medium to high fire, with another
on-line for peaking demands, at least during the winter months. No central cooling exists.
The ages of the boilers are approximately 20 years, and they were upgraded in 1986.
OSP Model Development
Steam flow data from the three boilers were collected using an automatic data
logging system associated with the boiler controls.These logs provided instantaneous
steam flow rate for each boiler every 10 minutes. The sum of all three boilers'flow was
averaged over each hour. The fmal record obtained was hourly total system steam flow104
for the period August 13, 1993, through June 21, 1994, with a small gap from December
23 through the 27. For modeling purposes, the selected days' hourly steam loads and daily
telemetered gas use were assembled into an input data file in a spreadsheet, with the
appropriate day-type multipliers. One month (July), for which there was no steam data
was represented by days in the data set with temperatures corresponding to average July
conditions.
The model year constructed is assumed to begin on June 29, 1993, and end on June
28, 1994. This model year is different than that of the other sites, due to constraints on
steam data created by the automatic logging system. The Steam flow input data set is
shown in Appendix D, Figure D-5. The notable weekday peak loads are the result of the
laundry steam load, which has an average value of 4,000 lb/hr during operation. See also
Appendix D, Figure D-9: This steam load is modeled with the 4,000 lb/hr high pressure
laundry steam load removed, for modeling of back pressure steam turbine cogeneration
systems. As proposed, these systems will bypass the high pressure laundry steam.
For several selected days, the average boiler efficiency exceeded 90% based on
logged data. This was attributed to steam flow meter inaccuracy. Staff consulted at OSP
and EESI indicated that these meters had not been calibrated and might be quite
inaccurate.To assure a conservative analysis, the boiler steam production data was
derated by 20%. With this change, the total boiler efficiency, (natural gas energy to steam
energy) had a maximum efficiency of 82.5%, (See Appendix E, Figure E-3).
Electrical load data was obtained from pulse metering equipment installed by
Portland General Electric (PGE). This data record is continuous from October 25, 1993,
through June 28, 1994. The same load patterns as found at OSCI and OSH applied at
OSP. When it was not possible to use the same days for electric and thermal loads, they
were selected to correspond as closely as possible to the thermal data, using season and
ambient temperature as a guide.105
The selected days' hourly electrical loads were included in the loads input
spreadsheet, after the representation accuracy had been checked as at the other sites. The
electrical input data set is shown graphically in Appendix D, Figure D-6.
3.5.7 COGENERATION SYSTEMS MODELED AT OSP
Two basic types of cogeneration prime movers were considered at OSP: combustion
turbines (C-T's) and back pressure steam turbines. Three sizes of C-T were considered:
3,600 kW, 1,130 kW and 515 kW, International Standards Organization (ISO) ratings
under full load.Two sizes of steam turbine were matched to existing steam loads,
depending on the operating pressure assumed for the boiler:If the boiler is operated at
150 psig, a full load power of 89 kW can be extracted in reducing pressure to 60 psig,
while a full load power of 185 kW can be extracted if the boiler is operated at 200 psig.
Results from the most attractive cogeneration system modeled are included below as
an example of analysis at that site.All detailed model results at OSP are provided in
Appendix F, Exhibits F-22 through F-30.
OSP Case 5, Run 1
A 185 kW back pressure steam turbine and generator set was modeled in a similar
application to Case 4 (See Appendix F, Exhibit F-26). Greater energy can be extracted
from a back pressure steam turbine if the inlet steam pressure is increased or theoutlet
pressure is reduced. In this case, steam at aproposed boiler operating pressure of 200
psig is reduced through the turbine to the distribution pressureof 60 psig. As in Case 4,
the turbine is expected to be located in the OSP heat plant, andincludes all the items listed
in that case. System service factor is again assumed as 99%.106
Using data from a number of budget quotes on back pressure steam turbine systems
from Ewing Power Systems, this size of cogeneration system was estimated to cost
$267,289 installed. The costs of major budget items are:
Turbine, Generator, Controls and Switchgear Package: $154,500
Approx. 700' 4" Steam Piping, installed ($43.26/LF) $30,282
Fittings and Boiler Feed Pump Change (Estimate) $15,000
Foundation Work / Supports (Estimate) $10,020
Installation / Electrical Work (Rough Estimate) $40,000
7% Contingency Costs $17,487
Total Estimated Installed Cost: $267,289
First year economic results are shown below:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills
Electricity: Model Estimated: 6,080,952 kWh, Actual: 6,135,600 kWh, Error: 0.8 %
Fuel: Checks not applicable (only part of thermal system load used in simulation)
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $281,725
Cost of Fuel: $387,015
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 737,214 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 5,343,738 kWh, Cost:$247,375
Purchased Total Fuel: 123,653 MMBtu, Cost:$398,162
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $737
Debt Service Costs: $29,318107
First Year Cash Flow: ($6,853)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Back pressure turbines are parasitic boiler loads and have no thermal recovery per se
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): $54,138
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 9.3%
This proposed project appears to be viable, based on the present worth and the life-
cycle economics shown in Figure 3.15In addition to $54,138 in present worth, the
project produces positive cash flows in year 9. Program tabular outputs for this Case and
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Figure 3.15 185 kW Steam Turbine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSP108
4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 GENERAL
4.1.1 VALUE OF STUDY TO SPONSOR
This project has demonstrated the value of multi-phase assessments as a method for
cost-effective use of engineering efforts to identify likely sites for cogeneration sites in
institutional settings.
In addition to the 13 reports provided to the sponsor, several other valuable services
and products were produced in the course of the project:
Two cogeneration assessment tools were developed: A spreadsheet based model for
initial screening of sites, and a detailed assessment model.
Energy analyses of the institutional facilities studied, which can be used for other
conservation efforts at those sites.
4.1.2 INSTITUTIONAL COGENERATION POTENTIAL IN THE REGION
Small scale institutional retrofit cogeneration systems are in general a marginal
resource in the current Pacific Northwest utility price structure. The costs of equipment
to implement cogeneration are often too great to support the energy cost savings these
systems produce. In the course of this project we identified two notable exceptions to this
generalization. These exceptions may aid in the choice of sites to study in the future:109
1.Sites where new thermal plants must be purchased in any case. In such cases, the
capital cost of a cogeneration system can be reduced by the cost of the thermal plant
that it replaces, to the extent it does so.
2.Sites where new or increased backup power is a necessity. Again, to the extent the
cogeneration system can replace the planned backup power system, the cost of that
system can be subtracted from the cogeneration system capital cost.
4.2 ATTRACTIVE PROJECTS
Three cogeneration system models, representing two potential projects systems
produced economic results with sufficient positive present worth to justify further study by
the Oregon Department of Energy. These two projects are:
1.A 450 kW gas-fueled reciprocating engine cogeneration system at Oregon State
Hospital. This system would provide base-load electricity for the site, emergency
backup power and hot water for domestic and hydronic heating applications.
2.A 185 kW back pressure steam turbine cogeneration system at Oregon State
Penitentiary. This system would replace an existing pressure reducing valve in the
steam heating plant, providing some electrical energy and demand savings.
4.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
The three cogeneration system models having attractive economics were each
subjected to a study of the project's sensitivity to variations in the escalation rate in natural
gas as compared to that for electricity.In the final reports to ODOE, worst case model
trials were also included for all attractive projects. The worst case trials combined the110
highest gas escalation rate provided by ODOE with the highest likely initial cost of gas.
These cost scenarios are detailed in Section 3.5. As the base cost of fuel was different in
the worst case trials, these trials could not be used for the sensitivity analysis. A set of
trials were performed with the worst case gas cost escalation, 7.64%, and the same base
gas cost as used in the other escalation scenarios ($0.322 /Therm).These studies are
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The sponsors of the project were only interested in the impacts of variation in this
one parameter. Fuel costs have been identified by numerous researchers as substantially
more sensitive than other uncertain costs, such as project capital investment and operating
and maintenance costs [McCoy, 1994].These sensitivity studies provide increased
confidence that these projects will be economically sound in the face of uncertain future
gas costs relative to those of electricity.
4.4 SITE SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
4.4.1 OSH RECOMMENDATIONS
Clearly, the 450 kW Waukesha reciprocating engine cogeneration system is worth
further investigation. In both low and high estimates of hot water loads, the models
produced both sizable positive present worth and positive cash flows through most
of the project life. Only in the worst case scenarios did these projects lose money.
OSH is expected to need to replace at least one of their backup generators in the
next few years, due to their age. When this occurs, the costs of such replacement
must be compared to the higher costs of a cogeneration system.It should be
possible for the cogeneration system to provide emergency as well as prime power,
although controls and switching for such a system will be more expensive than those
for a cogeneration system alone. The detailed quotation request for the 450 kW
system was made specifying this application, but unforeseen special requirements
may exist. If such a combined system is feasible, the cogeneration system costs are
effectively reduced to the incremental cost above a traditional backup power system.113
As a first step to increase accuracy of the model predictions, the hot water loads at
OSH should be logged on an hourly basis for an extended period of time.This
should include both flow rates and temperatures at outlet and inlet to the water
heaters. At least one half of a year of data should be gathered, including winter and
summer. According to boiler plant personnel, some water metering equipment has
recently been installed. Electrical load logging should also continue, although there
is no indication that the data used in this model is inadequate.
After hot water load data has been collected, the models should be refined. Given
the detail of the OSH model at this stage, relatively little effort would be required
for this step.This is advised prior to investing in an engineering design.Costs
associated with electrical system modifications and installation of the cogeneration
system also need further refinement. Consultation with an engineering firm that has
cogeneration installation experience will be required.
4.4.2 OSCI RECOMMENDATIONS
No economically attractive cogeneration systems could be found for this site, and
the author's opinion is that OSCI is unsuitable for retrofit thermally matched
cogeneration systems due to low steam flows in the summer months.Possible
exceptions to this would be cases where a major component such as the prime
mover would have to be purchased in any case, such as in the recommendation
below.
OSCI is expected to replace their emergency power generator in the next few years,
due to its age.When this occurs, the replacement reciprocating engine could
conceivably be used to preheat boiler feed water. Boiler energy savings associated
with such a system would likely be relatively small, and may not pay for the extra114
equipment required to upgrade a backup power system for operation as a
cogeneration system (switchgear and heat recovery equipment). A related option
would be to investigate heat recovery systems using steam compressors to provide
higher pressure than is normally available from reciprocating engine HRSG's. (15
psig is a commonly quoted maximum pressure available). The author was unable to
find sufficient applications of this technology to be confident in recommending it, so
it was not modeled. Investigation of these options is suggested before purchasing a
new generator.
4.4.3 OSP RECOMMENDATIONS
Of the cogeneration systems modeled, only the 185 kW back pressure steam turbine
has attractive economics. None of the other options should be investigated further.
Although the 185 kW steam turbine is cost effective, the investment is considered
risky because the cash flow is negative until year 7 under the best circumstances.
Further investigation into the issues listed with this option are recommended.
In general, Oregon State Penitentiary is not considered to be a likely host for
standalone retrofit cogeneration systems with the energy costs used. If a new boiler
or backup generator is needed, however, the cogeneration system cost could be
reduced by the cost of the system it replaces.
If OSP and Oregon State Hospital could agree to share heating facilities, a combined
site cogeneration system should be investigated, using the modeling tools developed
for this project.115
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APPENDIX A SCREENING MODELS
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Turbine Conditions Turbine Size:110kW
Inlet Pressure:240psigCogen system availability: 99%
Outlet Pressure:110psig Turbine /Gen Heat Rate: 158 lb/hr-kW
Boilers capacity: 60,000lb/hr
Current / rated steam conditions: 125 psig.sat. / 250 psig. sat.
** Note: no steam flow data was available forJanuary 1991, so this value
was estimated, based on December and Februrary of 1991
Table A-1 OSP Steam System Characterization119
By: David Van Holde, Oregon State University
Sources:
Cogeneration & Small Power Production Manual, Scott Spiewak 1991, Prentice Hall
Waukesha Engine Division Data sheets
Equipment used in Cogeneration and Independent Power Projects, RCG/Hagler, Bail ly, Inc.
RCG Power Cost Heat Rate "FUEL"Heat Rec "HRF"






































































































































































Table A-2 Prime Mover "Figures of Merit"file: pis -osp.xls Report#6
Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Worksheet
Walkthrough Worksheet Case 1: 110 kW Backpressure Steam Turbine
Technical Feasibility:
HVAC or other thermal System Type, (Describe); Boiler Plant
OSP has 3 main boilers, producing a total 60,000 lb/hr capacity. These are rated at 250 psig, but
are being operated at 125 psig. Staff indicated their typical operating efficiency was aproximately
85%. By far the greatest proportion of gas used is burned in these boilers.
Compatibility with Cogeneration: Excellent
No modifications to the steam system would be required. The backpressure turbine system
assumes operating the boilers at 250 psig. There is enough demand for continuous cogeneration.
A. Thermal system cogen retrofit costs: $0
B. Annual Average Electric Demand: 957.0 kW
B.1Historical annual electrical energy use: 8,387,480 kWh/yr
Economic Feasibility:
C. Levelized Average Purchased Power Cost:
C.1Levelized Average Cogen. sell back rate:
D.Standby Charge:
E.Levelized Thermal System Fuel Cost:
F. Levelized Cogeneration System Fuel Cost:
G.Average steam flow rate:
H. Steam Turbine Available Inlet Pressure:
I. Steam Turbine Exhaust Pressure:
J. Est. Generator Power Based on Above:
$0.0512 /kWh 105% of current rate
$0.0340 /kWh
$0.00 /kW-mo
$3.6000 /MMBtu (> 50K Therms/mo)
$3.6000 /MMBtu (> 50K Therms/mo)
16,065 lb/hr year round




(From Ewing Power Systems Data. See Table) Assumed Generator efficiency: 95%
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Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Worksheet
Walkthrough Worksheet Case 1: ita kW Backpressure Steam Turbine
K. Thermal Stream Power Absorbed by Turb. : 0.3952 MMBtu/hr
(('J'/Assumed Gen. Eff.) x .003413 MMBtu/kWh)
L Cost to Make Extra Steam Energy :
(( "P / Assumed Boiler Eff.) x 'K.')
M. Base Cost of Electricity from Turbine:
( "L' / 'J')
N. Assumed O&M Rate per kWh:
0. Total Savings per kWh (on-site used elec.):
('C' - ('M' + "N"))
P.Cogeneration System Unit Cost $800 $/kW





Q.Selected Cogeneration System Cost $88.000
( 'sr x "P" )
R.ESTIMATED PROJECT INVESTMENT: I
( "A' + "Q" )
S. Cogen System Annual Electric Output
( From Steam System Characterization )
$88,000
S.1 On-site-use electrical generation:
S.2Excess for sell back is: ( "S' - 'B.1' ):
881,770 kWh/yr
Estimated % Plant Availability: 99%
881,770 kWh/yr
0 kWh/yr
T. Annual Electricity Cost Savings: $30.809/yr
( 'S.1" x "0')
U. Revenue from Electricity Sales: $0/yr
( "S.2' x
V. Annual Standby Costs (incl_purchased pwr.): $493/yr
( 'D' xx 12+ 'J' x 8760 x (1- Availability) x *C" )
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Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Worksheet
Walkthrough Worksheet Case 1:
W. TOTAL ANNUAL SAVINGS:
(T 1.1" - )
SCREENING FINANCIAL RESULTS:
110 kW Backpressure Steam Turbine
$30,316I/yr
X. ESTIMATED PROJECT INVESTMENT $88,000
Y.ANNUAL SAVINGS: $30,316/yr
Z.SIMPLE PAYBACK 2.90 Years
( 'X' / 'Y' )
AA. ANNUAL PAYMENT OVER 15 YEARS: $9,662 /yr
( 'X' in 15 annual payments 7% Interest )
AB. NET SAVINGS AFTER PAYMENTS: $20,654 /yr
( "Y" - -AA' )
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Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Worksheet
Walkthrough Worksheet Case 3a: 475 kW Gas Turbine (Higher cost)
Cleat 'Cogeneration Planner's Handbook', .bseph A. Orlando,Prtd., P.E. 1991
Technical Feasibility:
HVAC or other thermal System Type. (Describe); Boiler Plant
OSP has 3 main boilers, producing a total 60,000 !Mir capacity. These are rated at 250 psig, but
are being operated at 125 psig. Staff indicated their typical operating efficiency was aproximately
85%. By far the greatest proportion of gas used is burned in these boilers.
Compatibility with Cogeneration: Excellent
No mod (cations to the steam system would be required. The gas turbine system assumes
assumes HRSG's producing 125 psiq steam.
A.Thermal system cogen retrofit costs: $0
B. Annual Average Electric Demand: 957.0 kW
B.1Historical annual electrical energy use: 8,387,480 kWh/yr
Economic Feasibility:
C. Levelized Average Purchased Power Cost: $0.0512 /kWh 105% of current rate
C.1Levelized Average Cogen. sell back rate: $0.0340 /kWh
D.Standby Charge: $0.00 /kW-mo
E.Levelized Thermal System Fuel Cost: $3.6000 /MMBtu (>50K Therrns/mo)
F. Levelized Cogeneration System Fuel Cost $3.6000 /MMBtu (> SOK Therms/mo)
G.Lowest Historical Monthly Fuel Use: 8,391 /MMBtu-mo
Assumed Existing Boiler Efficiency: 85.0%
H.Projected Electric Output Based on Above: 910,435 kWh/mo
( Boiler Efficiency x 'G' / HRF) : See prime mover data for HRF Chosen HRF: 0.007834
I.Cogen. Capacity To Meet Thermal Reqts: 1,270 kW
( 'H' / HOURS) : See Table 2 for HOURS Chosen Operating Hours/Month: 717
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Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Worksheet
Walkthrough Worksheet Case 3a: 475 kW Gas Turbine (Higher cost)
IJ.Selected Cogeneration System Size: 475 kW
"Fr, if based on satisfying site base load electrical needs only: y (Y/N)
'I', if based on thermal plant size: n (Y/N)
Larger, if thermal plant to be expanded and electricity sold back to utility: n (OM)
Other Criteria for selection: n (IIN)
K.Cogeneration System Unit Cost: $1,500 $/kW
( Highest reasonable machine cost x 2.5 for installation and accessories )
L.Selected Cogeneration System Cost: $712,500
( 'J" x "IC" )
M.ESTIMATED PROJECT INVESTMENT: I $712,500 $
( "A' + "L" + "V.2' )
N.Total Annual Electric Output: 4,086,900 kWh/yr
( 12 xx HOURS )
N.1 On-site-use electrical generation:
N.2Excess for sell back is: ( "N'"B.1' ):
4,086,900 kWh/yr
0 kWh/yr
0.Annual Fuel Use: 62.530 MMBtu/yr
( x FUEL) : See prime mover data for FUEL Chosen Fuel Factor. 0.0153
P.Annual Cogeneration Fuel Cost:
( "F" x "0" )
Q.Annual O&M Cost:
( "N" x OM) : See Table 3 for OM Value
R. Annual Standby Costs (ind purchased pwr.):





O&M value used: 0.005
( "P" + '0' + "R' )
$245,857
T.Recovered Thermal Energy 32,017 MMBtu/yr
( "N' x HRF )
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Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Worksheet
Walkthrough Worksheet Case 3a: 475 kWGas Turbine (Higher cost)
U.Levelized Annual Conventional Fuel Cost: $598,784/yr
MMBtu/yr x Levelized Thermal Fuel Cost
V.Saved Thermal Fuel Cost: $135,600/yr
(x T / boiler efficiency)
V.1If'V' > "U", may require heat rejection:System can likely absorb cogen thermal output
V.2 Cost of condensing system, if req'd: $0 Not req'd: stack reject
W.Saved Purchased Power Cost: $209,069/yr
(x 'N') or ( 'C' x 'N.1' )
W.1 Revenue from electric sales $0/yr
( x -C.1')
SCREENING FINANCIAL RESULTS:
X. ESTIMATED PROJECT INVESTMENT I $712,500
Y.ANNUAL SAVINGS: $98,813/yr
("If+ "W" + ' W.1" ) - "S'
Z SIMPLE PAYBACK I 7.21 Years
( "M" / "Y' )
AA. ANNUAL PAYMENT OVER 15 YEARS: $78,229 /yr
( 'X" in 15 annual payments 7% Interest )
AB. NET SAVINGS AFTER PAYMENTS: $20,584 /yr
( 'Y' - 'AA )
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Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Worksheet
Walkthrough Worksheet Case 3a: 475 kW Gas Turbine (Higher cost)
TABLES:
Table 1: Cogeneration Compatibility Heuristics
Thermal System Type: Feasibility ON SITE?
Process Steam
Process Hot Water
Central heating and cooling plant
Two-pipe heating or cooling system
Water source heat pump
Radiant hot water panels
Gas or electric furnaces -interior or rooftop
Hot water baseboard
Unit heaters - steam
Unit heaters - hot water
Air handling or built up air conditionong system
> with heating coils and electric cooling
Electric baseboards
Unitary air source heat pumps
Unit heaters - gas or electric
Unitary electric heating-cooling units







Possible, depending on costs
Possible depending on costs
Possible, depending on costs
Possible, depending on costs







Table 3: Engine Operating Hours - 'HOURS'
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Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Worksheet
Walkthrough Worksheet Case 4: Solar T15001,130 kW Gas Turbine
Credit 'cogeneration Flamers Handbook', Joseph A. Orlando, Phd., P.E.. 1991
Technical Feasibility:
HVAC or other thermal System Type, (Describe); Boiler Plant
OSP has 3 main boilers, producing a total 60,000 lb/hr capacity. These are rated at 250 psig, but
are being operated at 125 psig. Staff indicated their typical operating efficiency was aproximately
85%. By far the greatest proportion of gas used is burned in these boilers.
Compatibility with Cogeneration: Excellent
No modifcations to the steam system would be required. The gas turbine system assumes
assumes HRSG's producing 125 psig steam.
A. Thermal system cogen retrofit costs: $0
B. Annual Average Electric Demand: 957.0 kW
B.1Historical annual electrical energy use: 8,387,480 kWh/yr
Economic Feasibility:
C. Levelized Average Purchased Power Cost:
C.1Levelized Average Cogen. sell back rate:
D. Standby Charge:
E.Levelized Thermal System Fuel Cost
F. Levelized Cogeneration System Fuel Cost:
G.Lowest Historical Monthly Fuel Use:
$0.0512 /kWh 105% of current rate
$0.0340 /kWh
$0.00 /kW-mo
$3.6000 /MMBtu (>50K Therms/mo)
$3.6000 /MMBtu (> 50K Therms/mo)
8,391 /MMBtu-mo
Assumed Existing Boiler Efficiency: 85.0%
H.Projected Electric Output Based on Above: 1,167,897 kWh/mo
( Boiler Efficiency x 'G' / HRF) : See prime mover data for HRF Chosen HRF: 0.006107
I.Cogen. Capacity To Meet Thermal Reqt's: 1,629 kW
( "H' / HOURS) : See Table 2 for HOURS Chosen Operating Hours/Month: 717
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Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Worksheet
Walkthrough Worksheet Case 4: solar T1500 1,130 kW Gas Turbine
.1Selected Cogeneration System Size: 1.130 kW
"B", if based on satisfying site base load electrical needs only:
'I', if based on thermal plant size:
Larger, if thermal plant to be expanded and electricity sold back to utility:





K.Cogeneration System Unit Cost: $1,286 $/kW
( Machine cost x 2.0 for installation and accessories, incl. HRSG)
LSelected Cogeneration System Cost: $1,453,180
( 'J' x 'K" )
M.ESTIMATED PROJECT INVESTMENT:
( 'A' + "L' + "V.2' )
N.Total Annual Electric Output:
( 12 xx HOURS )
$1,453,180
9,722,520 kWh/yr
N.1 On-site-use electrical generation:
N.2Excess for sell back is: ( 'N' - '13.1' ):
8,387,480 kWh/yr
1,335,040 kWh/yr
0.Annual Fuel Use: 137,817 MMBtu/yr
( "N" x FUEL) : See prime mover data for FUEL Chosen Fuel Factor 0.014175
P.Annual Cogeneration Fuel Cost:




( "N' x OM) : See Table 3 for OM Value
R. Annual Standby Costs (incl purchased pwr.):
O&M value used: 0.005
$751/yr
( "D" xx 12 ) + ( 730 - HOURS ) x 'C'
S.TOTAL OPERATING COSTS:
( "P' + '0' + 'FR" )
$545,504
T.Recovered Thermal Energy 59,375 MMBtu/yr
( "N' x HRF )
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Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Worksheet
Walkthrough Worksheet Case 4:
U.Levelized Annual Conventional Fuel Cost:
MMBtu/yr x Levelized Thermal Fuel Cost
Solar T1500 1,130 kW Gas Turbine
$598,784/yr
V.Saved Thermal Fuel Cost: $251,472/yr
( 'E' x T / boiler efficiency)
V.1If"V' > 'U", may require heat rejection:System can likely absorb cogen thermal output
V.2 Cost of condensing system, if req'd: $0
W.Saved Purchased Power Cost: $429,070/yr
( 'C' x 'N' ) or ( x )
W.1 Revenue from electric sales $45,391/yr
( x "CA')
SCREENING FINANCIAL RESULTS:
X. ESTIMATED PROJECT INVESTMENT [ $1,453,180
Y.ANNUAL SAVINGS: $180,429/yr
("V' + 'W' + 'W.1' ) -"S"
1 SIMPLE PAYBACK 8.05 Years
( "M" / 'Y' )
AA_ ANNUAL PAYMENT OVER 15 YEARS: $159,551 /yr
( 'r in 15 annual payments 7% Interest )
AB. NET SAVINGS AFTER PAYMENTS: $20,878 /yr
(^r-AA )
Exhibit A-3 Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Spreadsheet (p. 3 / 4)
(1,130 kW Combustion Turbine)130
file: p14-osu.xls Report #6
Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Worksheet
Walkthrough Worksheet Case 4: Solar T1500 1,130 kW Gas Turbine
TABLES:
Table 1: Cogeneration Compatibility Heuristics
Thermal System Type: Feasibility ON SITE?
Process Steam
Process Hot Water
Central heating and cooling plant
Two-pipe heating or cooling system
Water source heat pump
Radiant hot water panels
Gas or electric furnaces -interior or rooftop
Hot water baseboard
Unit heaters - steam
Unit heaters - hot water
Air handling or built up air conditionong system
>> with heating coils and electric cooling
Electric baseboards
Unitary air source heat pumps
Unit heaters - gas or electric
Unitary electric heating-cooling units







Possible, depending on costs
Possible depending on costs
Possible, depending on costs
Possible, depending on costs






Table 3: Engine Operating Hours - 'HOURS'











Exhibit A-3 Preliminary Cogeneration Feasibility Screening Spreadsheet (p. 4 / 4)
(1,130 kW Combustion Turbine)Report 8: 6 Dote: 2/12/93 bil-osp.xls
Site: Oregon State Penitentiary
Monthly Energy History Study Period:1/91 - 12/91
KWh
(cost breakdown estimated)
kWh$ kW (Peak)kWS + Facll 5 Tot Dec $
Natural Gas / Fuel Oil'
Therms Gos $311 Gallon;Oil $lot Fossil $
Energy Use







Annual Average Gas Demand:
Average Demand In peak month:
load factor:
Electric Power Utility: Portland General Electric
Electric Power rote Schedules: 83 level 2 & 32 level 2
Average Electric Energy Rate: $0.03900 kWh
Avg. Demand/FacIlltles Rate:$3.79 kW
Average overall Electricity cost$0.04872 kWh
Nat. Gas Utility:
Not. Gos rate schedule:









'Note: Gos costs are estimated, bused on o weighted average of rates, applied to total therms





Natural Gas Energy Use (MMBtu)
Electric Energy Use (MMBtu)
0 t t f I f -F--
Jan '91 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec '92
Figure B-1 Energy Use at OSP133
APPENDIX C DETAILED ASSESSMENT ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS
Case
GeneralElectricElectric Nat. Gas




Low Gas (2) 3.50%4.85%4.85%4.02%4.02%
Gas/Elec Parity (3)3.50%4.85%4.85%4.85%4.85%
High Gas (6) 3.50%4.85%4.85%7.64%7.64%
Table C-1 Oregon Department of Energy Cost
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APPENDIX F DETAILED ASSESSMENT TRIAL CASES RESULTS
EXHIBIT F-1: OSH CASE 1, RUN 1
A 3,600 kW natural gas powered gas turbine and generator set, with a heat recovery
steam generator (HRSG) capable of producing a maximum 23,050 lb/hr of 150 psig
saturated steam was considered as a cogeneration system for Oregon State Hospital. The
Cogeneration system is assumed operated at full power at all times except during
shutdown. A plant of this size would supply virtually all of OSH's thermal loads, and
produce electricity substantially in excess of site demand, which would be sold to PGE at
an assumed avoided cost rate. This size prime mover was chosen as the upper limit for
modeling with the OSH site, because any larger system would always reject heat, and thus
be less efficient.
The prime mover chosen was a European Gas Turbines "Typhoon" C-T, nominally
rated at 3,930 kW ISO. Under operating conditions of intake and exhaust losses, parasitic
loads, etc., the machine is conservatively rated as producing 3,600 kW usable power. This
unit would be coupled to a Deltak HRSG, generator and switchgear.No pollution
abatement equipment was anticipated in this case, but this would depend on the air
emissions permitting process.The budget estimate for this system installed was
$3,619,287, based on equipment quotes to Washington State Energy Office for a
proposed cogeneration system at Western Washington University.
Cogeneration system first year modeling results are as follows:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills
Electricity: Model Estimated: 7,209,676 kWh, Actual: 7,164,693 kWh, Error: 0.6%
Fuel: Model Estimated: 87,162 MMBtu, Actual: 86,272 MMBtu, Error: 1.0%147
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $344,324
Cost of Fuel: $280,663
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 30,562,750 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 25,653,490 kWh Value: $564,590
Purchased Electricity: 2,300,421 kWh Cost:$94,547
Purchased Total Fuel: 418,739 MMBtu Cost:$1,348,341
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $152,814
Debt Service Costs: $396,981
First Year Cash Flow: ($803,107)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 37%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 34%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($11,243,370)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: Not Calculable
As is visible in the first year results and the project life cycle cash flow shown in






Cogeneration Project Life Cycle Cash Flows
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Figure F-1 3,600 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
148
This proposed project would not qualifyasa Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) cogenerator, making electricity sales to the utility most likely
impractical. The system is too large for the site to absorb most of the thermal energy, and
so efficiency suffers. In addition, the project fails economically because of the relatively
high cost of natural gas and low sales rate for electricity assumed in the study.
EXHIBIT F-2: OSH CASE 2, RUN 1
A smaller, 1,130 kW natural gas powered gas turbine and generator set, with an
HRSG capable of producing a maximum 7,900 lb/hr of 150 psig saturated steam was
modeled for OSH. This plant would run at full power and would supply most of OSH's
thermal load. The generator would produce between 0 and 500 kW of excess electrical
power depending on site load. The excess electricity would be sold to PGE at the small
power production rate (Schedule 201). This size of C-T was chosen as the most likely
thermal match at OSH.
The system chosen was a Solar Saturn T1500 model, nominally rated at 1,135 kW
ISO. Under operating conditions of intake and exhaust losses, parasitic loads, etc., the
machine assumed capable of delivering 1,100 kW usable power. The budget estimate for
this system installed was $1,075,548, based on equipment quotes from Solar for the C-T,149
generator and controls, and a quotation from Energy Recovery International for the
HRSG. Below are first year economic results.
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 7,209,676 kWh, Actual: 7,164,693 kWh, Error: 0.6%
Fuel: Model Estimated: 87,162 MMBtu, Actual: 86,272 MMBtu, Error: 1.0%
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $344,324
Cost of Fuel: $280,663
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 9,249,352 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 2,735,864 kWh Value: $94,894
Purchased Electricity: 696,188 kWh Cost:$29,584
Purchased Total Fuel: 167,319 MMBtu Cost:$538,766
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $64,745
Debt Service Costs: $117,971
First Year Cash Flow: ($31,187)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 60%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 42%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($180,202)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 4.4%150
In Case 2, Run 1 the project does not qualify as a FERC cogenerator,nor is it cost
effective, having a negative present worth. The project life cycle cash flow is shown in
Figure F-2.
K$
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Figure F-2 1,100 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
(Full Power)
EXHIBIT F-3: OSH CASE 2, RUN 2
The same 1,100 kW system is modeled operating in thermal following mode, so that
site steam demand determines the level of output from the C-T and thus the electrical
generation. Cogeneration system first year results for this case follow:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 7,209,676 kWh, Actual: 7,164,693 kWh, Error: 0.6%
Fuel: Model Estimated: 87,162 MMBtu, Actual: 86,272 MMBtu, Error: 1.0%
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $344,324
Cost of Fuel: $280,663151
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 6,178,297 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 1,807,683 kWh Value: $65,343
Purchased Electricity: 2,839,062 kWh Cost:$132,650
Purchased Total Fuel: 133,501 MMBtu Cost:$429,872
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $43,248
Debt Service Costs: $117,971
First Year Cash Flow: ($33,412)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 51%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 46%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995):










Figure F-3 1,100 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
(Thermal Following)152
In Case 2, Run 2, The system qualifies as a FERC cogenerator, and the cash flow
outlook improved, although the project is still not viable, as evidenced by a negative
present worth (see Figure F-3.). In the thermal following mode the cogeneration system
shuts down for July, August and September because the steam loads are too low.
EXHIBIT F-4: OSH CASE 2, RUN 3
As Case 2, Run 2 had only a slightly negative present worth, it was considered
worthwhile to illustrate the impact of assuming that OSH was planning to spend $100,000
on a backup generator in any case, so that the cost of Case 2 could be discounted by that
amount. This implies that the cogeneration system could replace those backup generators,
which would require that it be equipped for standalone operation and could start up
without utility power. The budget estimate for this system installed was $964,548. This
value is not exactly $100,000 less than the costs associated with runs 3 and 4, because
11% contingency costs were applied to C-T installations after all first costs are summed in
the model.
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 7,209,676 kWh, Actual: 7,164,693 kWh, Error: 0.6%
Fuel: Model Estimated: 87,162 MMBtu, Actual: 86,272 MMBtu, Error: 1.0%
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $344,324
Cost of Fuel: $280,663Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 6,178,297 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 1,807,683 kWh
Purchased Electricity: 2,839,062 kWh




Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $43,248
Debt Service Costs: $105,796
First Year Cash Flow: ($21,237)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 51%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 46%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): $83,171
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Figure F-4 1,100 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
(Thermal Following with $100,000 price discount)
153
Figure F-4 illustrates the improved economic results with the $100,000 discount.
Although this system is technically economically feasible, it has little buffer in its present154
worth for cost estimation error. (8.6% of first costs) For this reason, and because positive
cash flows do not occur until year 11 of the project, the results are considered marginal.
EXHIBIT F-5: OSH CASE 3, RUN 1
As a base load power plant option, a very small 515 kW natural gas powered C-T
and generator set, with an HRSG capable of producing a maximum 4,600 lb/hr of 150 psig
saturated steam was modeled for OSH. This plant would run at full power and would
supply OSH's base thermal and electric loads.No electricity sales to the utility are
anticipated
The system chosen was a Garrett model IM-831, nominally rated at 515 kW ISO.
Under operating conditions of intake and exhaust losses, parasitic loads, etc., the machine
was derated to 473 kW usable power. The budget estimate for this system installed was
$738,841, based on equipment quotes from Stuart and Stevenson for C-T, generator and
controls, and a quotation from Energy Recovery International for the HRSG.
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 7,209,676 kWh, Actual: 7,164,693 kWh, Error: 0.6%
Fuel: Model Estimated: 87,162 MMBtu, Actual: 86,272 MMBtu, Error: 1.0%
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $344,324
Cost of Fuel: $280,663
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 3,723,721 kWh155
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 3,485,955 kWh Cost:$170,163
Purchased Total Fuel: 119,082 MMBtu Cost:$383,443
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $26,066
Debt Service Costs: $81,040
First Year Cash Flow: ($35,725)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 73%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 41%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($205,551)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 2.9%
In this model, the IM-831-based cogeneration system is not a FERC qualifying
facility. Related to this, the system suffers from a very high heat rate in the C-T, resulting
in high fuel costs relative to output. In addition, the economies of scale are not available
here; the HRSG for this was quoted at $155,000, only $15,000 less that the HRSG for the
1,100 kW Solar turbine, which produces 1.7 times the steam flow. Life cycle economics
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Figure F-5 473 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH (Full Power)156
Although simulations were performed with this unit in thermal following mode and
the $100,000 discount applied to Case 2, these did not result in a feasible project, so case
details have not been included in this report.
EXHIBIT F-6: OSH CASE 4, RUN 1
An 89 kW back pressure steam turbine and generator set was considered to replace
the existing steam pressure reducing valve (PRV) that lowers the steam pressure from a
proposed boiler operating pressure of 150 psig to the distribution pressure of 60 psig. The
turbine would be located in the OSH heat plant, for ease of control and service.This
system includes a single-stage back pressure turbine, an induction generator, controls and
utility paralleling switchgear.Also included are expenses for minor piping alterations
needed to support the turbine installation. Due to the simplicity of the system, availability
is assumed to be extremely high, at 99%.
The vendor chosen for steam turbine cogeneration systems quotations was Ewing
Power Systems, as this company provides turnkey packages.The piece-price of such
systems has been found to be substantially lower, but it is difficult to assess the cost of
engineering for systems integration, and performance might suffer if the engineer was not
experienced in designing such systems. As quoted, the cogeneration system is estimated
to cost $165,158 installed, with the items listed above included in the estimate. First year
economic results are shown below:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 7,209,676 kWh, Actual: 7,164,693 kWh, Error: 0.6%
Fuel: Model Estimated: 87,162 MMBtu, Actual: 86,272 MMBtu, Error: 1.0%157
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $344,324
Cost of Fuel: $280,663
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 334,099 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 6,875,577 kWh Cost:$328,631
Purchased Total Fuel: 88,798 MMBtu Cost:$285,929
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $334
Debt Service Costs: $18,115
First Year Cash Flow: ($8,023)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Back pressure turbines are parasitic boiler loads and have no thermal recovery per se
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($18,340)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 5.6%
As modeled this project is not viable, largely because of low summer steam flows at
OSH. The steam turbine specified will require a set minimum flow of approximately 6,000
lb/hr to operate.For this reason, the turbine is often shut down, and in particular,
generates no electricity at all for June through September.Figure F-6 is the cash flow
diagram for this model.158
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Figure F-6 89 kW Steam Turbine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
EXHIBIT F-7: OSH CASE 5, RUN 1
A larger 185 kW back pressure steam turbine and generator set was modeled in a
similar application to Case 4. Greater energy can be extracted from a back pressure steam
turbine if the inlet steam pressure is increased or the outlet pressure is reduced.In this
case, steam at a proposed boiler operating pressureof 200 psig is reduced through the
turbine to the distribution pressure of 60 psig. As in Case 4, the turbine is expected to be
located in the OSH heat plant, and includes all the items listed in that case. Availability is
again assumed at 99%.
Using data from a number of budget quotes on back pressure steam turbine systems
by Ewing Power Systems, this size of cogeneration system was estimated to cost
$245,889 installed. First year economic results are follow:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 7,209,676 kWh, Actual: 7,164,693 kWh, Error: 0.6%
Fuel: N/A; operating pressure has been increased.
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $344,324159
Cost of Fuel: $282,504
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 457,964 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 6,751,712 kWh Cost:$323,045
Purchased Total Fuel: 90,113 MMBtu Cost:$290,165
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $458
Debt Service Costs: $26,970
First Year Cash Flow: ($13,811)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Back pressure turbines are parasitic boiler loads and have no thermal recovery per se
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($54,064)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 4.1%
The 185 kW steam turbine system is not economically viable at OSH, for the same
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Figure F-7 185 kW Steam Turbine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH160
EXHIBIT F-8: OSH CASE 6, RUN 1
A 450 kW natural gas powered reciprocating engine and generator set, with a heat
recovery system capable of producing a maximum of 1.55 MMBtu/hr of 165 °F hot water
was modeled for OSH, using "High Estimate" water heating loads. This plant would run
at full power and would supply a portion of OSH's domestic hot water and hydronic
heating. Electrical energy generated would be used on site, and the cogeneration system
would provide backup power in the event of a power outage. No sales of electrical
energy to the utility are anticipated.This size of reciprocating engine prime mover was
chosen as the lower end of a likely range to match OSH water heating load estimates.
The system chosen was a Waukesha model 2900GL Lean Burn engine, nominally
rated at 450 kW, and is assumed capable of delivering this capacity as major parasitic
loads are intrinsic to the engine.The budget estimate for this system installed was
$499,009, based on a detailed equipment quote (See Appendix C), from Power
Application and Manufacturing Co. (PAMCO). This price includes engine, heat recovery
system, synchronous generator, controls, switchgear and delivery.
budget items are:
The itemized major
Engine, Generator, and Controls: $197,975
Switchgear: $70,550
Heat Recovery Systems $92,352
Electrical Engineering and Connection (Estimate) $50,000
Site Prep / Foundation (Estimate) $15,000
Site Engineering / Installation (Estimate) $30,000
Minor Piping Changes (Estimate) $5,000
11% Contingency Costs $50,696
Subtotal Estimated Costs: $511,573
P/W of $25,000 Salvage Value @ 20 years 3.5% discount$ (12,564)
Total Estimated Installed Cost: $499,009
First year model results follow:161
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 7,209,676 kWh, Actual: 7,164,693 kWh, Error: 0.6%
Fuel: N/A; Only part of boiler load is being replaced
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $334,324
Cost of Fuel (heating part of water): $184,622
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 3,468,960 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 3,740,716 kWh Cost:$181,966
Purchased Total Fuel: 83,704 MMBtu Cost:$269,526
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $27,752
Debt Service Costs: $54,734
First Year Cash Flow: ($5,032)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 53%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 45%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): $121,721
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 10.0%
This project is both a FERC qualifying cogenerator and has attractive economics as
modeled. Small negative cash flows occur for the first 4 years of the life, after which the
plant is an income earner. The present worth of the project is high enough that a large162
variation in the installed cost can occur before it will become uneconomical. Two other
buffers protect the investment as well:First, the estimated budget contains 11%
contingency costs, and secondly OSH may discount the costs by as much as $100,000 if
the system could replace the planned purchase of needed backup generators.The project
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Figure F-8 450 kW Reciprocating Engine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
(Full Power)
EXHIBITS F-9, F-10, F-11: OSH CASE 6, RUNS 2, 3, 4
Since the results of Case 6, Run 1were encouraging, this 450 kW system
configuration was subjected to a sensitivity study of three energy cost scenarios. In Runs
2, and 3, all other model parameters were held constant, and only the escalation rate of
natural gas costs was allowed to vary over a range of likely values.This study was
explicitly requested by ODOE staff.In Run 4, a 'worst likely case' study was conducted;
the highest likely 1995 gas cost was combined with the highest rate of gas escalation given
by ODOE.
Because the model does not change in these runs, only the life-cycle costs will
change significantly, due to differences in fuel escalation. Only the 'figures of merit' and163
life-cycle cash flow graphs are shown for each run here, along with the escalation rate and
1995 cost used.
EXHIBIT F-9: OSH CASE 6, RUN 2, "LOW GAS COST" SCENARIO
1995 Cost of Gas: $0322 /Therm
Gas 20 Year Escalation Rate 4.02%
Present Worth of Project (1995): $379,263
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Figure F-9 450 kW Recip. Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH, "Low Gas Costs"
EXHIBIT F-10: OSH CASE 6 RUN 3, "GAS/ELECTRIC PARITY" SCENARIO
1995 Cost of Gas: $0.322 /Therm
Gas 20 Year Escalation Rate 4.85%
Present Worth of Project (1995): $297,029
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Figure F-10 450 kW Recip. Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH, " Gas / Electric Parity"
EXHIBIT F-11: OSH CASE 6, RUN 4, "HIGH GAS COSTS" SCENARIO
1995 Cost of Gas: $0.342 /Therm
Gas 20 Year Escalation Rate 7.64%
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($137,670)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 1.1%
Largely because of the very high assumed natural gas escalation rate, Case 6, Run 4
results in a substantially negative present worth. Although valuable as a worst case, this
scenario should be recognized as both unlikely and stillwithin the range where
contingency costs and site discount result in a marginally economic venture.
20
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Figure F-11 450 kW Recip. Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH, "High Gas Costs"165
EXHIBIT F-12: OSH CASE 7, RUN 1
The same 450 kW cogeneration system as in Case 6 was modeled using "Low
Estimate" water heating loads. The system would also run at full power and would supply
most of OSH's domestic hot water and hydronic heating in this scenario.In all respects
besides assumed thermal load, this model is identical to Case 6.Cost estimates are also
the same as in Case 6. First year model results follow:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 7,209,676 kWh, Actual: 7,164,693 kWh, Error: 0.6%
Fuel: N/A; Only part of boiler load is being replaced
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $334,324
Cost of Fuel (heating part of water): $118,774
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 3,468,960 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh
Purchased Electricity: 3,740,716 kWh




Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $27,752
Debt Service Costs: $54,734
First Year Cash Flow: ($4,630)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 53%Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency:
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995):





As is visible in both the performance and economics of the low water case, the
project is not highly sensitive to this variation in flow for the given engine, with weak
indications that the engine is better matched at the lower flow.All of the discussions
associated with the high water flow case apply equally to this case as well. The project
life cycle cash flow is shown in Figure F-12.
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Figure F-12 450 kW Reciprocating Engine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
(Full Power, Low Estimate of Water Heating Load)
EXHIBITS F-13, F-14, F-15: OSH CASE 7, RUNS 2, 3, 4
As in Case 6, the 450 kW system configuration in Case 7, Run 1, was subjected to a
sensitivity study of three energy cost scenarios because the base case results were
encouraging. Again, in Runs 2, and 3, all other model parameters were held constant, and
only the escalation rate of natural gas costs was allowed to vary over a range of likely
values. In Run 4, a 'worst likely case' study was conducted, where the highest likely 1995
gas cost was combined with the highest rateof gas escalation given by ODOE.167
As the model does not change in these runs, only the 'figures of merit' and life-cycle
cash flow graphs are shown for each run here, along with the escalation rate and 1995 cost
used.
EXHIBIT F-13: OSH CASE 7 RUN 2 "LOW GAS COST" SCENARIO
1995 Cost of Gas:
Gas 20 Year Escalation Rate
Present Worth of Project (1995):
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Figure F-13 450 kW Reciprocating Engine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
(Full Power, Low Estimate of Water Heating Load) "Low Gas Costs"
EXHIBIT F-14: OSH CASE 7 RUN 3, "GAS/ELECTRIC PARITY" SCENARIO
1995 Cost of Gas: $0.322 /Therm
Gas 20 Year Escalation Rate 4.85%
Present Worth of Project (1995): $302,857
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 13.0%168
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Figure F-14 450 kW Reciprocating Engine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
(Full Power, Low Estimate of Water Heating Load) " Gas / Electric Parity"
EXHIBIT F-15: OSH CASE 7, RUN 4, "HIGH GAS COSTS" SCENARIO
1995 Cost of Gas: $0.342 /Therm
Gas 20 Year Escalation Rate 7.64%
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($129,784)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 1.6%
Cogeneration Project Life Cycle Cash Flows
Figure F-15: 450 kW Reciprocating Engine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
(Full Power, Low Estimate of Water Heating Load) "High Gas Costs"
Comment: 450 kW Reciprocating Engine Load Sensitivity
As illustrated by the examples above, the impact of variation of water system load in
the range studied is small. This is because the thermal output of the 450 kW cogeneration
system lies below the "Low Estimate" load for most of the year. Two representative day169
water loads for the low estimate days are shown below. The first illustrates a high winter
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Figure F-17 Day Type #16, August 8, 1993 (Lowest Hot Water Load)
EXHIBIT F-16: OSH CASE 8, RUN 1
A larger 800 kW natural gas powered reciprocating engine and generator set, with a
heat recovery system capable of producing a maximum of 3.05 MMBtu/hr of 165 °F hot
water was modeled for OSH, using "High Estimate" water heating loads. As in Case 7,170
the plant would run at full power and would supply most of OSH's domestic hot water and
hydronic heating. Electrical energy generated would be used on site, and the cogeneration
system would provide backup power in the event of a power outage. Only minimal sales
of electrical energy to the utility would occur, at Schedule 201 rates.This size of
reciprocating engine prime mover was chosen as the upper end of a likely range to match
OSH water heating load estimates.
The system chosen was a Waukesha model 5900GL Lean Burn engine, nominally
rated at 800 kW, and is assumed capable of delivering this capacity as major parasitic
loads are intrinsic to the engine.The budget estimate for this system installed was
$747,258, based on a rough budget quote, consistent with the detailed quote obtained for
the 450 kW system.This price includes engine, heat recovery system, synchronous
generator, controls, switchgear and delivery.No itemized costs have been obtained.
First year model results follow are given in the table below:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 7,209,676 kWh, Actual: 7,164,693 kWh, Error: 0.6%
Fuel: N/A; Only part of boiler load is being replaced.
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $334,324
Cost of Fuel (heating part of water): $184,622
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 6,167,040 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 4,069 kWh
Purchased Electricity: 1,046,705 kWh
Value: $135
Cost:$55,856171
Purchased Total Fuel: 108,922 MMBtu Cost:$350,729
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $49,336
Debt Service Costs: $81,963
First Year Cash Flow: ($8,803)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 55%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 42%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): $95,343
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 8.7%
It is not possible to determine if this project would qualify as a cogenerator under
FERC. The breakpoint is 42.5% FERC efficiency, for plants that use 15% or more of
their energy output in thermal form. further analysis of the system as designed would be
required.The economic results of the model are also in a range that is dubious,
particularly as the budget costs are not as well defined as in Case 7.In comparison, this
size of cogeneration system cannot be recommended above the 450 kW unit. Figure F-18
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Figure F-18 800 kW Recip. Engine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSH
(Full Power)172
No sensitivity analysis of this case was performed, as it is marginal both in efficiency
and economics. In addition, the thermal following mode was modeled with this system, as
was the "Low Estimate" hot water load.Both scenarios resulted in negative present
worth, and so have been deleted from the report.
EXHIBIT F-17: OSCI CASE 1, RUN 1
An 1,130 kW natural gas powered combustion turbine and generator set, with an
HRSG capable of producing a maximum 7,900 lb/hr of 150 psig saturated steam was
modeled for OSCI. This plant would run at full power and would supply most of OSCI's
thermal load. The generator would produce between 500 and 800 kW of excess electrical
power depending on site load. The excess electricity would be sold to PGE at the small
power production rate (Schedule 201). This size prime mover was chosen as thelargest
likely fit for the OSCI site; a C-T any larger would always be producing excess thermal
energy, resulting in lower system efficiency.
The system chosen was a Solar Saturn T1500 model, nominally rated at 1,135 kW
ISO. Under operating conditions of intake and exhaust losses, parasitic loads, etc., the
machine assumed capable of delivering 1,100 kW usable power. The budget estimate for
this system installed was $1,075,548, based on equipment quotes from Solar for the C-T,
generator and controls, and a quotation from Energy Recovery International for the
HRSG. Below are first year economic results.
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 3,544,958 kWh, Actual: 3,670,831 kWh, Error: -3.4 %
Fuel: Model Estimated: 62,349 MMBtu, Actual: 61,357 MMBtu, Error: 1.6%173
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $170,692
Cost of Fuel: $200,763
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 9,249,352 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 6,400,582 kWh Value: $220,408
Purchased Electricity: 696,188 kWh Cost:$28,613
Purchased Total Fuel: 154,296 MMBtu Cost:$496,834
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $64,745
Debt Service Costs: $117,971
First Year Cash Flow: ($116,302)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 50%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 38%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($1,493,105)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: Not Calculable
In Run 1 the project does not qualify as a FERC cogenerator, nor is it cost effective,
always losing money during the life of the project. The project life cycle cash flowis
shown in Figure F-19.K$
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Figure F-19 1,130 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSCI (Full Power)
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The 1,130 kW C-T running at full power is not economical at OSCI for two
reasons. First and foremost, the system is too large for this application; the site's steam
load is below 6,000 lb/hr for most of the year, and the cogeneration system has a full load
steam generating capability of 7,900 lb/hr of steam.This means that most of the C-T
exhaust heat must be dumped, reducing system efficiency, which is reflected in the
relatively low FERC efficiency. Secondly, the cost of gas relative to the cost of electricity
is too high for such a system to be cost effective.
EXHIBIT F-18: OSCI CASE 1, RUN 2
The same 1,130 kW system is modeled operating in thermal following mode, so that
steam demand determines the level of output from the C-T and thus the electrical
generation. Cogeneration system first year results for this case follow:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 3,544,958 kWh, Actual: 3,670,831 kWh, Error: -3.4 %
Fuel: Model Estimated: 62,349 MMBtu, Actual: 61,357 MMBtu, Error: 1.6%175
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $170,692
Cost of Fuel: $200,763
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 4,777,494 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 2,740,303 kWh Value: $101,344
Purchased Electricity 1,507,767 kWh Cost:$74,319
Purchased Total Fuel: 103,094 MMBtu Cost:$331,962
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $33,442
Debt Service Costs: $117,971
First Year Cash Flow: ($84,896)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 45%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 45%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($745,123)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: Not Calculable
In Run 2, The increased net efficiency of operating the cogeneration system in the
thermal following mode is evident. The system now qualifies as a FERC cogenerator, and
the cash flow outlook is substantially improved, although the project is still not viable (see
Figure F-20). In the thermal following mode the cogeneration system actually shuts down
for the months of June, July, August and September because the steam loads are too low.176
This improves economics, since for the full load operations case the cogeneration system
loses money in these months.
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Figure F-20 1,130 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSCI
(Thermal Following)
EXHIBIT F-19: OSCI CASE 2, RUN 1
As a thermally matched case, a very small 515 kW natural gas powered C-T and
generator set, with an HRSG capable of producing a maximum 4,600 lb/hr of 150 psig
saturated steam was modeled for OSCI. This plant would run at full power and would
supply most of OSCI's thermal load, as well as supplying most electricity to the site, with
small electricity sales to PGE.
The system chosen was a Garrett model IM-831, nominally rated at 515 kW ISO.
Under operating conditions of intake and exhaust losses, parasitic loads, etc., the machine
was derated to 473 kW usable power. The budget estimate for this system installed was
$738,841, based on equipment quotes from Stuart and Stevenson for C-T, generator and
controls, and a quotation from Energy Recovery International for the HRSG.
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 3,544,958 kWh, Actual: 3,670,831 kWh, Error: -3.4 %177
Fuel: Model Estimated: 62,349 MMBtu, Actual: 61,357 MMBtu, Error: 1.6%
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $170,692
Cost of Fuel: $200,763
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 3,723,721 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 686,543 kWh Value: $23,327
Purchased Electricity: 507,780 kWh Cost:$24,623
Purchased Total Fuel: 103,143 MMBtu Cost:$332,120
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $26,066
Debt Service Costs: $81,040
First Year Cash Flow: ($69,067)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 65%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 37%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($748,138)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: Not Calculable
As applied, the IM-831-based cogeneration system is not a FERC qualifying facility.
Related to this, the system suffers from a very high heat rate in the C-T, resulting in high
fuel costs relative to output. In addition, the economies of scale are not available here; the
HRSG for this was quoted at $155,000, only $15,000 less that the HRSG for the 1,100178
kW Solar turbine, which produces 1.7 times the steam flow.Life cycle economics are
unattractive, as is visible in Figure F-21.
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Figure F-21 473 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSCI (Full Power)
Although simulations were performed with this unit in thermal following mode, the
resulting economics were also very poor, so case details have not been included inthis
report.
EXHIBIT F-20: OSCI CASE 3, RUN 1
A 95 kW back pressure steam turbine and generator set was considered to replace
the existing steam pressure reducing valve (PRV) that lowers the steam pressure from a
proposed boiler operating pressure of 150 psig to the distribution pressure of 40 psig. The
turbine would be located in the OSCI heat plant, for ease of control and service.This
system includes a single-stage back pressure turbine, aninduction generator, controls and
utility paralleling switchgear.Also included are expenses for minor piping alterations
needed to support the turbine installation. Due to the simplicity of the system,availability
is assumed to be 99%.
The vendor chosen for steam turbine cogeneration systems quotations was Ewing
Power Systems, as this company provides turnkey packages.The piece-price of such179
systems has been found to be substantially lower, but it is difficult to assess the cost of
engineering for systems integration, and performance might suffer if the engineer was not
experienced in designing such systems. As quoted, the cogeneration system is estimated
to cost $175,858 installed, with the items listed above included in the estimate. First year
economic results are shown below:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 3,544,958 kWh, Actual: 3,670,831 kWh, Error: -3.4 %
Fuel: Model Estimated: 62,349 MMBtu, Actual: 61,357 MMBtu, Error: 1.6%
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $170,692
Cost of Fuel: $200,763
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 159,899 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 3,385,059 kWh Cost:$163,181
Purchased Total Fuel: 63,080 MMBtu Cost:$203,118
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $160
Debt Service Costs: $19,289
First Year Cash Flow: ($14,293)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Back pressure turbines are parasitic boiler loads and have no thermal recovery per seProposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995):




As modeled this project is not viable, largely because of low summer steam flows at
OS CI.The steam turbine specified will require a set minimum flow of approximately
6,000 lb/hr to operate. For this reason, the turbine is often shut down, and in particular,
generates no electricity at all for June through September. Figure F-22 is the cash flow
diagram for this model.
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Figure F-22 89 kW Steam Turbine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSCI
EXHIBIT F-21: OSCI CASE 4, RUN 1
A larger 190 kW back pressure steam turbine and generator set was modeled in a
similar application to Case 3. Greater energy can be extracted from a back pressure steam
turbine if the inlet steam pressure is increased or the outlet pressure is reduced.In this
case, steam at a proposed boiler operating pressureof 200 psig is reduced through the
turbine to the distribution pressure of 40 psig. As in Case 3, the turbine is expected to be
located in the OSCI heat plant, and includes all the items listed in that case. Availability is
again assumed at 99%.181
Using data from a number of budget quotes on back pressure steam turbine systems
from Ewing Power Systems, this size of cogeneration system was estimated to cost
$245,889 installed. First year economic results are shown below:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills:
Electricity: Model Estimated: 3,544,958 kWh, Actual: 3,670,831 kWh, Error: -3.4 %
Fuel: N/A; Operating pressure has been increased.
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $170,692
Cost of Fuel: $209,317
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 151,659 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 3,393,299 kWh, Cost:$163,542
Purchased Total Fuel: 65,716 MMBtu Cost:$211,606
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $152
Debt Service Costs: $26,970
First Year Cash Flow: ($22,261)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Back pressure turbines are parasitic boiler loads and have no thermal recovery per se
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($165,992)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: Not Calculable182
The 185 kW steam turbine system is not economically viable at OSCI, as is visible
from the life-cycle economics shown in Figure F-23.
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Figure F-23 185 kW Steam Turbine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSCI
EXHIBIT F-22: OSP CASE 1, RUN 1
A 3,600 kW natural gas powered gas turbine and generator set, with a heat recovery
steam generator (HRSG) capable of producing amaximum 23,050 lb/hr of 150 psig
saturated steam was considered as a cogeneration system for Oregon StatePenitentiary.
The Cogeneration system is assumed operated at full power at all times exceptduring
shutdown. A plant of this size would supply virtually all of OSP's thermal loads,and
produce electricity substantially in excess of site demand, which would be sold to PGE at
an assumed avoided cost rate. Thissize prime mover was chosen as the upper limit for
modeling with the OSP site, because any larger system would always reject heat, and thus
be less efficient.
The system chosen was a European Gas Turbines "Typhoon" model, nominally
rated at 3,930 kW ISO. Under operating conditions of intake and exhaust losses,parasitic
loads, etc., the machine is conservatively rated as producing 3,600 kW usable power.This
turbine would be exhausted through a Deltak HRSG. No need for pollution abatement
equipment was anticipated in this case, but this would depend on the airemissions183
permitting process. The budget estimate for this system installed was $3,619,287, based
on equipment quotes to Washington State Energy Office for a proposed cogeneration
system at Western Washington University, including C-T, HRSG, synchronous generator
and switchgear, all installed.
Cogeneration system first year modeling results are as follows:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills
Electricity: Model Estimated: 6,080,952 kWh, Actual: 6,135,600 kWh, Error: 0.8 %
Fuel: Model Estimated: 131,559 MMBtu, Actual: 134,976 MMBtu, Error: 2.5%
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $281,725
Cost of Fuel: $423,620
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 30,562,750 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 26,782,210 kWh
Purchased Electricity: 2,300,421 kWh




Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $152,814
Debt Service Costs: $396,981
First Year Cash Flow: ($714,829)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 47%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 38%Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995):




As is visible in the first year results and the project life cycle cash flow shown in
Figure F-24, the 3,600 kW C-T is not cost effective in the utility rate structure assumed.
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Figure F-24 3,600 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSP
This project fails economically largely because of the relatively high cost of natural
gas and low sales rate for electricity assumed in the study. In the case of larger C-T's such
as this one, it is likely that a lower gas rate could be negotiated, and simulations of this
system using gas at $0.28 /Therm with electrical sales at $0.04 /kWh were found to be
economical.In addition however, the project is not a Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) Efficiency qualified facility, and thus the numerous advantages of
being so classified are lost.
Fundamentally, the cogeneration system efficiency suffers as a result of being too
large for the site to absorb most of the thermal energy. During the warmer months, most
thermal available from the turbine exhaust is being dumped instead of used, due to low
steam loads.As noted in the executive summary, the possibility of sharing a large185
cogeneration system between OSP and Oregon State Hospital was considered, but
appears unlikely.
EXHIBIT F-23: OSP CASE 2, RUN 1
A smaller 1,130 kW natural gas powered gas turbine and generator set, with an
HRSG capable of producing a maximum 7,900 lb/hr of 150 psig saturated steam was
modeled for OSP.This plant would run at full power and would supply OSP's base
thermal load, producing some excess electricity that would be sold to PGE at the small
power production rate (Schedule 201). This size prime mover was chosen as a thermal
match for the OSP site, representing a best choice for efficiency and economics among the
C-Ts' studied and parameterized for modeling.
The system chosen was a Solar Saturn T1500 model, nominally rated at 1,135 kW
ISO. Under operating conditions of intake and exhaust losses, parasitic loads, etc., the
machine is rated as producing 1,100 kW usable power. The budget estimate for this
system installed was $1,075,548, based on equipment quotes from Solar for the C-T,
generator and controls, and a quotation from Energy Recovery International for the
HRSG. Below are first year economic results.
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills
Electricity: Model Estimated: 6,080,952 kWh, Actual: 6,135,600 kWh, Error: 0.8 %
Fuel: Model Estimated: 131,559 MMBtu, Actual: 134,976 MMBtu, Error: 2.5%
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $281,725186
Cost of Fuel: $423,620
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 9,249,352 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 3,864,588 kWh Value: $133,355
Purchased Electricity: 696,188 kWh Cost:$27,618
Purchased Total Fuel: 202,560 MMBtu Cost:$652,244
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $64,745
Debt Service Costs: $117,971
First Year Cash Flow: ($23,879)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal: 65%
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency: 45%
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): ($13,342)
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 6.8%
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Figure F-25 1,130 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSP
(Full Power)187
In Run 1, the project does qualify as a FERC cogenerator, but is not cost effective.
The project life cycle cash flow is shown in Figure F-25. This project fails for many of the
same reasons that the 3,600 kW C-T does, but to a lesser degree.
EXHIBIT F-24: OSP CASE 2, RUN 2
The same 1,130 kW system is modeled operating in thermal following mode, so that
steam demand determines the level of output from the C-T and thus the electrical
generation. Cogeneration system first year results for this case follow:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills
Electricity: Model Estimated: 6,080,952 kWh, Actual: 6,135,600 kWh, Error: 0.8 %
Fuel: Model Estimated: 131,559 MMBtu, Actual: 134,976 MMBtu, Error: 2.5%
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $281,725
Cost of Fuel: $423,620
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 8,021,594 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 2,806,831 kWh
Purchased Electricity: 866,189 kWh




Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $56,151
Debt Service Costs: $117,971First Year Cash Flow:
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal:
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency:
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995):







In Run 2, The increased net efficiency of operating the cogeneration system in the
thermal following mode is evident. Although the project is still very marginal, without any
substantial positive cash flows until the debt is paid off in year 16, (see Figure F-26) The
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Figure F-26 1,130 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSP
(Thermal Following)
EXHIBIT F-25: OSP CASE 3, RUN 1
As a lower limit case, a very small 515 kW natural gas powered C-T and generator
set, with an HRSG capable of producing a maximum 4,600 lb/hr of 150 psig saturated
steam was modeled for OSP. This plant would run at full power and would supply part of189
OSP's year-around base thermal load, as well as supplying the base load of electricity to
the site. No significant electrical sales would occur.
The system chosen was a Garrett model IM-831, nominally rated at 515 kW ISO.
Under operating conditions of intake and exhaust losses, parasitic loads, etc., the machine
was derated to 473 kW usable power. The budget estimate for this system installed was
$738,841, based on equipment quotes from Stuart and Stevenson for C-T, generator and
controls, and a quotation from Energy Recovery International for the HRSG.
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills
Electricity: Model Estimated: 6,080,952 kWh, Actual: 6,135,600 kWh, Error: 0.8 %
Fuel: Model Estimated: 131,559 MMBtu, Actual: 134,976 MMBtu, Error: 2.5%
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $281,725
Cost of Fuel: $423,620
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 2,357,231 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 3,723,721 kWh Cost:$115,053
Purchased Total Fuel: 162,234 MMBtu Cost:$522,395
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $26,066
Debt Service Costs: $81,040
First Year Cash Flow: ($39,209)Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Percent of Energy Output as Thermal:
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Efficiency:
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995):






Although it is a FERC qualifying facility, this system suffers from a very high heat
rate in the C-T, resulting in high fuel costs relative to output. Inaddition, the economies
of scale are not available here; the HRSG for this was quoted at $155,000, only$15,000
less that the HRSG for the 1,100 kW Solar turbine, which produces 1.7 times the steam














Figure F-27 473 kW C-T Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSP (Full Power)
Although simulations were performed with this unit in thermal following mode, the
resulting economics were also unattractive, and so are not included.191
EXHIBIT F-26: OSP CASE 4, RUN 1
An 89 kW back pressure steam turbine and generator set was considered to replace
the existing steam pressure reducing valve (PRV) that lowers the steam pressure from a
proposed boiler operating pressure of 150 psig to the distribution pressure of 60 psig. The
turbine is expected to be located in the OSP heat plant, for ease of control and service, but
it might be located in the penitentiary if piping issues made this more cost effective. This
system includes a single-stage back pressure turbine, an induction generator, controls and
utility paralleling switchgear. Also included are expenses for piping alterations needed to
support the turbine installation. Due to the simplicity of the system, availability is assumed
to be extremely high, at 99%. This system has little effect on the existing site energy use,
only somewhat reducing the demand and energy requirements, and never selling electricity
to the utility.
Two significant assumptions exist in the steam turbine models. The first assumption
is that the steam load that is used as input to the model is derated by 4,000 lb/hr during
hours of laundry operation. This is done because of the need for 110 psig steam in the
laundry processes. This portion of the load is assumed to be passed through the PRV and
piped separately to the laundry. The hours of laundry operation were readily identified in
the steam load data sets, by the large steam demand increase associated with the laundry
start-up. In the data collected, 4,000 lb/hr was the average magnitude of this load. The
second assumption associated with the application of steam turbines is that all other site
loads can be operated with 60 psig steam. In discussions with staff, no loads outside the
laundry were identified that require 110 psig.
The vendor chosen for steam turbine cogeneration systems quotations was Ewing
Power Systems, as this company provides turnkey packages. The piece-price of such
systems has been found to be substantially lower, but it is difficult to assess the cost of
engineering for systems integration, and performance might suffer if the engineer was not192
experienced in designing such systems. As quoted, the cogeneration system is estimated
to cost $197,258 installed, with the items listed above included in the estimate. First year
economic results are shown below:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills
Electricity: Model Estimated: 6,080,952 kWh, Actual: 6,135,600 kWh, Error: 0.8 %
Fuel: N/A; Only part of thermal system load used in simulation
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $281,725
Cost of Fuel: $384,682
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 476,404 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 5,604,549 kWh Cost:$259,911
Purchased Total Fuel: 121,696 MMBtu Cost:$391,861
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $476
Debt Service Costs: $21,636
First Year Cash Flow: ($7,477)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Back pressure turbines are parasitic boiler loads and have no thermal recovery per se
Proposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995): $6,914
Internal Rate of Return on Project: 7.4%193
Although this project has a positive present worth, the margins in economic
performance are probably unacceptable, given the uncertainties associated with the
installation of a steam turbine at this site.In addition, the project has negative cash flow
until year12,(see figureF-28)which is a further disincentive to pursue engineering
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Figure F-28 89 kW Steam Turbine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSP
EXHIBIT F-27: OSP CASE 5, RUN 1
A larger185 kWback pressure steam turbine and generator set was modeled in a
similar application to Case 4. Greater energy can be extracted from a back pressure steam
turbine if the inlet steam pressure is increased or the outlet pressure is reduced.In this
case, steam at a proposed boiler operating pressure of 200 psig is reduced through the
turbine to the distribution pressure of 60 psig. As in Case 4, the turbine is expected to be
located in the OSP heat plant, and includes all the items listed in that case. Availability is
again assumed at99%.
Using data from a number of budget quotes on back pressure steam turbine systems
from Ewing Power Systems, this size of cogeneration system was estimated to cost
$267,289installed. The costs of major budget items are:194
Turbine, Generator, Controls and Switchgear Package: $154,500
Approximately 700' 4" Steam Piping, installed ($43.26/LF) $30,282
Fittings and Boiler Feed Pump Change (Estimate) $15,000
Foundation Work / Supports (Estimate) $10,020
Installation / Electrical Work (Rough Estimate) $40,000
7% Contingency Costs $17,487
Total Estimated Installed Cost: $267,289
First year economic results are shown below:
Model Checks:
Existing System Electrical and Gas energy Use, Model versus Actual Bills
Electricity: Model Estimated: 6,080,952 kWh, Actual: 6,135,600 kWh, Error: 0.8 %
Fuel: N/A; Only part of thermal system load used in simulation.
Model Simulation Results:
Existing System Cost of Operations:
Cost of Electrical Energy / Demand: $281,725
Cost of Fuel: $387,015
Proposed Cogeneration System Electrical and Gas Flows and Costs
Generated Electrical Energy: 737,214 kWh
Electricity Sales To PGE: 0 kWh Value: $0
Purchased Electricity: 5,343,738 kWh Cost:$247,375
Purchased Total Fuel: 123,653 MMBtu Cost:$398,162
Proposed Cogeneration System Other Costs and Cash Flow:
Operating and Maintenance Costs: $737
Debt Service Costs: $29,318
First Year Cash Flow: ($6,853)
Proposed Cogeneration System Thermal Parameters
Back pressure turbines are parasitic boiler loads and have no thermal recovery per seProposed Cogeneration Economic Figures of Merit
Present Worth of Project (1995):




This proposed project appears to be viable, based on the present worth and the life-
cycle economics shown in Figure F-29.In addition to $54,138 in present worth, the
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Figure F-29 185 kW Steam Turbine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSP
EXHIBITS F-28, F-29, F-30: OSH CASE 5, RUNS 2, 3, 4
The system configuration in Case 5, Run 1, was subjected to a sensitivity study of
three energy cost scenarios.In Runs 2, and 3, all other model parameters were held
constant, and only the escalation rate of natural gas costs wasallowed to vary over a
range of likely values. This study was explicitlyrequested by ODOE staff.In Run 4, a
'worst likely case' study was conducted; the highest likely 1995 gas cost was combined
with the highest rate of gas escalation given by ODOE.
Because the model does not change in these runs, only the life-cycle costs will
change significantly, due to differences in fuel escalation. Only the 'figures of merit' and196
life-cycle cash flow graphs are shown for each run here, along with the escalation rate and
1995 cost used.
EXHIBIT F-28: OSP CASE 5, RUN 2, "LOW GAS COST" SCENARIO
1995 Cost of Gas: $0.322 /Therm
Gas 20 Year Escalation Rate 4.02%
Present Worth of Project (1995): $87,953
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Figure F-30 185 kW Steam Turbine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSP "Low Gas Costs"
EXHIBIT F-29: OSP CASE 5, RUN 3, "GAS/ELECTRIC PARITY" SCENARIO
1995 Cost of Gas: $0.322 /Therm
Gas 20 Year Escalation Rate 4.85%
Present Worth of Project (1995): $77,156
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Figure F-31 185 kW Steam Turbine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSP
"Gas/Electric Parity"
EXHIBIT F-30: OSP CASE 5, RUN 4, "HIGH GAS COSTS" SCENARIO
1995 Cost of Gas: $0.342 /Therm
Gas 20 Year Escalation Rate 7.64%
Present Worth of Project (1995): $20,080
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Figure F-32 185 kW Steam Turbine Life Cycle Cash Flow at OSP
"High Gas Costs"
Comment: General issues for 185 kW steam turbine:
The variation of gas cost with this cogeneration system model in no casecaused the
project to become an economic failure, which serves to demonstratethat variations in gas
costs from projected values will not belikely to have catastrophic effects on this project.198
Although economically viable, the 185 kW back pressure turbine system is not a
strongly attractive option as defined. Even in the best case, no positive cash flows occur
before 7 years. Before deciding whether to proceed with engineering design studies three
further investigations should be undertaken:
1.The lowest practical steam system distribution pressure should be agreed upon.
2.The cost of piping changes to support high pressure steam to the laundry, if
necessary, should be determined more closely.
3.Several competitivequotationsshould be obtainedforthesteamturbine
cogeneration system
While the cost information obtained is believed to be representative, there may be
















































Hour MMBtu # Dollars 1=yeskWMMBtuDollars # DollarsDollarsLbs LbsMMBtuMMBtuMMBtu Dollars
Day Totals:180.4 $581 10,800259 $835 $444 $0 04908201 37.2 102.9 140.1 $190
1 7.6 I $25 I 450 10.9 $35.10 1 $18.50$0.00 0 196,828 1.5 4.4 5.9 $7.90
2 7.5 1 $24 I 450 10.8 $34.70 I $18.50$0.00 0 193,495 1.5 4.3 5.8 $7.90
3 7.4 1 $24 I 450 10.7 $34.50 1 $18.50$0.00 0 191,828 1.5 4.2 5.8 $7.90
4 7.6 1 $25 1 450 10.9 $35.10 1 $18.50$0.00 0 196,828 1.5 4.4 5.9 $7.90
5 7.6 1 $25 I 450 10.9 $35.10 I $18.50$0.00 0 196,828 1.5 4.4 5.9 $7.90
6 7.7 I $25 I 450 11 $35.40 I $18.50$0.00 0 198,828 1.5 4.4 6 $7.90
7 7.7 1 $25 1 450 11 $35.40 I $18.50$0.00 0 198,828 1.5 4.4 6 $7.90
8 8.2 I $26 I 450 11.4 $36.90 1 $18.50$0.00 0 210,828 1.5 4.8 6.3 $7.90
9 7.5 1 $24 1 450 10.7 $34.60 1 $18.50$0.00 0 192,495 1.5 4.2 5.8 $7.90
10 7.5 1 $24 1 450 10.7 $34.60 1 $18.50$0.00 0 192,495 1.5 4.2 5.8 $7.90
I I 7.6 1 $24 I 450 10.8 $34.90 1 $18.50$0.00 0 195,161 1.5 4.3 5.9 $7.90
12 7.4 I $24 I 450 10.7 $34.50 I $18.50$0.00 0 191,828 1.5 4.2 5.8 $7.90
13 7.5 1 $24 I 450 10.7 $34.60 1 $18.50$0.00 0 192,495 1.5 4.2 5.8 $7.90
14 7.4 I $24 I 450 10.7 $34.30 1 $18.50$0.00 0 190,161 1.5 4.2 5.7 $7.90
15 7.3 I $23 I 450 10.6 $34.10 I $18.50$0.00 0 188,161 1.5 4.1 5.7 $7.90
16 7.3 1 $23 1 450 10.6 $34.10 1 $18.50$0.00 0 188,161 1.5 4.1 5.7 $7.90
17 7.2 1 $23 1 450 10.5 $33.90 I $18.50$0.00 0 186,495 1.5 4.1 5.6 $7.90
18 7.1 1 $23 1 450 10.4 $33.50 I $18.50$0.00 0 183,161 1.5 4 5.5 $7.90
19 7.4 1 $24 1 450 10.7 $34.30 1 $18.50$0.00 0 190,161 1.5 4.2 5.7 $7.90
20 7.4 1 $24 1 450 10.7 $34.50 1 $18.50$0.00 0 191,828 1.5 4.2 5.8 $7.90
21 8 1 $26 1 450 11.3 $36.20 1 $18.50$0.00 0 205,828 1.5 4.6 6.2 $7.90
22 7.2 1 $23 1 450 10.5 $33.70 1 $18.50$0.00 0 184,828 1.5 4 5.6 $7.90
23 7.8 I $25 1 450 11.1 $35.60 I $18.50$0.00 0 200,495 1.5 4.5 6 $7.90
24 7.7 1 $25 I 450 11 $35.40 I $18.50$0.00 0 198,828 1.5 4.4 6 $7.90





















































Jan 647,945$26,631 1,125$4,601 4,665 6,001 $19,322 353,321 $14,52167510$2,761 294,624 0
Feb 582,584$23,944 1,124$4,597 4,183 5,381 $17,327 316,472$13,00767411$2,757 266,112 0
Mar 594,185$24,421 1052$4,303 4,337 5,586 $17,988 299,561$12,31260215$2,462 294,624 0
Apr 576,638$23,700 1042$4,262 4,168 5,370 $17,291 291,518$11,98159211$2,421 285,120 0
May 617,565$25,382 1,123$3,635 3,872 5,000 $16,099 322,941$13,27367311$2,179 294,624 0
Jun 582,210$23,929 1,064$3,444 2,878 3,733 $12,020 297,090$12,21061414$1,988 285,120 0
Jul 645,935$26,548 1256$4,066 2,202 2,898 $9,332 351,311$14,43980616$2,609 294,624 0
Aug 594,190$24,421 1,064$3,444 1,879 2,509 $8,080 299,566$12,31261414$1,988 294624 0
Sep 584,894$24,039 1082$3,502 2,375 3,105 $9,997 299,774$12,32163216$2,046 285,120 0
Oct 593,156$24,379 1012$3,276 4,014 5,178 $16,674 298,532$12,27056211$1,819 294,624 0
Nov 585,126$24,049 1,103$4,511 4,599 5,914 $19,042 300,006$12,33065315$2,671 285,120 0
Dec 605,248$24,876 1,067$4,364 5,191 6,662 $21,451 310,624$12,76761711$2,524 294,624 0
Year Totals:7,209,676$296,318 $48,006 44,363 57,336$184,6223,740,716$153,743 $28,2233,468,960 0

















































Jan $0 0 $0 8,157 $26,265$2,357$4,650 1,153 3512 4,665 53% 45%
Feb $0 0 $0 7,328$23,597$2,129$4,379 1,042 3141 4,183 53% 45%
Mar $0 0 $0 7,739$24,919$2,357$4,662 1,153 3184 4,337 53% 45%
Apr $0 0 $0 7,452$23,997$2,281$4,572 1,116 3052 4,168 53% 45%
May $0 0 $0 7,151$23,027$2,357$4,281 1,153 2719 3,872 53% 45%
Jun $0 0 $0 5,839$18,803$2,281$4,111 1,116 1762 2,878 53% 45%
Jul $0 0 $0 5,379$17,320$2,357$3,220 1,153 1049 2,202 53% 45%
Aug $0 0 $0 5,183$16,689$2,357$2,600 1150 729 1879 53% 45%
Sep $0 0 $0 5,319$17,127$2,281$3,764 1,116 1259 2,375 53% 45%
Oct $0 0 $0 7,331$23,606$2,357$4,276 1,153 2861 4,014 53% 45%
Nov $0 0 $0 8,001$25,764$2,281$4,555 1,116 3484 4,599 53% 45%
Dec $0 0 $0 8,824$28,412$2,357$4,632 1,153 4038 5,191 53% 45%
Year Totals: $0 0 $0 83,704$269,526$27,752$49,702 13,574 30789 44,363 53% 45%





















































1$296,318$48,006$184,622$153,743$28,223 $0 $0 $269,526$27,752$54,734($5,032) 53% 45%
2$310,689$50,334$196,438$161,200$29,592 $0 $0 $286,775$28,723$54,734($3,563) 53% 45%
3$325,758$52,775$209,010$169,018$31,027 $0 $0 $305,129$29,728$54,734($2,093) 53% 45%
4$341,557$55,335$222,387$177,216$32,531 $0 $0 $324,657$30,769$54,734($629) 53% 45%
5$358,122$58,018$236,619$185,811$34,109 $0 $0 $345,435$31,846$54,734$826 53% 45%
6$375,491$60,832$251,763$194,822$35,764 $0 $0 $367,543$32,960$54,734$2,264 53% 45%
7$393,703$63,783$267,876$204,271$37,498 $0 $0 $391,066$34,114$54,734$3,678 53% 45%
8$412,797$66,876$285,020$214,178$39,317 $0 $0 $416,094$35,308$54,734$5,062 53% 45%
9$432,818$70,120$303,261$224,566$41,224 $0 $0 $442,724$36,544$54,734$6,407 53% 45%
10$453,809$73,520$322,670$235,457$43,223 $0 $0 $471,058$37,823$54,734$7,704 53% 45%
11$475,819$77,086$343,321$246,877$45,319 $0 $0 $501,206$39,146$54,734$8,943 53% 45%
12$498,896$80,825$365,293$258,851$47,517 $0 $0 $533,283$40,517$54,734$10,113 53% 45%
13$523,093$84,745$388,672$271,405$49,822 $0 $0 $567,414$41,935$54,734$11,201 53% 45%
14$548,463$88,855$413,547$284,568$52,238 $0 $0 $603,728$43,402$54,734$12,194 53% 45%
15$575,063$93,164$440,014$298,370$54,772 $0 $0 $642,367$44,922$54,734$13,079 53% 45%
16$602,954$97,683$468,175$312,841$57,428 $0 $0 $683,478$46,494 $0 $68,571 53% 45%
17$632,197$102,421$498,138$328,013$60,213 $0 $0 $727,221$48,121 $0 $69,187 53% 45%
18$662,859$107,388$530,019$343,922$63,134 $0 $0 $773,763$49,805 $0 $69,642 53% 45%
19$695,007$112,596$563,941$360,602$66,196 $0 $0 $823,284$51,548 $0 $69,914 53% 45%
20$728,715$118,057$600,033$378,092$69,406 $0 $0 $875,974$53,353 $0 $69,981 53% 45%

































































Day Totals:365.5 $1,177 2,809 379 $1,222 $111 $0 336,636 0 282.8 0 282.8 $66
I 15.2 I $49 1 116.3 15.7 $50.70 1 $4.60$0.00 10,708 0 11.7 0 11.7 $2.70
2 15 I $48 1 114.8 15.6 $50.30 I $4.50$0.00 10,613 0 11.6 0 11.6 $2.70
3 14.4 1 $46 1 107.8 14.9 $48.20 1 $4.30$0.00 10, I 75 0 I 1.2 0 11.2 $2.50
4 13.9 1 $45 I 101.7 14.4 $46.40 1 $4.00$0.00 9,796 0 10.7 0 10.7 $2.40
5 13.5 I $43 1 96.6 13.9 $44.90 1 $3.80$0.00 9,476 0 10.4 0 10.4 $2.30
6 14 1 $45 I 103 14.5 $46.80 1 $4.10$0.00 9,873 0 10.8 0 10.8 $2.40
7 15.3 I $49 1 117.6 15.8 $51.10 1 $4.70$0.00 10,788 0 11.8 0 11.8 $2.80
8 17.3 I $56 I 140.6 17.9 $57.90 I $5.60$0.00 12,222 0 13.4 0 13.4 $3.30
9 17.2 I $56 I 140.2 17.9 $57.80 I $5.60$0.00 12,199 0 13.4 0 13.4 $3.30
10 16.7 I $54 1 133.6 17.3 $55.80 1 $5.30$0.00 11,787 0 12.9 0 12.9 $3.10
11 15.6 I $50 1 120.8 16.1 $52.00 1 $4.80$0.00 10,987 0 12 0 12 $2.80
12 16.7 I $54 1 134.2 17.3 $56.00 I $5.30$0.00 11,822 0 13 0 13 $3.20
13 17.5 1 $56 1 143.1 18.2 $58.60 1 $5.70$0.00 12,379 0 13.6 0 13.6 $3.40
14 17.9 I $58 1 147.5 18.6 $59.90 I $5.80$0.00 12,658 0 13.9 0 13.9 $3.50
15 15.6 1 $50 1 121 16.1 $52.10 1 $4.80$0.00 10,999 0 12.1 0 12.1 $2.80
16 14.1 1 $45 1 104.2 14.6 $47.10 I $4.10$0.00 9,947 0 10.9 0 10.9 $2.40
17 13.5 1 $43 1 97 13.9 $45.00 I $3.80$0.00 9,502 0 10.4 0 10.4 $2.30
18 14.9 1 $48 1 113.7 15.5 $50.00 I $4.50$0.00 10,545 0 11.6 0 11.6 $2.70
19 15.6 I $50 1 121.5 16.2 $52.30 1 $4.80$0.00 11,031 0 12.1 0 12.1 $2.90
20 15.5 1 $50 1 120.4 16.1 $51.90 1 $4.80$0.00 10,960 0 12 0 12 $2.80
21 14.5 I $47 1 109 15 $48.60 1 $4.30$0.00 10,249 0 11.2 0 11.2 $2.60
22 14.1 I $45 1 103.9 14.6 $47.00 I $4.10$0.00 9,932 0 10.9 0 10.9 $2.40
23 14.2 1 $46 1 105.1 14.7 $47.40 I $4.20$0.00 10,009 0 1I 0 II $2.50
24 13.4 1 $43 1 95.7 13.8 $44.60 1 $3.80$0.00 9,416 0 10.3 0 10.3 $2.20





















































Jan 541,603$21,447 1,113$4,151 10,953 14,097$45,393 431,510$17,088 9288 $3,461 110,093 0
Feb 492,840$19,516 1,104$4,118 10,469 13,458$43,336 385,706$15,274 91910$3,428 107,134 0
Mar 503,507$19,939 980 $3,655 10,324 13,297$42,817 397,730$15,750 7959$2,965 105,777 0
Apr 477,628$18,914 991 $3,696 8,137 10,521 $33,878 401,741$15,909 8179$3,046 75,887 0
May 532,484$21,086 1,026$2,955 6,267 8,175 $26,322 499,374$19,775 94715$2,728 33,110 0
Jun 494,152$19,568 1,050$3,024 5,727 7,492 $24,124 473,462$18,749 99715$2,871 20,690 0
Jul 482,421$19,104 966 $2,782 4,583 6,312 $20,324 464,107$18,379 9018$2,595 18,314 0
Aug 519,572$20,575 1,067$3,073 3,757 5,485 $17,662 519,572$20,5751,06714$3,073 0 0
Sep 469,600$18,596 953 $2,745 4,297 5,852 $18,844 455,290$18,029 8679$2,498 14,310 0
Oct 484,741$19,196 962 $2,771 6,091 8,069 $25,981 450,192$17,828 87810$2,529 34,549 0
Nov 524,398$20,766 1,051$3,920 10,653 13,787$44,394 417,348$16,527 8668$3,230 107,050 0
Dec 558,006$22,097 1,080$4,028 10,601 13,646$43,939 447,706$17,729 89510$3,338 110,300 0
Year Totals:6,080,952$240,806 0 $40,919 91,858 120,191$387,0155,343,738$211,612 00 $35,763 737,214 0

















































Jan $0 0 $0 14,614$47,058$110$3,274 10,953 0 10,953 97% 44%
Feb $0 0 $0 13,970$44,984$107 $3,178 10,469 0 10,469 97% 45%
Mar $0 0 $0 13,793$44,415$106$3,176 10,324 0 10,324 97% 44%
Apr $0 0 $0 10,878$35,026 $76 $2,432 7,798 0 7,798 97% 42%
May $0 0 $0 8,331$26,826 $33 $1,002 3,760 0 3,760 97% 27%
Jun $0 0 $0 7,589$24,437 $21 $639 2,366 0 2,366 97% 18%
Jul $0 0 $0 6,398$20,600 $18 $618 2,047 0 2,047 97% 19%
Aug $0 0 $0 5,485$17,662 $0 $0 0 0 0 0% N/A
Sep $0 0 $0 5,920$19,062 $14 $581 1,653 0 1,653 97% 16%
Oct $0 0 $0 8,231$26,504 $35 $1,052 3,984 0 3,984 97% 28%
Nov $0 0 $0 14,280$45,983$107$3,234 10,653 0 10,653 97% 44%
Dec $0 0 $0 14,164$45,607$110$3,280 10,601 0 10,601 97% 45%
Year Totals: $0 0 $0 123,653$398,162$737$22,465 74,608 0 74,608 89% 34%





















































1$240,806$40,919$387,015$211,612$35,763 $0 $0 $398,162$737$29,318($6,853) 89% 34%
2$252,485$42,904$411,784$221,875$37,498 $0 $0 $423,645$763$29,318($5,926) 89% 34%
3$264,730$44,984$438,138$232,636$39,316 $0 $0 $450,758$790$29,318($4,965) 89% 34%
4$277,570$47,166$466,179$243,919$41,223 $0 $0 $479,606$817$29,318($3,969) 89% 34%
5$291,032$49,454$496,014$255,749$43,222 $0 $0 $510,301 $846$29,318($2,937) 89% 34%
6$305,147$51,852$527,759$268,153$45,319 $0 $0 $542,961 $876$29,318($1,867) 89% 34%
7$319,946$54,367$561,536$281,158$47,517 $0 $0 $577,710$906$29,318($760) 89% 34%
8$335,464$57,004$597,474$294,795$49,821 $0 $0 $614,683$938$29,318$387 89% 34%
9$351,734$59,769$635,712$309,092$52,237 $0 $0 $654,023 $971$29,318$1,573 89% 34%
10$368,793$62,667$676,398$324,083$54,771 $0 $0 $695,881$1,005$29,318$2,801 89% 34%
11$386,679$65,707$719,687$339,801$57,427 $0 $0 $740,417$1,040$29,318$4,070 89% 34%
12$405,433$68,893$765,747$356,281$60,213 $0 $0 $787,804$1,076$29,318$5,382 89% 34%
13$425,097$72,235$814,755$373,561$63,133 $0 $0 $838,223$1,114$29,318$6,738 89% 34%
14$445,714$75,738$866,899$391,679$66,195 $0 $0 $891,870$1,153$29,318$8,138 89% 34%
15$467,331$79,411 $922,381$410,675$69,405 $0 $0 $948,949$1,193$29,318$9,583 89% 34%
16$489,997$83,263$981,413$430,593$72,771 $0 $0 $1,009,682$1,235 $0 $40,391 89% 34%
17$513,762$87,301$1,044,224$451,477$76,301 $0 $0 $1,074,302$1,278 $0 $41,929 89% 34%
18$538,679$91,535$1,111,054$473,373$80,001 $0 $0 $1,143,057$1,323 $0 $43,514 89% 34%
19$564,805$95,975$1,182,161$496,332$83,882 $0 $0 $1,216,212$1,369 $0 $45,146 89% 34%
20$592,198$100,629$1,257,820$520,404$87,950 $0 $0 $1,294,050$1,417 $0 $46,826 89% 34%
Table G-6 OSP Case 5, Run 1; Life Cycle Economic Outputs, 185 kW Steam TurbineAPPENDIX H EXAMPLE EQUIPMENT QUOTATION
WAUKESHA
Gas EnginatOr0 Generating System
BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
AIR CLEANERS - Dry panel type with rain shield and service
Indicators.
BARRING DEVICE
BEARINGS - Heavy duty, replaceable. precision type.
BREATHER - Elector type, extractor breather system.
CONNECTING RODS - Forged steel, rifle drilled.
COOLING SYSTEM - Choice of mounted radiator with pusher fan,
core guard and duct adaptor, heat exchanger with surge tank, or
connection for remote radiator cooling.
CRANKCASE - Integral crankcase and cylinder frame.
CRANKSHAFT- Counterweighted, forged steel, hardened journals,
dynamically balanced, with sealed viscous vibration damper.
CYLINDER HEADS - Interchangeable valve-in-head type. Two
stellite faced intake and two stellite faced inconel exhaust valves
per cylinder. Stellite Intake and exhaust valve seat inserts.
CYLINDERS -8.5' (216 mm) bore x 8.5' (216 mm) stroke.
Removable wet cylinder liners. Number of cylinders - Six.
ENGINATOR® BASE - Engine, generator and radiator or heat
exchanger are mounted and aligned on a welded steel, wide
flange base, designed for solid mounting on an inertia block, with
standard through-base holes for lifting.
ENGINE PROTECTION SHUTDOWN CONTACTS - For high water
temperature, low oil pressure, high Intake manifold temperature
(standard engine mounted thermocouple with one thermocouple
relay - shipped loose) and overspeed (electronic speed switch -
shipped loose). Two engine mounted on/off pushbuttons are
supplied, one on each side of the engine. Use all of the above in
conjunction with a DC control panel for unit shutdown, (reference
WPS Engomatic® controls).
Note: DC shutdown control panel is not supplied as standard.
EXHAUST SYSTEM - Water cooled exhaust manifold with single
vertical exhaust atrear.Flexiblestainlesssteel exhaust
connection 8' (203 mm) long with 6" (152 mm) outlet flange.
FUEL SYSTEM - Natural gas, 4" (102 mm) duplex updraft carburetor
and Fisher 99 2" (51 mm) gas regulator. 24 VDC as solenoid
valve (shipped loose). 35-50 psi (2.5-3.5 kg/cm2) gas inlet
pressure required. Prechamber fuel system and control logic.
GENERATOR - Waukesha, open, dripproof, direct connected, fan
cooled, 2/3 pitch, A.C. revolving field type, single bearing
generator with brushiess exciter and damper windings. TIE and
Deviation Factor within NEMA MG-1.22. Voltage 480/277. 3
phase. 4 wire, Wye 60 Hz and 400/231, 3 phase, 4 wire, Wye 50
Hz. Other voltages are available, consult factory. Insulation
material NEMA Class F. Temperature rise within NEMA (105° C)
for prime power duty, within NEMA (130° C) for continuous
standby duty. All generators are rated at 0.8 Power Factor, are
mounted on the engine flywheel housing and have multiple steel
disc flexible coupling drive. All prime power gensets have 10%
overload capacity.
GOVERNOR - Woodward Model EG3P electric actuator (mounted)
and magnetic pickup (mounted). Requires a separate electric
governor control, Woodward Model 2301A or similar, (not included).
IGNITION - Waukesha Custom Engine Control® (CEC) Ignition
Module, high energy, solid stale type, with coils and harness.
INSTRUMENT CONNECTIONS - Engine mounted junction box
includes ungrounded type K thermocouples for jacket water
temperature, lube oil temperature, and exhaust temperatures. A
single header block for lube oil pressure and intake manifold
pressure is engine mounted. Instruments and panel are by
others. Recommend optional Model 4000 remote engine
instrument panel, especially for prime power installations.
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2900GL
300 to 495 kW
Enginator® shown with options.
Turbocharged and Intercooled
Lean Combustion Gas Fueled Englnator®
SPECIFICATIONS
ENGINE: Waukesha 2895GL, Four Cycle, Overhead Valve
Cylinders Inline-6
Piston Displacement 2894 cu. in. (47 L)
Bore and Stroke 8.5' x 8.5' (216 x 216 mm)
Compression Ratio 10:1
Jacket Water System Capacity 52.5 gal. (199 L)
Fuel LHV 900 Btuift3, (33.5 J/an3)
Lube Oil Capacity 66 gal. (250 L)
Starting System 24V Electric
INTERCOOLER - Air to water.
JUNCTIONBOXES -SeparateAC, DC,and
instrument/thermocouple junction boxes for engine wiring and
external connections.
LUBRICATION - Full pressure, positive displacement pump. Full
flow oil fitter (shipped loose) and flexible connections (shipped
loose). 50 or 60 Hz. 230 volt AC, single phase electric motor
driven prelube pump with motor starter (other voltages can be
specified). Note: External control logic required to start/stop
prelube pump.
OIL COOLER - Shell and tube type. (Mounted.)
OIL PAN - Cast alloy iron base type with removable doors.
PAINT - Oilfield Orange.
PISTONS - Heavy section contour ground, oil cooled, aluminum
alloy, with ni-resist top ring groove insert and floating piston pin.
STARTING EQUIPMENT - Two 24 VDC electric starting motors,
crank termination switch. (Shipped loose.)
TURBOCHARGER - Dry type, wastegate controlled.
VOLTAGE REGULATOR - SCR static automatic type providing 1%
regulation from no load to full load. Includes voltage adjustment
rheostat and automatic subsynchronous speed protection.
(Shipped loose.)
WATER CIRCULATING SYSTEM, AUXILIARY CIRCUIT - For oil
cooler and/or intercooler. Pump is belt driven from crankshaft
pulley.
WATER CIRCULATING SYSTEM, ENGINE JACKET - Belt driven
water pump, 175 - 180° F (79 - 82° C) thermostatic temperature
regulation full flow bypass. Water pump pulley diameter is 10'
(254 mm) on units at 900 rpm or above.208
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Attention: Mr. Dave VanHold
Reference: Mental Hospital Cogen Project
Dear Mr. VanHold:
Please accept the following Budgetary Quotation for a Waukesha heavy duty, industrial, spark
ignited gas engine generator set per your request:
ITEMQTY UNIT DESCRIPTION UNIT
PRICE
A 1 Waukesha Model 2900GL Lean Bum, Spark Ignited Gas Engine
Continuous Duty Rated 450kW, 480V, 60Hz, 3 phase at 1800 RPM.
The unit include the following accessories:
Model 4000 Control Panel w/ Pyrometer




Duel Fuel HD-5/Natural Gas
Fuel Sensing Switch
Woodward EG-3P Electronic Actuator
Woodward 2301A Governor Controller
Air Motor Lube Oil Pre-Lube Pump
Gas Solenoid Valves
Engine Jacket Water Heater
REN Lube Oil Level Regulator
Duplex Lube Oil Filters
IR Air Starters w/ Silencers
Lube Oil Pre-Lube Pump
Electronic Shutdown System
Critical Exhaust Silencer (Shipped Loose)
$ 197,975
B 1 Vaporphase bare fire tube exhaust waste heat recovery silencer with
aluminum jacketed blanket insulation for 235 Deg. F hot water service
at 30 PSIG design pressure per ASME code Section VIII, Division 1.
Anticipated recoverable exhaust heat at full load, clean: 688,049
BTU/Hr. Unit will be supplied with a pneumatic intemal exhaust
diversion valve with pilot.
$ 35,882
C 1 lotEngine jacket water and lube oil cooling system consisting of a double
wall jacket water heat exchanger, intercooler/oil cooler remote
horizontal core radiator and required circulation pumps.
$ 56,470209
PAMCO
C 1 lotEngine jacket water and lube oil cooling system consisting of a double
wall jacket water heat exchanger, intercooler/oil cooler remote
horizontal core radiator and required circulation pumps.
$ 56,470
D 1 Control Switchgear Line-up for one (1) 450 kW, 480V Waukesha 2900 $ 70,550
GL generator set to be used for prime power Cogeneration application
and capable for paralleling with utility. Switchgear will be supplied with
1% metering, Utility Grade Relays, SPMA Auto Synchronizer, Synch
Check Relay with PLC controls.




95/05. 95% upon unit delivery and 5% upon completion of Startup.
PAMCO Standard Conditions of Sale. (Available upon request).
PAMCO will supply one factory trained startup technician on site for two
days for equipment commissioning, startup and training.
SHIPMENT: 120 days after receipt of a approved Purchase Order.
FIRM PRICE: Quotation is valid until September 30, 1994.
F.O.B.: F.O.B. PAMCO Seattle, freight allowed to job site, unloading by others.
This budgetary quotation includes optional features accessories which can be deleted if not
required.
If you have any questions or comments please do not hesitate to contact me at (206) 931-0138.
est Reg res.,...,
Darren R. ami on
Power Systees
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